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ABSTRACT

The primary aim of this work was to investigate the possibility of developing more intense
laboratory-based slow positron (e+) beams.

Conventionally, these are formed by

moderating p+ particles in vacuo using metal foils and meshes. e+ thermalise in the metal
bulk and a fraction subsequently diffuse to a surface where they are re-emitted with eV
energies.
It is proposed that a new type of moderator could be developed based on the electric field
drift of e+in semiconductors or insulators. A solution to the diffusion equation is derived,
which includes terms describing positron implantation, drift and annihilation. Using
published mobility data for Si, the expression is used to estimate the fraction of e+ drifted
to a surface or interface. For a 50pm Si crystal cooled to 80K, efficiencies of up to 10%
are predicted. It is suggested that the trapping of e+ in defects in the thin contact required
to generate the electric field can be reduced by using an epitaxially grown NiSi2 layer on
a Si(l 11) substrate.
A new method of measuring positron mobility, p+, using a modified e+ lifetime
spectrometer was developed. Changes in the lifetime spectra are related to the electric
field drift of e+ from the Si bulk into an annihilation state associated with the Au contact
or Au-Si interface. Values of p+calculated from the data are in good agreement with other
published measurements.
The re-emission of e+ from clean and oxygen exposed S i( lll) and Si(100) surfaces
bombarded with |5+particles was measured in ultra high vacuum. The data suggest that
the S i( lll) and Si(100) samples studied have positive positron work functions and the
small yield of slow e+ measured is attributed to the escape of non-thermal e+ from the
I
surface. Measurements of positron yield versus oxygen exposure are consistent with a
changing surface dipole arising from oxygen adsorption.
It is concluded that Si is not suitable as a positron moderator and that other materials need
to be evaluated to establish whether a practical field assisted moderator can be developed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The existence of antimatter was first predicted by Dirac (1930a), who considered the
consequences of negative solutions of the relativistic expression

E 2 = m02cA+ p 2c 2

1:1
t

developed by Einstein to describe the variation of a particle’s energy, £ , with rest mass,
m0, and momentum,/?,. c is the velocity of light in vacuo. These solutions were generally
rejected as being unphysical. However, in the case of electrons, Dirac offered a physical
interpretation. In his model, energy levels below -mrf? are occupied by an infinite sea of
electrons. With these states completely filled, the Pauli principle excludes the transition
of "normal" electrons with positive energy into these states. However, if energy greater
than

is supplied to an electron in a negative state, it can be promoted to positive

energy, leaving behind a hole with positive mass and charge. This process is the now
familiar "pair production". Dirac was unwilling to propose the existence of a new
particle, so he associated the holes with protons, believing that the difference in mass
between protons and electrons was a consequence of the Coulomb force between
electrons in the sea. However, Weyl (1931) showed that the hole had to correspond to a
particle with the same mass as the electron. This new particle was termed the positron,
e+, in recognition of its antielectron-like nature. Experimental observation of the e+ was
subsequently reported by Anderson (1932) and Blackett and Occhialini (1933) in
photographs of cosmic ray tracks.
In the sixty years following the predictions of Dirac, positron physics has been a rapidly
developing field of research. Much of the early interest in e+ studies can be attributed to

the e+ being the first form of antimatter to be observed experimentally. However, the
subsequent discovery of many more exotic antiparticles has diminished this role and most
present day studies are concerned with the use of positrons as a sensitive probe of atomic
and solid state structure.

In many cases positron investigations have been used to

augment existing techniques: one obvious example being atomic scattering. At first
thought, e+-atom scattering might appear to be very similar to e'-atom scattering, apart
from a difference in sign of the charge of the incident particle.

However, the

consequences of this sign change are of great significance. Positrons are distinguishable
from the target atom electrons and are therefore not subject to the complications of
exchange effects. On the other hand, e+-e' correlations arise, including the creation of
e+-e' bound states - positronium formation.

Frequently these correlations are more

important than electron exchange so e+-atom scattering can provide a more demanding
test of theory than its electron analogue. A further advantage of e+-atom studies results
from the partial cancellation of the static and polarisation potentials which comprise the
overall interaction. This reduces the total cross section for the e+ process and makes its
measurement much more sensitive to uncertainties in the calculated values of the
polarisation potential. Further discussion of atomic scattering is beyond the scope of this
work; extensive reviews of this area have been published by Charlton (1985), Griffith
(1986) and Humberston (1979).
Following the theoretical prediction of positronium (Ps) by Mohorovicic (1934), and the
first experimental observation by Deutsch (1951), in one of the earliest applications of
positron lifetime spectroscopy (PLS), Ps has been the subject of many theoretical and
experimental investigations. It is one of the simplest purely leptonic electromagnetically
bound state and thus lends itself well to the study of bound state applications of quantum
electrodynamics (QED). Measurements of Ps energy levels and annihilation rates provide
stringent tests of QED theory. It is not possible to discuss this important field in detail
here, apart from mentioning that a recent measurement of the ortho-positronium

annihilation rate by Westbrook et al (1987) is some ten standard deviations above the best
present theoretical prediction. Further work, both experimentally and theoretically, will
be necessary to resolve this discrepancy. Experimental and theoretical studies of Ps have
been extensively reviewed by Berko and Pendleton (1980) and DeBendetti and Corben
(1954).
In solid state physics, positron studies have made many notable contributions. Specific
examples include the mapping of Fermi surfaces in metals and alloys by the observation
of annihilation gamma rays, and the study of defects using both beam and lifetime
techniques. The present work is largely concerned with the interaction of positrons with
solid media and some of these techniques will be discussed below in more detail.
Reviews of solid state positron physics have been presented by Brandt and Dupasquier
(1983), Hautojarvi, ed., (1979), Dupasquier and Zecca (1985) and Schultz and Lynn
(1988).
Recently, the advent of well defined intense positron beams has opened up the field of
positron surface physics. Low energy positron diffraction (LEPD) has been demonstrated
(Lynn and Dickman 1978, Mills and Platzman, 1980 and Rosenberg et al, 1980) and can
be considered as complementary or possibly as an alternative to low energy electron
diffraction (LEED). LEPD and LEED both rely on coherent scattering to probe the
structure of the diffracting lattice, but LEPD data are easier to interpret because of the
absence of exchange. Also, differences in scattering cross sections make LEPD more
surface local, avoiding the need for pseudo-potentials to describe the long range
interactions arising from the atomic planes beneath the surface layer. However these
advantages must be offset against the inferior intensity and resolution of current positron
beams. Observations of low energy positronium diffraction (LEPsD) from LiF surfaces
have been reported by Weber et al (1989). LEPsD has some significant advantages over
other types of diffraction, including LEED and LEPD. The high break up probability of
Ps in solids ensures that the technique is highly surface sensitive, unlike LEED. The

principal advantage of LEPsD over conventional neutral atom scattering is in the
projectile energy, £,, required to give a de Broglie wavelength, XdB, approximately equal
to one atomic spacing in the diffracting lattice (typically several A). For He atoms
Ei ~ .leV for

= lA. Consequently these atoms are turned back far enough from the

surface to be predominantly scattered by the average surface potential. For Ps with

= 1A, Ei = lOOeV and Ps atoms approach close enough to the surface to interact with
the ion core potential of the individual surface atoms. Consequently LEPsD gives more
localised information about the surface. Unfortunately Ps beams of good resolution and
intensity are difficult to produce, although progress is being made in this area (Laricchia
et al 1987 and Weber et al 1989). Table 1.1 lists the important surface sensitive positron
techniques together with their electron analogues, where applicable.
A significant new area of positron related research is the production of antihydrogen ( H )
by the interaction of antiprotons with positrons or positronium. Measurement of the
properties of H including electronic energy levels, fine structure, Lamb shift and
hyperfine structure are considered important tests of CPT invariance, which is one of the
fundamental laws of particle physics. The motion of antimatter in gravitational fields has
also generated considerable interest. Several collaborations (Poth 1987, Rich et al 1987
and references therein, and Deutch et al 1988) are currently pursuing research
programmes with the intention of producing H atoms within the next few years.
This section has demonstrated some areas or research where positron studies are making
significant contributions. In many cases further progress is hindered by the resolution,
and intensity available with current beam technology. Possible progress in this area is
discussed in Chapter 4. The remainder of this chapter is an introduction to basic positron
properties and current experimental techniques. Emphasis is placed upon solid state
positron physics, as this is most relevant to the present work.

TABLE 1.1
Positron Surface Probes

Method

Surface Property
Probed

e' Analogue

Advantages of e+
Technique

Low energy positron
diffraction (LEPD)m)’

Surface structure

Low energy electron
diffraction (LEED)

Simpler theoretical
calculations

Re-emitted Positron
energy- loss
spectroscopy
(REPELS) *

primarily adsorbed Electron energy- loss
Possibility of
superior intensity
spectroscopy
surface atoms/
and resolution at low
(EELS)
molecules
energies. Possibility
of spin polarised
studies of
paramagnetic
molecules

Positronium
diffraction (LEPsD)e)

Surface structure,
adsorbates

none

Positron Auger
electron
spectroscopy
(PA E Sr

Surface chemical
composition

Auger electron
spectroscopy

Positron microscopy

Surface structure,
defects

g)40.i)J)

Reduction in
secondary electron
background

Electron microscopy Possible
improvements in
resolution

Surface angular
correlation
(ACAR)k),1)

electron surface statei
momentum

no direct
equivalent

•

Surface lifetime
spectroscopym)

Surface defects,
electronic states

none

-

Spin polarised
positron studiesn)

Surface magnetism

none

-

References
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1.2 BASIC POSITRON PROPERTIES
Most of this discussion will be concerned with the interaction and annihilation of
positrons in solid media. Interactions in gases are in many ways similar, although in the
latter case electron densities are much lower and positron lifetimes consequently longer.
Also the probability of Ps formation is higher in gaseous media and is indeed excluded
from metallic and semiconducting substances.
When energetic positrons are implanted into solid media, they undergo a variety of rapid
energy-loss processes until they reach near thermal equilibrium. Their subsequent motion
is determined by the properties of the surrounding medium and the existence of any
externally applied fields (see Chapter 2). A summary of the nature and timescale of
common e+processes occurring in a solid is shown schematically in Figure 1.1.
Annihilation is of great significance since, not only does it mark the destruction of the e+,
the y-ray signature also holds information on the final stateof the annihilating pair. By
considering conservation of charge parity, Yang (1950) showed that the selection rule for
e+ annihilation into n photons is

(-l)" = ( - l ) 1+s

1:2

where L and S are respectively the total orbital angular momentum and spin of the e+-e'
pair. Figure 1.2 shows the Feynman diagram representation of e+-e* annihilation into 1,2
and 3 gamma rays. In this scheme the annihilation rate is proportional to a p where a is
the fine structure constant given by
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Figure 1.1

Interaction of a keV energy e+ beam with a solid surface and the
underlying bulk.
a) First encounter (0< t < 1015s)
b) Thermalisation (0< t < 1012s)
c) Thermal e+processes (0< t <10'10s)
d) Long lived processes (0< t <10'7s)

Figure 1.2

Feynman diagram representation of electron-positron annihilation into
a) one, b) two and c) three photons.

Here, e, Eq, it and p are respectively the electronic charge, permittivity o f free space,
Planck’s constant and the number of photon emission/absorption vertices. The above
expression would suggest that the ratio of 1:2:3 y processes is a3:a2:a3. However, for the
one photon process, the presence of a third body is required to achieve momentum and
energy conservation, which results in an additional factor of a3. Consequently 2 and 3
gamma modes are most common, with decays into more than 3 quanta increasingly
improbable because of an additional a factor for each extra photon. Detailed calculations
performed by Ore and Powell (1949) give the 2:3y ratio as 1:370 so the latter process can
generally be neglected.

For positronium, Yang's selection rule must be applied to determine the correct y decay
mode. As mentioned above, Ps is the e+-e‘ bound state. Its gross structure is similar to
that of the hydrogen atom, although there is a reduction in binding energy (6.8eV
compared with 13.6eV for H) and a doubling of the Bohr radius, a0, as a result of the
reduced mass of the Ps atom. Ground state (L=0) Ps may occur in one of two states,
which reflect the relative orientation of the positron and electron spins.

For

para-positronium (p-Ps) these spins are antiparallel giving a total angular momentum,
J=L+S=0, whereas for ortho-positronium (o-Ps) the spins are parallel and J= l.
Consequently, o-Ps is a triplet state with three substates corresponding to m = l, 0,-1 and
p-Ps a singlet state with m=0. In the absence of a magnetic field the ratio of triplet to
singlet states is therefore 3:1. According to Equation 1:2, o-Ps decays into three y-rays,
the two y mode being forbidden and p-Ps decays into two but not three y-rays.
The 2y annihilation rate T of a positron with probability density, p+(r+), at position, r +, in
a medium with a local electron density, p_(r), at position, (r.), is given by (Dirac 1930b)

1:4
where

and r0 is the classical electron radius given by

4n£0mQc

1:5

Hence the annihilation rate is a measure of the local electron density p. sampled by the
positron. This expression is not strictly valid since it fails to allow for the enhancement
of p.(r+) through the Coulomb interaction. The correlation between p+(r+) and p.(r.) is in

fact a major problem in determining the properties of condensed matter from e+ studies.
In metals e+ correlation with the conduction electrons can be treated in a simplified
fashion using a free electron gas model and considering a dimensionless quantity, rs, the
one electron radius (in units of a0), such that

|w -.VP-=l

1:6

Using this approach Brandt and Rheinheimer (1970,1971) calculated the enhancement
factor ft(p_), which relates the true steady state density p. to the correlated density p. to be
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and consequently the mean positron lifetime in the metal, x, is given by

x = r ‘ --------- — r
2(16 + 0

(ns)

1:8

For Al, r, * 2.1, /i(p.) * 5 and x ~ 180ps which is in agreement with experiment. In the
low electron density limit where r,» 1, x -+500ps, which is the spin average positronium
lifetime. In insulators, where electron densities are low,' 3y annihilations are indeed
observed. However, in most cases, the radius of the positronium atom is larger than the
lattice constant of the host medium, so the Ps atom is significantly perturbed and pick-off
processes with surrounding electrons become highly probable. Although there are strong
similarities between e+-e' pairs in solids and "real" positronium in vacuum, there are also
significant differences in annihilation rate, for example, so Ps in solids is often referred to
as q-Ps or quasi-positronium. In alkali halides q-Ps lifetimes are * 600ps, whereas in
polymers, lifetimes of the ortho-positronium state of up to 5ns have been reported. This

area has been reviewed in some detail by Dupasquier (1983). Ps formation during e+
thermalisation is discussed briefly in Section 1.3.4 and the variation in Ps formation
probability in electric fields is considered in Chapter 2.
Although positron lifetimes are relatively short (x « 10'10s) they are long compared to
most microscopic interaction times in solids.

For example, lattice and electronic

relaxation times are of the order of 10'13 and 10'16s respectively.

Furthermore, as

discussed in Section 1.3.3, e+ thermalisation times are typically between 1 and 10% of the
e+ lifetime in a solid, so most e+ attain equilibrium with the lattice long before
annihilation. Although short lived on a macroscopic timescale, e+ can be used to probe
processes which are slow compared to their lifetime. One such example is the study of
defect annealing by the positron annihilation technique. In these studies, the resolution of
the experiment is determined by the count rate and statistics required to observe the
transient process.

1.3 POSITRON DYNAMICS IN SOLID MEDIA
1.3.1 Introduction
In this section the motion of e+in solid media is followed from initial implantation through
to annihilation or re-emission from a surface. An understanding of these processes is
required to determine the efficiency of current and new moderation arrangements used to
produce mono-energetic e+ beams. It also provides the basis for using e+ techniques as a
probe of bulk and surface structure. A proportion of incident e+ interact directly with the
surface, particularly at low energies. Consequently, these processes are considered first.
A summary of e+ interactions in solids and at surfaces is given in Figure 1.1.

1.3.2 Interaction of Incident e+with Surfaces
The interaction of a flux of positrons with a surface is strongly dependent on the incident
energy. At high energies (>10keV), the predominant process is penetration deep into the
bulk and subsequent complete thermalisation. At lower energies the mean implantation
depth becomes small and a non-negligible proportion of e+ return to the surface before
thermalisation. The interaction of these so called epithermal positrons is considered in
Section 1.3.7ft).

At even lower energies («100eV), where the positron de Broglie

wavelength is approximately equal to the crystal lattice spacing, coherent scattering from
the first few atomic layers gives rise to the diffraction patterns discussed briefly above.
At all energies, inelastic scattering occurs including the production of secondary
electrons, which is of practical importance since it provides the mechanism for e+
detection by channel electron multipliers (CEMs).
The fractional loss of positrons from the incident surface is characterised by the
back-scattering coefficient, £ , which depends both on the e+ energy and the atomic
number, Z, of the target. B is of particular relevance to calculations of efficiencies of
positron moderators, used in the production of slow positron beams. It is also one of the
factors which determine the absorption of e+ in source supporting foils used in positron
annihilation techniques such as PLS. The variation of B with atomic number Z for a p+
positron source has been measured by MacKenzie et al (1973) over the range 3<Z<92
using a technique based on recording annihilation y-rays in a Ge(Li) detector. This
method overcomes some of the uncertainties encountered in methods which rely on direct
detection of e+. The data were found to be well fitted by the expression

B = 0.342 log10Z -0 .1 4 6

as shown in Figure 1.3.
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Variation of back-scatter coefficient, B , with atomic number, Z. Data
fitted by the expression
B = 0.342 log10Z -0.146
(MacKenzie et al 1983)

Valkealahti and Nieminen (1983, 1984) performed Monte Carlo investigations of
positron thermalisation from keV energies in Al, Cu, W and Au. Their calculations
included terms describing elastic scattering, based upon exact cross sections of effective
crystalline potentials, and inelastic scattering based on Gryzinski’s excitation function
(Gryzinski 1965a,b,c). The simulation procedure involved calculating the mean free path,
/r, at a particular energy from the mean free paths of the individual processes and
assigning a randomised distance, s, between collisions according to

5 = - l T\ogeR

1:10

where R is a uniform random number. Another random number determined which type
of scattering event occurred at the end of path s. For each elastic scattering event, the
scattering angle was determined from the relevant cross section by assigning another
random number and the energy-loss following an inelastic event determined in a similar
fashion. The path of the thermalising positron was followed down to a termination energy
of 20eV, which typically involved several hundred scattering events. The simulation was
repeated between 1000 and 2000 times for a particular set of input parameters, to give
satisfactory statistical accuracy.
The variation of B with incident energy for Al obtained from these simulations is shown
in Figure 1.4 together with the experimental data described below. For Al, there was a
slow increase in B with energy, whereas for e' the opposite trend was observed. In
contrast a significant increase in B for both e+ and e' was calculated for Au. In all cases a
higher proportion of e' were back-scattered than e+. Agreement between the calculations
and experimental studies was found to be good.
In an experiment described further below, Mills and Wilson (1982) measured the integral
longitudinal energy spectrum of e+ back-scattered from an Al foil target and found an
increase in B from 4-10% between 0.5 and 2.9keV (see Figure 1.4). Mills and Wilson
(1982) observed that more than 90% of back-scattered e+ had longitudinal energy less
than half that of the incident e+. However the measured energies represent a lower bound
on the total back-scattered energy because of the transverse momentum component,
which was not recorded.
Recently, Baker and Coleman (1988) measured back-scattering coefficients for thick Al,
Cu, Ag and W targets in the energy range 0.5 to 30keV. In this study, mono-energetic
positrons were accelerated and magnetically guided to the samples through an ExB filter,
which caused only a slight deflection in their path. The e+ annihilation rate was monitored
by a Ge detector positioned in close proximity to the samples. Back-scattered positrons
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Measurements of e+ back-scattering coefficient, B , for low-energy e+
implantation into Al.
O

Baker and Coleman (1988) (Experiment)

x

Mills and Wilson (1982) (Experiment)

•

Kuzminikh and Vorobiev (1979) p+ implantation (Experiment)

—

Valkealahti and Nieminen (1984) (Theory)

returned through the ExB field and were deflected off the beam axis, so that they
annihilated at an aperture plate. This plate was sufficiently distant from the Ge detector
to ensure that the annihilation rate of e+ back-scattered from the samples

was not

recorded. The incident e+ flux at a particular energy was determined by monitoring the
annihilation rate in an Al sample located behind a biased mesh, from which no back
scattered e+could escape. For the back-scattering measurements, the samples were biased
at -10V to prevent the escape of work function and epithermal e+ (see Section 1.3.7 for a
discussion of e+ re-emission processes).

Values of B determined in this study are

presented in Figure 1.4 together with the other back-scattering data for Al described
above.

The significant discrepancy between experimental and theoretical values suggests that
further work in this area is required. The variation of B with sample thickness is of
particular importance in the determination of transmission moderator and remoderator
efficiencies. Extension of the detailed measurements of Baker and Coleman (1988) to
1000-10 000A thin metal foils would therefore be worthwhile.

1.3.3 Thermalisation
In most instances positrons penetrate the target without undergoing surface reflection,
rapidly lose energy and then attain thermal equilibrium with the surrounding medium.
The processes involved are similar to those for electrons, although some differences are
observed. At energies of a few MeV, radiative stopping (Bremsstrahlung) dominates, in
which X-rays are emitted during e+-nucleus interactions. For p+ particles, which have a
mean energy of «0.2MeV, relativistic scattering dominates at high energies. In this
energy range, differences in e+ and e‘ energy-loss occur primarily as a result of collisions
with large energy transfer. Also the upper limit for e+ energy-loss is 100% compared with
50% for e' due to the indistinguishability of the incident and target particles. These effects
explain the difference in B discussed above.

At eV energies different scattering

mechanisms for metals, semiconductors and insulators are important. In metals, electron
interactions can occur at all energies, although below the Fermi energy they become
inefficient and are replaced as the dominant energy-loss mechanism by phonon processes.
The calculated variation of ^

j with E obtained by Nieminen and Oliva (1980) for Al is

shown in Figure 1.5. The onset of phonon scattering below =0.2eV can clearly be seen.
In non metals, electron-hole pair production (ionisation) cannot occur once e+have cooled
below the band-gap. Consequently, phonon interactions become important below several
eV. In insulators, e+ cooling into the Ore gap can form Ps. This process is considered
briefly in Section 1.3.4.
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Rate of energy-loss, ^

), versus energy, E, for e+ thermalisation in Al

for several lattice temperatures, T (Nieminen and Oliva 1980).
a) 15K
b) 100K
c) 300K

d) 600K
e) 900K

Positron thermalisation times, tth>in solid media are difficult to deduce from experimental
data.

Kubica and Stewart (1975) performed high resolution angular correlation of

annihilation radiation (ACAR) measurements in several metals down to low
temperatures. From the sharpness of the Fermi surface obtained from the momentum
spectra, they concluded that e+ thermalisation in K, Mg, Al and Na to temperatures of
(25±25)K, (1G±10)K, (30±35)K and (50±30)K respectively occurred. Although the latter
metal appeared to show incomplete thermalisation, the result is made uncertain by the
possible presence of defects.
Since phonon interactions provide a weaker energy-loss mechanism than electronic
excitations, t&is generally longer in insulators than in metals. In wide band-gap insulators

such as rare gas solids a significant proportion of e+ may escape from the sample before
complete thermalisation. This process is discussed further in Section 1.3.lb ) and in
Chapter 4.
Thermalisation time has been determined from slowing down calculations performed by
Carbotte and Arora (1967) and Nieminen and Oliva (1980). These calculations show that
initial energy-loss to eV energies is rapid (<10'12s) and that it is the subsequent cooling to
the lattice temperature which governs tA. Consequently, tA is strongly temperature
dependent This effect is seen in the calculations of Nieminen and Oliva (1980) for IkeV
positrons thermalising in Al (see Figure 1.6).
The spatial distribution of e+ trajectory endpoints,

calculated by Valkealahti and

Nieminen (1984), is shown in Figure 1.7 for 2keV e+ implanted into Al. The concept of
a trajectory endpoint at which slowing down processes give way to thermal motion is in
fact idealised since there is a gradual transformation, with a two way exchange of energy
with the phonon field. However this notion is convenient since it provides a starting point
for calculations of subsequent e+ motion (see Beling et al 1987a, for example). The depth
distribution of trajectory endpoints is given by the stopping profile P(x), where x is the
penetration depth perpendicular to the surface.

The absorption of p* particles into

materials of differing Z has been studied in detail both theoretically and experimentally
(for example Knop and Paul 1966) and is well described by an exponential profile of the
form
/ >(x) = aexp(-ocx)

1:11

where a is termed the absorption coefficient. Values of a are similar for P+ and p* emitters
with the same endpoint energy, Ee, although positron penetration is typically 10% greater
due to the effect of particle indistinguishability. The variation of a with EEis given by the
empirical formula (Evans 1955).
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e+ thermalisation time in Al versus lattice temperature (K).
(Nieminen and Oliva 1980).
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Distribution of trajectory endpoints projected onto the y-z plane for 2keV
positrons implanted into Al. (Valkealahti and Nieminen 1983).
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Brandt and Paulin (1977) used the apparatus described in Chapter 2 to measure
implantation profiles in a large number of materials of differing Z.
“+

2

They found

1

—= (29±l)cm‘g for all samples studied, where p is the target density. Subsequently,
Mourino et al (1979) made further measurements by a similar method and found overall
agreement with Brandt and Paulin (1977). However, a slow variation of a + with Z was
observed. Fits to the data gave

cc+ 1.1Z 0.25
T71.58

„
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cm g
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for 68Ga and MCu isotopes and

a+

2.8Z015

p ” E l 19

for 22Na. In this case E is the mean p+energy (.26MeV for 22Na, for example). The energy
dependence of these formulae was thought to reflect variations in back-scattering brought
about by changes in the source supporting material.
The implantation of lower energy (keV) e+ into solids has been less well studied: the only
experimental study being that of Mills and Wilson (1982). In this work, the transmission
of l-6keV e+ through Al, Cu and Si was measured as a function of the foil thickness. The
thickness graded Al and Cu films were formed by evaporation of the metals onto carbon
substrates, which were subsequently bent into semicircles and mounted on a stepper
motor in the beamline. The stepper motor gradually rotated the samples so that portions

of varying thickness were presented to the beam. The transmitted e+ intensity was
recorded by monitoring the e+ annihilation rate at an Al target situated 15cm behind the
sample.
When the foil thickness was expressed in terms of specific mass (mass per unit area), e+
transmission probabilities in Al and Cu were in agreement to within 10%. The median e+
penetration depth, x, in both materials was found to vary with energy, E, according to

x= A E *

1:15

with /i=1.60 and 1.43 respectively for Al and Cu. These data were in disagreement with
the earlier calculations of Nieminen and Oliva (1980), presumably because the theory had
neglected the important effect of large angle scattering. However, subsequent Monte
Carlo simulations performed by Valkealahti and Nieminen (1983, 1984) were in good
agreement with this experimental data: the small differences could be explained by the
effect of neglecting back-scattering in the experimental study. Calculated values of A and
n for different materials varied slightly but were typically 4|igcm'2 and 1.6 respectively.
Valkealahti and Nieminen (1983,1984) also demonstrated that their calculated stopping
profiles were well fitted by a profile originally introduced by Makhov (1960a, b, c) to
describe electron penetration into solids. This expression takes the form

m xm~1
-e x p
*0

1E

.

P(X)=—

1:16

where x0 is related to jc, the mean penetration depth, by the gamma function, T(z),
expression

Over the range 1-lOkeV, m was found to be nearly constant («1.9) for the Al, Cu, Si and
Au targets studied, although a slight increase in m with energy was noted for Al and Cu.
Valkealahti and Nieminen (1983, 1984) demonstrated the importance in choosing the
correct stopping profile for near-surface studies involving the implantation and
re-emission of e+ (or positronium). They stated that use of an exponential rather than a
Makhovian profile resulted in a substantial underestimate of the diffusion constant, D+, in
Al obtained from this type of study. Subsequently Nielsen et al (1985) found that in Si
an exponential profile failed to give a satisfactory fit to the data over a wide range of
positron energies. The value of D+ thus obtained in Si was found to be about 40% less
than that obtained using a Makhovian fit. This experiment is described in more detail in
Section 2.4. Further studies of low energy e+ implantation are required to confirm the
Monte Carlo calculations. Precise measurements of A, n and m in a large range of solids
will improve the accuracy of many applications of low energy e+ studies and may show
small material dependent variations.
Vehanen and Makinen (1985) demonstrated the consistency of the Makhovian and
exponential profiles for monoenergetic and P+ implantation respectively by convoluting
the former with the energy distribution for a 22Na p+ source. The resulting profiles for Al,
Cu and W were found to be exponential at depths greater than about 10|im.
When positrons are implanted into a solid in a direction close to that of a major
crystallographic plane, they undergo correlated small angle scattering which tends to
channel them through open regions of the lattice. In this case, their mean penetration
depth is increased due to a reduction in large angle e+-ion core scattering.

Unlike

electrons, positrons are repelled by the lattice ion cores, so e+ channelling is stronger and
extends to lower energies. Using a variable energy positron beam and a surface barrier
detector, Logan et al (1988) measured the normalised e+ yield transmitted through a thin
Si(100) crystal and obtained the distributions shown in Figure 1.8 with the detector on and
off axis.

In the former case, an increased yield was observed corresponding to
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Angular scan of 50keV e+ transmission through a thin Si(lOO) crystal.
a) Surface barrier detector on axis.
b) Surface barrier detector off axis.
(Logan et al 1988).

channelling along the principal (100) plane. Channelling in other lower order planes can
also be seen. In the latter geometry, a decrease in positron yield was observed at the same
tilt angles, which is due to a reduction in large angle scattering for channelled e+. The
authors suggest that positron channelling may provide a useful probe of crystal structure.
As a result of channelling, the implantation of e+ into single crystal foils may be
significantly different to that observed in polycrystalline samples. This effect might be
important in determining the optimum thickness for transmission moderators and
remoderators. The theoretical calculations of Valkealahti and Nieminen (1983, 1984)
should therefore be extended to include this effect.

1.3.4 Ps Formation in Insulators
In insulators a significant proportion of e+ annihilate as Ps. For example e+ lifetime
measurements by Hyodo and Stewart (1984) and variable energy beam studies by Mills
and Crane (1984) suggest that the Ps formation fraction, /, in NaF is *60%. Since the
electrons in insulators are tighdy bound to the ion cores in the lattice, Ps formation can
only occur during, or as a direct result of e+ thermalisation. Two models have been
proposed to describe this process.

1.

The Ore model
This model was originally developed by Ore (1949) to predict values o f /i n gases
and has subsequently been applied to Ps formation in solids. In this model Ps is
assumed to be formed as a direct process in which themalising e+ pick off electrons
from the surrounding atoms. This mechanism is only energetically favourable over
a discrete range of e+ energies, which is termed the Ore gap. The lower limit, Eh of
the gap is determined by the requirement that the kinetic energy of the Ps formed is
>0. Hence

1:18

where Egap is the band gap energy and Eb the Ps binding energy in the solid. If
E+>Egap the kinetic energy of the Ps atom is greater than its binding energy, so the
atom is unstable and a free e+-e' pair is formed instead. The upper limit for stable Ps
formation, Eu, is thus given by

1:19

and the Ore gap defined by the inequality

1:20

In these expressions, E+, Eu and Et are defined relative to the e+ ground state energy
in the solid. Consequently the Ore gap is shifted by -<J>+, if it is defined in terms of
e+ beam energy. Using the Ore model, Ps formation in gases (Jacobsen 1986) and
solids (Eldrup et al 1985) has been studied using Monte Carlo methods. These
simulations assume that e+ lose energy by electronic excitation as well as by the
formation and break-up of energetic Ps through collisions with the host medium.
The calculation is terminated when stable Ps is formed in the Ore gap or the e+
energy is reduced below Eh The process is repeated for a large enough number of
events to give a statistically reliable estimate o f/.
2.

The Spur Model
A second mechanism, proposed by Mogensen (1974), considers Ps formation as a
two step process. Ps is formed in radiation spurs created as an energetic e+ slows
down in the surrounding medium. Besides the positron, the radiation spur also
contains free electrons, positive ions and other reactive species.

Ps formation

therefore occurs in competition with other recombination processes and diffusion of
particles out of the spur. The importance of these other processes means that the
model is substantially more difficult to develop than the Ore model.
There has been considerable debate concerning the relative importance of the two
processes under different experimental conditions. In general, spur formation of Ps is
more probable in dense media whereas the Ore process tends to dominate in low density
gases. Using a variable energy positron beam, Eldrup et al (1985) studied Ps formation
in ice over a range of energies up to 4.5keV and compared the results with Monte Carlo
calculations which included the effects of four electron energy bands. They concluded
that at low energies Ps formation was predominantly through the Ore process and at
higher energies an increase in Ps formation resulted from spur processes. Eldrup et al

(1985) suggested that further studies were required to establish the detailed relationship
between electron structure and Ps yield. One important test of theory is the variation of/
with applied electric field. This is discussed in Section 2.2.

1.3.5 Diffusion
Following thermalisation, the motion of e+ over distances greater than their de Broglie
wavelength can be described by a classical random walk, characterised by a diffusion
constant, D +t defined by

1:21

=

where v* is the thermal root mean square velocity and ts the mean free time between
collisions. ts is determined by the scattering processes experienced by the e+ (Bergersen
et al 1974). Theory predicts that in metals above about 25K, impurity scattering ceases
to be important and acoustic phonon scattering dominates, resulting in a T 05 variation in
D+.
In general, experimental methods of determining D + measure the diffusion length, L+,
which is related to D +by

1:22
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where x is the mean lifetime in the solid. For a general implantation profile, P(x), the
probability, Ps, of a e+ returning to a surface is given by

Ps = f P(x)exp
Jo

dx

1:23

In defect free metals, L+=1000A which is significantly less than the mean implantation
depth for

p+ (=105-106A).

In this case, Ps is small, which explains the relatively poor

efficiency of primary e+ moderators (see Section 1.4.4/?)) and Chapter 4). However, in
finely divided powders with grain sizes <10 000A, a significant proportion of e+ stop
within one diffusion length of the surface and P> 1%. This effect was exploited in early
measurements of D +using positron lifetime spectroscopy, as discussed in Chapter 2.
At keV energies, the mean positron implantation depth, 3c, is comparable with L +and Ps
is sufficiently large for significant e+ or Ps re-emission to occur. Measurements of D+
have been made with variable energy positron beams by determining Ps as a function of
implantation energy. In this case P(x) is given by Equation 1:16 above. An exact solution
to Equation 1:23 can only be obtained for m- 1 (exponential profile) or m- 2 (gaussian
profile). In the former case, Equations 1:11 and 1:15 hold and L+can be related to an
energy E0, by the expression

L+= AE0n

1:24

In beam experiments the quantity normally measured is the Ps fraction,/. In this case
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w here/0 is the surface branching ratio for Ps. For l<m<2, exact solutions cannot be
obtained and L +is determined by performing a lengthy fitting procedure to Equation 1:23.
In addition to the uncertainty in implantation profile, difficulties arise in determining the
reference states of 0 and 100% Ps formation required to determine / from the measured
data.

Difficulties encountered in the determination of D + by variable energy beam

methods have been discussed by Lynn (1983) and Jorch et al (1984).

Early measurements of e+ diffusion to surfaces confirmed theoretical predictions of a T os
variation in D +(Lynn and Lutz 1980). However, the first systematic compilation of data
for L+ in several different materials as a function of temperature (Schultz et al 1985)
indicated a stronger temperature dependence.

Subsequently Huomo et al (1987)

suggested that back diffusion measurements made at low implantation energies may be
subject to errors arising from the re-emission of epithermal positrons (see
Section 1.3.7b)). they presented measurements in Mo and Ag which were in agreement
with theory. As a result of this work the earlier measurements of Schultz et al (1985) may
now need to be reevaluated.
In insulators, Ps produced during e+ thermalisation may also be delocalised.

Early

lifetime measurements in powders showed a long-lived lifetime component with an
intensity which increased with decreasing grain size. This behaviour was attributed to the
motion of Ps to the powder surface where it subsequently annihilated with a lifetime
longer than that in the bulk. More recently, variable energy e+ beams have been used to
study the motion of bulk Ps to surfaces. Using this technique, values of *.05 (Sferlazzo
et al 1985) and .02cm2s'1 (Eldrup et al 1985) have been reported for the Ps diffusion
constant in quartz and ice respectively.

1.3.6 Bulk Defect Trapping
In non-perfect materials, e+ may become trapped in defects.

This process may be

observed experimentally by
1.

a change in ACAR profile (Berko and Erskine 1967).

2.

a change in lineshape parameter, S, of the 511keV annihilation y peak (Jackman
1974, MacKenzie 1983).

3.

A change in mean positron lifetime, or a change in intensity of a particular lifetime
component (MacKenzie e ta l 1967)

4.

A reduction in the thermal positron flux returning to a surface (for example Lynn
1979).

A thermal positron typically scans 109 atoms before annihilation. Provided that the
trapping probability is high once the positron encounters a defect site, the process can be
observed experimentally even for low concentrations of defects. In metals, e+ are repelled
by the positive ion cores in the crystal lattice and therefore tend to become localised at
voids in the material. Once trapped, the escape probability is generally low (e+ binding
energy » leV) and e+ annihilate with a lifetime characteristic of the electron density in the
defect. In voids, this density is low in comparison to that of the perfect lattice and an extra
long-lived lifetime component, or an increase in mean lifetime, is observed. For a
homogeneous distribution of defects, characterised by a trapping rate,

k,

the positron

lifetime, x, is replaced by x* in Equation 1:22 where,

x* = (x_1 + k )"1

In Al, a vacancy defect concentration of 20ppm is sufficient to bring

1 :2 6

K

close to x'1,

reducing L+ by a factor of V2. The effect of the defect concentration can thus be observed
by a measurement of either L+ or x\ In many instances trapping is diffusion limited, and
k

is related to D+ by

K = 4nrvD+CnA

1:27

where rv, is the vacancy capture radius (* 1 atomic spacing), nA the atomic density, and C,
the defect concentration. For non-homogeneous defect distributions, k will depend on the
geometry of the system (Brandt and Paulin 1972 and Chapter 2).

In some non metals (for example GaAs and paraffin wax) the binding energy of e+ to
defects is comparable to thermal energies. In these cases, detrapping can occur and e+
"hop" from one defect site to another. Experimental observations of thermally activated
transport are discussed in Section 2.4.
Following pioneering work by MacKenzie et al (1967), PLS, has become a well
established probe of defect concentrations. Although this work is not discussed further
here, much of the material has been reviewed in Brandt and Dupasquier (1983) and a more
recent overview of work in this field can be found in the Proceedings of the Eighth
International Conference on Positron Annihilation (ICPA8) (Dorikens-Vanpraet et al,
eds., 1989).
The advent of variable energy e+ beams has opened up the possibility of studying near
surface defect profiles. One example is the study of Ni implanted with He ions reported
by Lynn et al (1986). In these experiments, the annihilation of e+ was monitored by an
intrinsic Ge detector for different e+ implantation energies. The shape of the 511keV
annihilation peak, characterised by the lineshape parameter, S, (see Section 1.4.2) was
used to determine the fraction of e+ annihilating in open volume defects produced by the
implantation of He ions. Lynn et al (1986) determined the difference, AS, between S
parameter values measured in annealed (defect free) and samples implanted with 30, 90
and 180keV 4He+ ions. The shift of the AS distributions to increasing e+ energy, at high
He implantation energies (Figure 1.9) demonstrates that the data contain information on
the depth of the defect distribution.
Lynn et al (1986) assumed a defect distribution defined by

k (x )

= K

x^< x< x2
1:28
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Shift, AS, in lineshape parameter, S, as a function of incident e+ energy
for 30,90 and 180keV energies.
O
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30keV

(Lynn et al 1986)
and fitted the data to a theoretical expression derived in the paper to give x } and x2. The
results were in reasonable agreement with the He induced damage profiles calculated by
an established Monte Carlo method. Differences were believed to be due to the presence
of a tail in the defect distribution, extending to the sample surface. As a result of the high
He fluences used to produce the voids, saturation trapping of e+ occurred into this tail,
giving a broader apparent defect distribution. Consequently, the authors concluded that
better agreement between theory and experiment would be obtained if lower He fluences

were used. In this case, the square-like profile assumed would be a poor description of
the true defect distribution, so a more sophisticated fitting procedure would be required.
Alternatively, square-like profiles could be produced using variable energy 4He+
implantation.
Lynn et al (1986) also used the S parameter method to study the annealing of the He
induced defects. Between 770 and 970K, a strong increase in AS was observed, which
was attributed to the agglomeration of bubbles. Above 970K, AS decreased, indicating
that migration and destruction of the bubbles at the surface had occurred.
Other variable energy e+ studies of near-surface defect profiles have been reviewed by
Schultz and Lynn (1988).
The possibility of prethermalisation trapping of e+ into defects has been subject to some
debate and, in general it was concluded that this process was not significant
(Hodges 1970). However, measurements of the energy distribution of e+re-emitted from
A l( lll) and Cu(100) surfaces, undertaken by Nielsen et al (1986) (see Section 1.3.72?))
showed that non-thermal e+ with energies >leV have a relatively high probability of
trapping into vacancy type defects, generated either thermally at 800K or by implantation
of Ar+ ions.

These observations bring into question the reliability of previous

measurements of bulk defect concentrations using e+techniques. These data should now
be reevaluated, taking into account both thermal and non-thermal trapping. Theories
describing the latter process have recently been developed (Lynn et al 1987a, Puska and
Manninen 1987, and Shirai and Takamura 1987). Measurements of near-surface defect
profiles using variable energy e+ beams should be carried out at high enough energies to
ensure that e+ have completely thermalised before returning to the defected region.

1.3.7 Positron-Surface Processes
Positrons returning to a surface from the underlying bulk can undergo a variety of
processes with probabilities dependent on the physical and chemical properties of the
surface and near-surface bulk. The importance of non thermal e+processes at surfaces has
also been realised. A chronology of e+-surface studies is given in Table 1.2.
In the simple work function model developed to explain e+ re-emission from metallic
surfaces (see Section 5.1.1), e+ are viewed as passing over a step of height <|>+ situated at
the surface, where <J>+ is the positron work function. The problem can be solved quantum
mechanically by matching the e+ wave functions in vacuum and bulk at the surface. This
leads to a transmission probability, P, for e+ leaving the bulk given by

p = 4*T
where

^

1:29

Here, T is the lattice temperature and k, is Boltzmann’s constant. The total probability of
e+ escape can be determined by considering the possibility of multiple approaches of
reflected e+ to the surface. For example, at 300K, a surface with <|>+=-leV has P « 10%.
At low temperatures, P decreases rapidly, and the effect should be recorded in experi
mental measurements of the e+ surface branching ratio, y0 (see Section 1.3.7a)). Early
experimental measurements (Schultz and Lynn 1982) failed to show a strong temperature
dependency in y0, which suggested that e+ emission was not a direct process. Many
bodied effects (Wilson 1983) and multiple approaches to the surface of e+ from the bulk
have been offered as possible explanations of this discrepancy.

However, recent

measurements reported by Britton et al (1989) showed decreasing e+ and Ps yields for
clean C u (lll) and Al(110) surfaces below 300K.

For both surfaces the yields

disappeared at OK, as predicted by the simple quantum mechanical model. The authors
therefore concluded that e+ are reflected by the surface potential and suggested that the

TABLE 1.2
Chronology of Positron Surface Physics
Reference

Year

Event

1950

First attempt to observe re-emission of
thermal e+

Madansky
(1950)

1970

Observation of e+ surface
powdered Si samples

effects

Gainotti and Ghezzi (1970)

1972

Negative
proposed

mechanism

1974

Observation of Ps emission from surfaces

Canter et al (1974)

1978

First study of e+ re-emission
characterised surfaces in UHV

Mills e ta l{ 1978)

1978

Observation of e+ diffraction effects

Lynn and Dickman (1978)

1980

Variation in e+ work function correlated to
change in surface dipole moment

Murray et al (1980)

1981

Observation of positronium negative ion
(Ps)
Profiling of near-surface defects

Mills (1981)

1982

e+

re-emission

in

from

and

Rasetti

Costello (1972a, b)
Tong (1972)

Triftshauser
(1982)

and

Kogel

1983

Observation of e+ energy-loss to surface
adsorbed molecules

Fischer et al (1983)

1984

Study of e+ re-emission from ionic insulator
surfaces

Mills and Crane (1984)

1985

Measurement of surface ACAR spectra

Lynn et al (1985a)
Howell et al (1985b)

1986

Observations of e+re-emission from rare gas
solid films.
Hot positron emission
mechanism proposed.

Gullikson and Mills (1986)

1986

Studies of epithermal e+ re-emission from
metal surfaces. Observation of epithermal e+
trapping

Nielsen et al (1986)

1987

High resolution e+ surface lifetime studies

Schodlbauer (1987)

1988

Studies of e+ re-emission from multilayer
structures

Gidley and Frieze (1988)

1989

Observation of e+reflection from the surface
potential

Britton et al (1989)

1989

Observation of Ps reflection from LiF

Weber et al (1989)

failure of earlier experiments to observe this effect was a result of incomplete e+
thermalisation prior to re-emission from the surface (see Section \3.1b)). Generally, it is
considered that for negative positron work function surfaces, the probability for low
energy e+re-emission, trapping into surfaces and Ps emission are approximately equal.
These processes are described in the following subsections.
a) Prompt emission o f slow e+
For many metals and some insulators, the spontaneous re-emission of thermal e+ is an
energetically favourable process. This phenomenon is explained by a negative e+ work
function mechanism, originally proposed by Tong (1972) to explain early measurements
of e+ re-emission from several metallic surfaces (Costello et al 1972a, b). Tong's theory
and the subsequent thorough ‘experimental investigations of this process are described in
detail in Chapter 5. In the ideal case, the energy distribution of e+ re-emitted from a
surface is peaked at -<J>+ and has an angular spread of A0 related to the thermal spread of
e+ in the bulk by

A0

1:30
v2 * .,

where <j)+ is the positron work function of the surface.

However, in practice, most

experimentally obtained retarding field spectra show a greater increased energy spread
due to e+-surface energy-loss processes and an increased angular spread caused by the
microscopically rough surface. Inelastic surface processes involving e+ include plasmon
and adsorbate excitation; the latter being demonstrated by Fischer et al (1983,1986) to be
a novel probe of surface contamination.
The surface branching ratio, y0, is defined as the fraction of e+ leaving the surface as low
energy positrons. Values of y0are listed in Table 5.1.

b) Re-emission o f non-thermal e+
Studies of e+ re-emission from wide band gap insulators including MgO, A1203 and LiF
(Mills and Crane 1984) have been reported. In these studies e+implanted into the samples
with intermediate energy (<10keV) were observed to be re-emitted with a large spread of
energies, comparable to the band-gap of the particular material (see Figure 1.10a). Hence,
the data could not be explained by the work function mechanism of Tong (1972),
discussed above and in Chapter 5. Mills and Crane (1984) therefore interpreted their data
in terms of the migration and break-up of Ps at the sample surface, resulting in the
emission of the positron via an Auger-like process. The electron was assumed to be
trapped in a vacant surface state.
In comparison with ionic insulators, the solid rare gas films studied by Gullikson and
Mills (1986) have simpler structures, which enabled a clearer interpretation of the e+
re-emission process to be established. These authors were therefore able to conclude that
their data were inconsistent with a Ps break-up mechanism and a "hot positron" model
was proposed instead to describe the re-emission process (see Figure 1.10b)). Energetic
e+ entering a solid rare gas rapidly lose energy by electronic excitation. However, once
e+ have cooled below the band-gap, this process can no longer occur and, apart from the
possibility of Ps formation in the Ore gap, further reduction in e+ energy continues only
via weak acoustic phonon interactions. The maximum phonon energy is »10meV, so the
energy-loss per collision is small and the diffusion constant large. Consequently, there is
a substantial probability of e+ reaching a surface with sufficient energy to overcome an
unfavourable potential barrier arising from a positive positron work function.
Experimental measurements of re-emitted positron spectra (see Figure 1.10b) extend up
to a value E^, which was associated with the lowest e+ inelastic threshold. As the
implantation energy was increased, e+ penetrated deeper into the solid and therefore
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Positron re-em itted yield, R (solid line), and Ps yield, / (broken line),
versus e+ implantation energy for a 15 OOOA solid A r film
(Gullikson and Mills 1986)

underw ent more energy-loss before returning to the surface. Consequently, a shift o f the
re-em itted e+ energy distribution to lower energies and a low er total e+ yield were
observed, in agreem ent with the model.

D etailed measurem ents o f re-em itted e+ and Ps yields, R and / at low im plantation
energies (see Figure 1.11) enabled Gullikson and M ills (1986) to determ ine the inelastic
thresholds for Ps, exciton and electron-hole pair form ation.

The onset o f the form er

process at E^ governed the m axim um re-em itted e+ energy shown in Figure (1.10a). The
sharp dip in positron yield at low energies was attributed to e+ energy-loss to the phonon
field.

Using a M onte Carlo routine to simulate the slowing down o f e+, the mean

energy-loss per collision, 8 £ , was deduced from AE. M easurem ents o f R versus film

thickness enabled the energy dependent positron mean free path, /, to be determined in Ar.
Using this result and the value of 8E, the positron diffusion length in Ar was estimated to
be =5000A, which is a factor of five greater than in metals.
These measurements provided conclusive proof of the hot positron mechanism for e+
re-emission from rare gas solids. The model is now considered to apply to other wide
band-gap insulators (Lynn and Nielsen 1987, Gullikson and Mills 1986), although in most
cases, the existence of an optical branch in the phonon dispersion relation increases
energy-loss, thereby reducing the probability of re-emission.
Nielsen et al (1986) measured the energy distribution of e+ re-emitted from Al(l 11) and
Cu(100) surfaces following implantation at low energies (<500eV). These surfaces were
studied because their slightly positive positron work functions (0<<|>+<0.1eV) ensured
that whilst no thermal e+could escape, the energy distributions of non-thermal e+ were not
appreciably distorted. Energy spectra for an Al(l 11) surface at 500K bombarded by 50
and 400eV incident e+ are shown in Figure 1.12a). About 20% of 50eV incident e+ were
emitted as non-thermal e+ and approximately 80% of this yield had energies <5eV. With
the implantation energy increased to 400eV, the re-emitted fraction was <10% and the
energy distribution depleted at high energies (>leV) in comparison with the 50eV data.
The similarity between the two spectra at low re-emitted e+ energies shows that the e+
energy-loss rate below leV is substantially less than at higher energies. From the data,
Nielsen et al (1986) estimated that e+ typically thermalise to leV in * 1 0 13s and to
near-thermal energies in » 1 0 12s.

These results are in agreement with theoretical

calculations (see Section 1.3.3) which assume that energy-loss is dominated by electronic
excitations down to energies of ~.leV and phonon interactions at lower energies.
Re-emitted e+ energy spectra for clean and oxidised (5A AlxOy)) surfaces are shown in
Figure 1.12b). The broad energy distribution measured for the latter surface is explained
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Studies of epithermal e+re-emission
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Energy distribution of e+re-emitted from the surface of Al( 111)
at 500K after implantation at 50 and 400eV

b)

Energy distribution of e+re-emitted from clean and oxygen
exposed Al(l 11) surfaces after implantation at 50eV

(Nielsen et al 1986)

by the presence of a wide band-gap in the insulating oxide layer, which excludes any
electronic excitations once e+ have slowed below the positronium formation threshold.
This is the essence of the hot positron model described earlier in this section.
In metals with negative positron work functions, both thermal and epithermal re-emission
can occur. At low implantation energies (<500eV) a high energy tail is observed on the
usual thermal re-emitted e+ energy distribution (for example, Fischer et al 1986). The
re-emission of e+ from clean and oxygen exposed Si surfaces reported in Chapter 5 is
considered to be a result of a non-thermal e+ process. In this case the relatively narrow Si
band-gap (1.1 eV) results in a low positron yield from the surface. In Chapter 4, the results
of Monte Carlo simulations are presented, which show that the energy distribution of
epithermal e+re-emitted from rare gas solids can be changed by the presence of an electric
field in the film.

c) Positronium emission
Energetically, Ps emission is favoured over e+ re-emission because its binding energy
more than compensates for the minimum energy required to remove the electron from the
solid (the electron work function, <}>_).

The high electron densities in metals and

semiconductors preclude Ps formation in the bulk, so this process is expected to occur
several A from the surface, where the electron density has fallen below a critical limit. In
this case, the concept of a positronium work function is therefore unphysical and the
process should be described in terms of a Ps formation energy, EPs. Ps formation occurs
within 10'18s, which is much shorter than typical energy relaxation times, so for thermal
e+, the re-emitted energy spectrum, EPt(k), will be determined largely by the electron
density of states/^) at energy E(k) below the Fermi level in the bulk. This results in the
expression
Ept = 6-8 - (<J>++ <(>_)-£(&)
where 6.8 is the Ps binding energy in eV.
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Time of flight spectra for triplet Ps annihilation at distances
a) z=10mm
b) z=50mm
in front of the Cu target. t=0 corresponds to the arrival of e+ bunches at
the target. Inset shows the variation of the total delayed component with
temperature. The solid line is an exponential Arrhenius fit to the data
(Mills and Pfeiffer 1979a)

Substantial Ps emission from an MgO coated gold target bombarded with eV energy e+
was reported by Canter et al (1974). Subsequently, Mills and Pfeiffer (1979a) used a time
of flight method to measure the velocity distribution of Ps emitted from a C u (lll)
surface. Timing was accomplished by deriving start signals from a pulsed positron beam
and stop signals from the annihilation of emitted Ps recorded at a fixed distance, z, from
the sample, by a collimated scintillator/photomultiplier arrangement. With z=10mm, the
lifetime spectra shown in Figure 1.13a) were collected at 300 and 1050K. The large peaks
at t=0 are produced by e+ annihilations in the Cu target and the prompt decay of
para-positronium, whereas the delayed part of the spectrum is due to decay of the

ortho-positronium state. With the target at 1060K, a decrease in prompt peak and increase
in apparent decay time were recorded, which suggested that the extra Ps was emitted from
the heated surface with a lower mean energy than that emitted at 300K. With z increased
to 50mm, identical spectra were obtained at the two temperatures (Figure 1.13b)), which
indicated that the additional slow Ps had decayed before it reached the region monitored
by the detector. Consequently, the data could be subtracted to give a spectrum associated
only with thermal Ps.

Mills and Pfeiffer (1979a) concluded that two Ps emission

mechanisms occurred.

The temperature dependent part, described by an Arrhenius

variation (see inset to Figure 1.13) was believed to be due to the thermal desorption of Ps
formed from e+ trapped in the surface potential well (see Figure 5.1). The other part of
the distribution was attributed to Ps formed by slow e+ emitted directly from the surface
without trapping. The energy distribution of Ps formed by the latter process is given by
Equation 1:31 above.
Using a similar time of flight arrangement, Mills et al (1983) measured the differential
energy distribution of Ps emitted from clean and oxygen exposed Al(l 11) surfaces. Their
data, shown in Figure 1.14 is in good agreement with the results derived from a simple e'
density of states model, demonstrating the validity of Equation 1:31. The discrepancy
between theory and experiment at low Ps energies may be due to the effect of annihilation
on the walls of the cell.
More recently, Howell (1987) reported Ps time-of-flight (TOF) measurements, obtained
using a linac based beam (see Section 1.4.4a)). These studies confirmed the existence of
both fast and thermal Ps production mechanisms and also demonstrated that Ps may be
formed as a result of electron pick-up by non-thermal e+, which have scattered out of the
metal samples (Howell et al 1986).
Nieminen and Oliva (1980) argued that the probability of Ps formation, f 0y at a surface
depends on the e+ transit time, and hence its velocity through the region where e capture
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Normal component of kinetic energy of Ps emitted from clean and
oxidised A l( lll) surfaces. Solid lines are fits to the data assuming a
simple local density of states model. (Mills et al 1983).

occurs. A correlation between f 0 and <J>+ might therefore be expected, although a strong
trend is not observed experimentally, suggesting that other effects such as the electron
density of states, dominate the formation process.
In insulators, Ps formed in the bulk can diffuse to a surface and be spontaneously emitted
into vacuum. In this case, it is meaningful to assign a Ps work function, <t>Ps, analogous to
<J>+ and <J>_. For this process

♦j>«= $ + + - 6.8(eV)

1:32

and is negative for most materials. Work function emission of Ps from ice (Eldrup et al
1985), quartz and MgO (Sferlazzo et al 1987) and ionic solids (Mills and Crane 1984)
have been reported, although the latter measurement has now been reinterpreted in terms
of the "hot positron model" described above.

d) Surface state trapping
Early theories of e+ surface states were developed to explain the long lifetimes associated
with positrons localised in radiation induced voids (Hodges and Stott 1973). Models
generally considered that these states arose from e+ trapping in the surface potential well
(see Figure 5.1). Platzman and Tzoar (1986) have advanced an alternative mechanism in
which e+ are assumed to be trapped as physisorbed Ps, bound to the surface by Van der
Waals forces.
Since e+ are bound in the potential well with eV energies, the most energetically
favourable method of escape is through Ps formation.

Measurements of thermally

desorbed Ps by Mills and Pfeiffer (1979a), discussed above, provided the first direct
confirmation of e+ localisation at surfaces. The idea of e+ trapping in the surface potential
well minimum suggests that these e+ are only localised perpendicular to the surface, and
may therefore posses large transverse momenta. However, 2D angular correlation of
annihilation radiation (ACAR) measurements of e+ residing in these states (Lynn et al
1985a, Howell et al 1985b, Chen et al 1987) showed nearly isotropic momentum
distributions (see Figure 1.15), similar to those recorded for bulk e+ traps. It has therefore
been suggested that e+ may become localised at surface defects or impurity sites. Lou et
al (1989) have calculated 2D ACAR distributions for the Al(100) surface and found a
nearly isotropic momentum distribution, in agreement with Lynn et al (1985a). Using a
mixed density approximation, Brown et al (1987) obtained an ACAR spectrum
significantly more anisotropic (Figure 1.15).

Subsequent calculations presented by

Brown et al (1989) indicated that e+ trapping at vacancy sites may provide the best
explanation for the isotropic experimental data. The authors noted that these calculations
are strongly model dependent and suggested that further work is necessary to establish
irrevocably the dominant surface trapping mechanism.
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Two dimensional contour plot for an Al(l 10) surface. The experimental
and theoretical data are respectively from Chen et al (1987) and Brown
et al (1987).

e) Positrons at interfaces
The behaviour of positrons at many solid-vacuum and solid-gas interfaces (for example
radiation induced He bubbles in Al) is quite well understood. Investigations of e+ motion
at a buried solid-solid interface has only recently been developed, although experimental
results published so far suggest that positron studies may provide a useful probe of
interface structure.
The first observation of e+ trapping at interfacial defects was reported by Schultz et al
(1983) for a structure comprising a thin epitaxially grown layer of Cu on a W(110)
substrate. Only 30% of the expected re-emitted yield of 2keV e+ implanted into the
sample was measured. On annealing at 1225K the yield was restored to its expected
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Variation of lineshape parameter, 5, with e+ implantation energy for a
thermally grown S i02 layer on Si. Arrow indicates the position of the
Si-Si02 interface. The solid line is a theoretical fit to the data (Nielsen et
al 1987).

value. Since this coincides with the temperature required to cause thermal activation of
the first Cu layer on W (110), it was concluded that positrons were being trapped at the
interface.
Nielsen et al (1987) measured the S parameter as a function of incident positron energy
in Si(llO) with a 3500A oxide overlayer and obtained the distribution shown in
Figure 1.16. The minimum of the distribution was attributed to e+ annihilations in an
interfacial state and the curved regions on either side of the minimum to e+ diffusion from
the Si(l 10) and Si02layers to the interface. Although the nature of the e+annihilation state
at the interface was not established, it was noted that previous studies of similar interfaces
using other techniques showed the existence of a variety of defect and impurity states.
The technique has subsequently been applied to other systems including the Si-Si(lOO)

interface (Schultz et al 1988) and the AlGaAs-GaS interface (DeWald et al 1988). Given
the limited number of available techniques suited to the study of buried interfaces,
positron methods may well have a promising future.

1.4 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
1.4.1 Angular correlation
Through the conservation of momentum, the motion of an annihilating e+-e* pair
manifests itself in two ways.
1.

a slight departure in the co-linearity of the annihilation y-rays due to the momentum
component, p,,^, perpendicular to the direction of emission given by

s in 6 = ^
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2.

■
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an unequal distribution of the energy of the emitted y-rays (Doppler shift) arising
from the momentum component Pp^, in the direction of e^\ssio<i given by

AE
——
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4- “ - '
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where moC2+ AE and moC2- A E are the emitted y-ray energies and (7t - 0), the angle
between them.
The first of these effects is exploited by angular correlation of annihilation radiation
(ACAR) systems to obtain information on centre of mass motion of the annihilating pair.
Generally, e+ attain thermal equilibrium with the surrounding medium prior to
annihilation, so ACAR distributions are predominantly determined by the motion of the

more energetic electrons. For example, the first one dimensional (ID) measurements in
metals and semiconductors (DeBenedetti et al 1950, Lang and DeBenedetti 1957 and
Berko and Hereford 1956) showed distributions comprising a parabolic portion, which
could be explained in terms of a simple Fermi gas model, imposed on top of a broader
"pedestal", attributed to annihilations with energetic core electrons (see Figure 1.17b).
The important effect of defect trapping on ACAR distributions was not realised until later
(Berko and Erskine 1967).
A schematic diagram of a ID ACAR system is shown in Figure 1.17a). The technique
involves measuring the coincidence rate N(0), between two detectors as the angle 0 is
varied. N(Q) distributions typically have milliradian widths, so high resolution is required
to generate useful data. Consequently, the sample/counter separation is large (several
metres) and the collimated slit width small (»mm). Since the system only measures a ID
projection of the annihilation pair momentum, in the z direction, a long slit geometry can
be used, as shown in the figure. Adequate counting rates are achieved by using several
tens of mCi of 22Na and 58Co as a source (see Table 1.3).
It was realised that an extension of ID ACAR measurements into two dimensions would
yield significant additional information. In principal, 2D resolution can be achieved by
reducing the long slit configuration to a "point slit" geometry, albeit with a substantial loss
in count rate. However, it was only with the development of multiple detector arrays or
position sensitive counters that practical 2D ACAR systems were developed (for example
Berko and Mader 1975). Subsequently ACAR measurements have become an important
source of information on 2D Fermi surfaces in metals and alloys. Reviews on the ACAR
technique have been published by Berko (1983) and West (1973).
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ACAR measurements.
a) Schematic diagram of a one dimensional (ID) ACAR
arrangement.
b) Typical momentum distribution for a metallic sample showing
parabolic and pedestal regions due to e+ annihilation with free
and core electrons respectively.

Dashed line indicates

background arising from random coincidences.

1.4.2 Doppler M easurements
Measurement of Doppler shift given by Equation 1:34 above essentially provides
information on the third momentum component not resolved in 2D ACAR studies.
Simultaneous measurement of all three components is impractical, so ACAR and Doppler
methods are viewed as being complementary. In studies of positron mobility using the
Doppler technique, the 511keV photopeak is observed to be either red or blue shifted
depending on the orientation of the detector and electric field. However, in experiments
such as defect studies, the shift in gamma energy is isotropic, so the Doppler peak appears
both red and blue shifted. This technique is therefore referred to as Doppler broadening
rather than Doppler shift.

Modem Ge detectors have resolutions of « IkeV which

corresponds to an ACAR resolution of about 4mrad. Although this is a factor of ten less
than that routinely attained by the latter technique, the high data acquisition rates achieved
by solid state detectors make Doppler studies suitable for time dependent studies such as
defect annealing.
Although it is possible to unfold the resolution function which typically has a width
comparable to the required y energy distribution, analysis of Doppler broadening data by
simpler procedures such as S and W parameter determination is more commonplace. The
S parameter is defined as the fraction of events in the spectrum residing in a pre-selected
group of channels at the peak and W, the fraction of events lying in the wings of the
distribution (that is events with large momentum shifts).

These parameters can be

considered to hold energy related information on the e+-e' annihilation state.
Consequently changes in S parameter have been related to defect trapping in solid media
(for example see MacKenzie 1983). Differences in the electronic states of various
materials can be exploited to determine the fraction of e+ annihilating in a particular
substance.

For example, this method has been used to determine the effective P+

implantation profile in Ni by sandwiching foils of varying thickness between reflectors of
different Z (Linderoth et al 1984). A similar approach has been used by MacKenzie et al
(1973) to measure the back-scattering coefficient, B , as a function of Z.
In the above studies, the positron source was generally a small deposit of the isotopes 22Na
or 68Ge supported in a thin foil sandwich and placed between two identical samples
However, the Doppler technique has also been used in conjunction with e+ beams to
determine the vacancy concentration arising from He ion implantation (see Section 1.3.6),
and to study defect concentrations at S i02-Si interfaces (Nielsen et al 1987 and Section
1.3.7c)). Other beam measurements based upon the Doppler broadening technique have
been reviewed by Schultz and Lynn (1988).
In studies of positron motion in electric fields, the e+ gain sufficient energy from the field
to produce a measurable centroid shift in the 51 IkeV annihilation peak, as observed by a
Ge detector. These measurements are discussed in Chapter 2.
Gamma energy spectra are frequently used to determine the surface Ps fraction in variable
energy beam studies and the bulk Ps fraction in insulators (see Dupasquier 1983).
Although not a Doppler method, these measurements rely on finding the ratio of 2-3 y-ray
annihilations by determining the area of the 51 IkeV peak relative to the continuous 3y
background using a Ge or Nal detector (Lynn 1983) and therefore rely on the good energy
resolution of the y-ray detector.

1.4.3 Positron Lifetime Spectroscopy
This technique involves measuring the time interval between the emission of a positron
and its subsequent annihilation in the medium under study. By repeating the procedure
for a large number of events, a e+ lifetime spectrum is generated. This data can be
subsequently deconvoluted to yield information on the various e+ annihilation states in the

medium under study. Following its initiation by Shearer and Deutsch (1949), this method
has proved to be a powerful instrument for the study of e+-gas interactions (for reviews
see Griffith and Heyland 1978 and Charlton 1985).
Subsequently, positron lifetime spectroscopy (PLS) has been applied to other states of
matter. The earliest measurements in solid media originate from about 1960 when e+
lifetimes in elemental metals were published. Before 1967 confusion arose from the
failure to realise the significance of e+-defect trapping, a process which was indeed first
observed by PLS (MacKenzie et al 1967).
Figure 1.18 shows the mean positron lifetime for annealed metals at room temperature.
As discussed in Section 1.2 the annihilation rate is determined by the overlap integral of
the electron and positron wave functions. In metals contributions arise from both core and
conduction electrons. Although the former are generally more numerous than the latter,
e+are repelled from the positively charged ion cores, so the relative effect of the outermost
electrons is enhanced. The similarity between the periodic variation in mean positron
lifetime with atomic number, Z, and that observed for other chemical and physical
properties is therefore not surprising.
Although the underlying experimental principles have largely remained unchanged since
the early PLS measurements in gases, present day lifetime spectrometers have benefited
from considerable advances both in instrumentation and data handling. In the latter case,
data reduction by computer using specifically developed software has become common
practice, increasing both the speed and accuracy of the analysis procedure. The principles
of modem e+ lifetime spectroscopy are discussed in Chapter 3 and the first direct
application of this technique to the determination of e+ mobility in solids developed in
Chapters 2 and 3. The PLS technique and its application to solid state defect and
positronium studies have been discussed in the relevant chapters of Brandt and
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Mean positron lifetimes in metals (MacKenzie 1983)

Dupasquier (1983).

A survey of current research programmes based around this

technique can be obtained from the ICPA8 proceedings (Dorikens-Vanpraet et al, eds.,
1989).
In terms of characterising the e+-e' annihilation state in various media, PLS can be viewed
as being complementary with Doppler and ACAR measurements. Sen and MacKenzie
(1977) hoped that combination of the former two techniques to obtain momentum spectra
as a function of positron lifetime in the solid might provide additional information on e+
annihilation in polymers.

They developed an instrument capable or recording such

information although this technique has yet to make a significant contribution to this field.
For lifetime studies requiring spatial resolution, the mean positron implantation depth
needs to be controlled.

Conventional fast timing arrangements using p+ emitters are

therefore unsuitable and another means of deriving a prompt signal is required. Various
methods of timing e+ beams have been developed (for example the system used by Mills
and Pfeiffer (1979a) to measure Ps time of flight spectra as discussed in Section 1.3.7c)).
Schodlbauer et al (1987) have developed a system based around a variable energy pulsed

positron beam to study e+ trapping in near surface defects.

The experimental

arrangement, shown schematically in Figure 1.19, incorporates both a beam chopper and
buncher to reduce the e+ pulse width to ~100ps.

A BaF2 scintillator coupled to a

photomultiplier tube monitors e+ annihilation at the target and is used to drive the start
signal input of the time to amplitude convertor (TAC). Stop pulses are derived from the
RF signal supplied to the beam buncher and are suitably delayed to ensure they arrive at
the TAC after the corresponding start signal. The time resolution of the instrument is
=240ps with a counting rate of 70 events per second, which compares favourably with
conventional fast timing systems. The facility has been used to obtain information on the
spatial distribution of defects produced in metals by helium and nitrogen ion implantation
(Schodlbauer et al 1987, McGervey et al 1989).

1.4.4 Positron Beams
Until about 1970 positron studies were performed using fast e+ from radioactive sources.
Whilst this method was adequate for bulk Fermi surface measurements and studies of
homogeneous defect concentrations by Doppler and lifetime techniques, it was only with
the advent of monoenergetic low-energy beams that e+ studies of surface structure and
non homogeneous defect distributions became feasible. The important application of e+
beams to e+-gas scattering has been reviewed elsewhere (for references see Section 1.1).
Early e+ beam studies were generally carried out in non ultra high vacuum (UHV)
conditions, with uncharacterised sample surfaces. Whilst such experiments provided
information on the types of e+ interaction occurring at surfaces (for example the negative
work function

mechanism for e+ re-emission by Costello et al (1972a, b) and

observations of Ps emission by Canter et al 1974) a good understanding of the behaviour
of e+ at metallic surfaces only began to be developed with the initiation of experimental
arrangements which permitted the preparation and characterisation of clean surfaces in
situ (for example Mills et al 1978 and the other studies described in Chapter 5). The
development of e+ beams is reviewed in Chapter 4.
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Schematic diagram of bunched e+ beam used for near-surface e+ lifetime
studies (Schodlbauer et al 1987).

Positron beams can be considered to comprise four main components:
1.

a source of energetic positrons

2.

a moderator which converts a small fraction of the incident high energy e+ spectrum
into a nearly monoenergetic low-energy distribution

3.

a e+ transport system which transfers e+ from the moderator to the interaction
chamber and controls the energy and profile of the beam. This part of the system is
also important in reducing the y-ray and fast e+ backgrounds at the sample

4.

an interaction chamber equipped with positron/y-ray detectors, and containing the
solid target (or gas cell in atomic scattering studies).
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The main parameters which characterise the beam properties and the suitability of the
instrument for a particular application are
1.

the intensity of e+ (eV 1reaching the sample)

2.

the angular and spatial spread of the beam

3.

the final energy and energy spread of the e+ reaching the target

4.

the magnitude of the y-ray and fast e+ backgrounds at the target

5.

the time dependence of the beam (that is pulsed or continuous operation).

These points are generally determined by the first three components of the beam, listed
above.
a) Sources fo r slow positron beams
High energy positrons are produced either by p+ decay of radioactive sources or by pair
production from high energy y-rays. In the former case, the resulting beam is continuous
in time, although beam bunching can be achieved using magnetic or electric fields (for
example Mills et al 1983, discussed above).
The properties of some positron emitting isotopes are listed in Table 1.3. 22Na and 58Co
are most commonly employed for e+ beam production. Their relatively long half lives
permit commercial production and subsequent transportation to the beam line. 22Na is
supplied either as a sealed source with a thin metal window, or as NaCl solution, which
can be used to prepare, by deposition, small sources for specific applications. 58Co has
the advantage of a higher specific activity (activity per unit mass) than ^Na, which makes
it particularly suitable if the source moderator configuration is arranged in back scattering
geometry. Consequently, this isotope is frequently supplied diffused in to a thin Cu
ribbon.
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Properties of Some e+Emitting Sources
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Other sources such as n C and MCu have short half lives, and therefore require either
continuous or at least frequent replenishment. Consequently they can only be utilised if
the beam line is located close to a high flux reactor (Lynn and Frieze 1984) or particle
accelerator (Stein et al 1974). Their principal advantage is that sources of higher activity
than commercially available, (up to =100 Ci) can be prepared.

The maximum surface specific activity of a particular source material (expressed as
activity per unit area) is determined by its specific activity, which is material dependent
and the effect of self-absorption, which is nearly independent of the isotope and limits the
maximum useful thickness of the source. This quantity is listed in Table 1.3 for some of
the common isotopes used in e+ beam production. In practice, the maximum surface
activity for 58Co is limited by technological difficulties to ~.lCicm'2.
The choice of source support is important in determining the efficiency of a particular
source-moderator configuration. In most cases, the solid angle subtended at the source by
the moderator is less than 271, so more than 50% of fast e+ from the source would be lost
if it were not for the effect of back-scattering. The activity is therefore deposited on a high
Z backing such as tungsten, which back-scatters up to about 50% of incident e+.
Furthermore, it has long been realised that lower energy e+ are more efficiently moderated
than those at high energies. Since a proportion of e+ are back-scattered with substantial
energy-loss, this component enhances the moderator efficiency by more than would be
expected from a simple geometrical consideration of back-scattering.
Bremsstrahlung emitted by rapid deceleration in a metallic convertor of MeV energy e'
from a linear accelerator (linac) provide the usual source of energetic y-rays for e+-e* pair
production. The resulting fast e+ are then moderated in a similar fashion to |3+ particles.
Since linacs are pulsed, the final e+ beam is pulsed as well, unless beam debunching using
a magnetic storage ring or "bottle" is included between the moderator and interaction
chamber. In some instances, particularly timed e+ applications, the short («ns) pulse
duration of a linac is advantageous. However a major disadvantage is that the benefit of
a high instantaneous e+ intensity (up to 106 e+ per pulse) can only be fully utilised in the
study of infrequent processes, which ensure that the detector systems are not swamped.
The development of position sensitive detector arrays with subsequent readout may be a
useful addition to linac based beams (Charlton and Jacobsen 1987).

b) Positron moderators
The development of high efficiency e+ moderators has been the result of a substantial
number of experimental and theoretical studies.

Each successive improvement in

moderator efficiency permitted more precise studies of positron behaviour, particularly
their interactions at surfaces, to be performed. These, in turn, resulted in the development
of better e+ moderators, culminating in the relatively high efficiency single crystal metal
and solid rare gas configurations currently in use. This progress is reviewed in Chapter 4.
The important steps in the moderation process for metallic materials, namely rapid
thermalisation, diffusion and vacuum re-emission at a surface have been discussed briefly
in Section 1.3. The latter process is discussed further in Chapter 5. For solid rare gas
films, and presumably other insulators such as MgO, the moderation process is different,
and is explained by the "hot positron model" developed by Gullikson and Mills (1986)
and Mills and Gullikson (1986).

This was discussed in Section 1.3.7a).

A list of

moderator efficiencies is given in Table 4.1.
Source-moderator configurations may be arranged in either back-scattering or
transmission geometry (see Figure 1.20). The former has been found to be the most
efficient configuration because of the relative ease in producing defect-free, single crystal
moderators in semi-infinite rather than thin film form. Furthermore, the shape of the
positron implantation profile results in a greater fraction of e+ diffusing to the incident
surface than to any other. However, the major disadvantage of this geometry is the
shadowing effect of the source, which reduces the effective moderator area, and
difficulties in separating incident and outgoing e+ beams, particularly in the case of
secondary moderator arrangements using electrostatic optics.
Transmission mode moderation was originally achieved using vane moderators
(Figure 1.20b)); for example, the MgO moderator developed by Canter et al (1972).
Subsequently, metallic meshes, polycrystalline foils and, more recently, thin
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Source-moderator geometries.
a) Metal single crystal: back-scattering geometry.
b) Vane transmission moderator.
c) Grid transmission moderator.
d) Thin polycrystalline/single crystal foil: transmission geometry.
e) Solid rare gas film moderator.
f)wCu in Cu self moderator.

(1000-20 000A) single crystal moderators have been developed. Theoretical calculations
(see Appendix 1) suggest that the efficiency of the latter foils is slightly less than for
similar materials employed in back scattering geometry. Although substantial improve
ments in efficiency have been reported (for example see Zafar et al 1988, 1989 and
Gramsch et al 1987) they have yet to attain these predicted values. Despite this fact,
practical advantages of thin film moderators, particularly in the case of brightness
enhancement, will ensure that the transmission configuration becomes more widespread.

c) Beam transport
Both magnetically and electrostatically guided e+ beams have been developed. In the
former type, the field is normally created by a solenoid or a series of discrete coils
separated by their radius (Helmholtz configuration) to ensure a uniform guiding field.
Additional electromagnets or small permanent magnets may also be incorporated to
permit fine adjustment of the beam position or to optimise the transport efficiency. Bent
solenoids or ExB deflectors are included to permit the interaction chamber to be located
out of line of sight of the source. With appropriate shielding, this arrangement reduces
the fast e+ and y backgrounds at the sample. The major advantage of magnetic systems is
their simple design and the ability to confine e+ emitted from the moderator with a large
range of angles and energies. This property also applies to e+ scattered in a gas cell, which
makes magnetic confinement particularly suitable for some types of cross section
measurement (for example Ps formation), although consequently less suitable for angular
scattering measurements and studies requiring beams with small energy spreads. For
surface physics applications the principal disadvantage of this magnetic transport is that
e+ re-emitted from surfaces spiral in the field resulting in a loss of information on their
transverse momentum in a retarding potential analysers.

However, by locating a

permanent magnet behind the sample, the angular divergence of e+ moving from the
strong field produced by the permanent magnet into the weaker guide field is reduced, so
a retarding field analyser records a greater proportion of the total e+ momentum. ExB
effects also degrade the resolution of retarding grid systems and exclude the use of more
sophisticated energy selectors such as hemispherical analysers.

An UHV system

designed for e+ solid state studies has been described by Schultz (1988).
For experiments which require a high degree of control of the e+ beam quality,
electrostatic guidance is normally employed (for example Canter et al 1986,1987,1989).
In electrostatic systems, the e+ beam is guided, accelerated and focussed by a series of
lenses each comprising three or more elements maintained at different potentials. Energy

selectivity of incident and scattered e+ beams can be achieved using hemispherical or
cylindrical mirror analysers, which may also serve to reduce the y-ray and fast e+
background arising from the source.
Although electrostatic systems permit greater control of beam parameters such as
diameter, d, energy, E, and angular divergence, 0, than is possible using simple magnetic
arrangements, the performance of both methods of transport is limited by Liouville's
theorem, which states that a swarm of particles under the influence of conservative forces
occupies a constant volume in phase space. For a particle beam this implies

sin20 d 2E = constant

1:35

so the brightness per unit energy, R, of a beam of intensity, I, defined by

R=

/
,
sin d d E

1:36

is also a conserved quantity. Consequently, the diameter of the beam, which is normally
governed by the source/moderator dimensions and geometry needed to give the required
intensity, can only be reduced at the expense of increasing 0, or reducing E and/or /.
However, as proposed by Mills (1980), the process of moderation is non-conservative and
therefore not constrained by Liouville’s theorem. A e+ beam can therefore, be focussed
down to a small spot on a secondary moderator and the remoderated e+ beam will have a
significantly reduced diameter whilst still maintaining the original energy and angular
spread of the primary beam. Although there is a reduction of * 50-75% in intensity of the
final beam after each stage of remoderation due to e+ losses in the foil, an increase in R of
a factor of 10 or more can be achieved. The process can be repeated a number of times to
give substantial improvements in R. The technique has been successfully applied by
several research groups (for example Canter et al 1989) to produce micron sized beams
suitable for use as a e+ microscope.

d) The interaction chamber
The design of the interaction chamber and associated y-ray or e+detectors is determined
by the specific application of the system. For solid state studies, the chamber may be
equipped with a means of surface preparation such as ion sputtering and electron beam
annealing.

Standard surface analysis instrumentation such as LEED/Auger may be

included to characterise samples prepared in situ. Alternatively, these facilities may be
incorporated in an adjacent preparation chamber, and the sample introduced into the
beamline using a precision transfer system.
Slow positrons in beam studies can be detected either directly or from their annihilation
y-rays. Direct detection is generally achieved using channel electron multipliers (CEMs)
or CEM arrays (micro-channel plates) which operate by secondary electron amplification
following e+ impact, y-ray events are recorded using scintillation detectors coupled to
photomultiplier tubes, or solid state germanium detectors, which are particularly suitable
for defect studies because of their superior energy resolution. Position sensitive 2D y
systems are used in conjunction with intense positron beams to measure ACAR spectra at
surfaces.

1.5 SCOPE OF THE CURRENT W ORK
An introductory review of positron interactions in solid media has been given and the
various techniques developed to observe these processes discussed.
The development of e+ beams in the late 1960’s and subsequent rapid improvements in
this technique have opened up the possibility of studying the interactions of positrons at
surfaces and in the near-surface bulk. Beams with intensities of lO M o V s'1 are in use in
several laboratories (for example Schultz 1988). Stronger beams require dedicated linacs
(Howell et al 1985a) or access to a high flux reactor (Lynn et al 1987b) to produce
intensities up to lO V s 1. Whilst these facilities are clearly of considerable value in

advancing research with e+, their widespread use is limited by expense. Further experi
mental and theoretical work is still required before a complete understanding of e+
processes at surfaces can be achieved. In many cases more detailed measurements
demand substantial improvements in current technology, particularly the development of
more intense beams with better spatial and energy resolution. Novel probes of surface
structure, such as REPELS and LEPD have begun to be evaluated and results compared
to conventional e* methods (see Table 1.1). Potential advantages of e+ techniques have to
be offset against experimental difficulties and the extra expense of producing good quality
e+ beams of adequate intensity in comparison to commercially available electron beams
with |J.A currents.
The main motivation behind the present work is the desire to produce more intense
laboratory based beams. Conventional positron moderators rely on diffusion to transport
a small fraction («1%) of implanted e+ to a surface, where they can be re-emitted into
vacuum, guided and accelerated to produce a beam. The processes governing positron
diffusion including the important effect of e+ trapping in defects are well understood and
as discussed in Chapter 4, there appears to be little scope for further improvements in
efficiency of conventional moderators. Furthermore shielding requirements, commercial
availability and expense limit the strength of p+ sources to =100mCi, so development of
laboratory based e+ beams with intensities significantly greater than *106e+s'1 is unlikely
with current technology.
The motion of positrons in electric fields is considered in Chapter 2 and a review of
previously published work on this subject presented. These studies show that in some
materials e+ acquire a substantial drift velocity, v+, which is usually related to the applied
field, £ , by the expression

v+ = m f c )
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where (i+ is the positron mobility. A new method of determining fl+ using a positron
lifetime technique is proposed. In Chapter 3 measurements of fi+ in Si by this method are
described. These results show that at 100K, up to 8% of e+ implanted into a high purity
Si crystal can be drifted to an interface. This is approximately a factor of eight greater
than that expected by diffusion alone.
The first suggestion of using an electric field to enhance the motion of e+ to the surface of
a moderator is attributed to Lynn and McKee (1979). However their attempt to produce
a "field assisted moderator" using a thin Si surface barrier detector, were unsuccessful. In
Chapter 4, field assisted moderation is considered in detail and calculations presented
which show that up to 10% of e+ implanted into Si from a “ Na source can be drifted to a
contact. It is suggested that the problem of e+ trapping in the metal contact might be
overcome using a conducting layer formed epitaxially on a semiconductor of insulator
surface. The NiSi2-Si structure is considered to have many of the properties required for
a working field assisted moderator. The possibility of improving the efficiency of rare
gas solid moderators by the application of electric fields is also considered.
In Chapter 5, the negative work function mechanism for e+ re-emission from surfaces is
discussed and experimental results for metals and insulators reviewed. Although several
measurements of the e+ work function for Si have been reported, these results are
inconsistent. Measurements of positron re-emission from clean and oxygen exposed
Si(l 11) and (100) surfaces in ultra high vacuum are described and it is concluded that the
small yields of e+ recorded are a result of a non-thermal rather than a negative work
function mechanism.
Chapter 6 is a summary and conclusion to the present work. Scope for further work on
field assisted moderation is suggested.

CHAPTER 2
POSITRON MOTION IN AN EXTERNALLY APPLIED
ELECTRIC FIELD
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 1 non-equilibrium (thermalisation) and equilibrium (thermal transport) e+
motion were briefly reviewed. In this chapter the discussion is extended to cases where
e+ motion is influenced by an externally applied electric field. In general, the effect of an
E-field on positron motion is to:
1.

change the e+ thermalisation time;

2.

raise the effective equilibrium positron temperature above that of the lattice; and

3.

impart a drift velocity onto the random thermal motion of the e+.

The relative importance of these effects depends on both the magnitude of the applied
electric field and the properties of the host solid. The motion of e+ in equilibrium with the
field has been studied in several materials (see Section 2.4) and is particularly relevant to
the understanding of slow positron beam formation and the interaction of e+ with
vacancies in crystalline solids.

The possibility of developing more efficient (field

assisted) moderators provides motivation for further work in this area (Beling et al 1987b
and Chapter 4). The effect of high electric fields on positron thermalisation in solid matter
has received less attention. Measurements of this type promote a better understanding of
slowing down processes and may provide an explanation for the apparent discrepancies
in measured e+ mobilities as determined by different techniques.

2.2 THE EFFECT OF AN ELECTRIC FIELD ON POSITRON IMPLANTATION
In all practical cases, e+ supplied to a solid initially possess energies significantly greater
than those associated with a thermal e+ ensemble. However, in most materials, e+ rapidly
cool to the lattice temperature by a combination of electron excitations and phonon
interactions. The total thermalisation time depends on the properties of the surrounding
bulk and its temperature, but is typically between 3 and 60ps (Nieminen and Oliva 1980).
Although hot e+ effects during this period determine quantities such as the e+ implantation
profile and positronium fraction, most e+ annihilate or escape into vacuum from a surface
after attaining thermal equilibrium with the lattice.

Consequently most experiments

measure properties relating to cool or thermal e+. A notable exception to the above
argument is the observation of hot e+ re-emission from rare gas solids first reported by
Gullikson and Mills (1986) as discussed in Section 1.3.76).
Only one direct study of the influence of an electric field on the positronium implantation
profile has been published. Heinrich (1978) employed a collimated slit detection system
to monitor the y-T&ys produced by positron annihilation in polyethylene samples,
following implantation from a 200mCi MCu source. The experimental arrangement is
similar to that used by Brandt and Paulin (1977), which is shown in Figure 2.7. The
samples were mounted on a micrometer screw to enable the singles and coincidence count
rates to be recorded as a function of depth in the sample, x. The whole implantation
profile could thus be recorded. With an applied electric field of lOOkVcm'1, the relative
change in singles counting rate,

reproduced in Figure 2.1, is strongly dependent on

x and is therefore inconsistent with the view that the only effect of the electric field is to
drift thermalised e+. Instead Heinrich (1978) concluded that the dominant change in
was due to a depth dependent e+ absoiption coefficient, cl, and that after allowing for this
effect, the post-thermalisation drift of e+ was in fact negative. No explanation for this
surprising behaviour has been offered. It would be useful to repeat these measurements
to see whether the changes in implantation profile occur in other materials.
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Effect of an applied electric field on e+ implantation profile in
polyethylene. Relative change in count rate [ j f ) A produced by the field.
O
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Curves are fits which allow for the effect of the field during
thermalisation. (Heinrich 1978)
With the application of large electric fields ( ^O.lM Vcm'1), thermalisation times are
increased and e+ spend a significant proportion of their lifetime at non-thermal energies.
The equilibrium energy attained by the e+ is governed by the relative rates of energy loss
due to scattering and the energy gain from the field between collisions. In insulators,
where fields * lOMVcm*1can be sustained, equilibrium energies of the order of several
eV are expected and heating of e+ following partial thermalisation can occur.

Measurements of the electric field dependence of positronium formation in polyethylene
reported by Bisi et al (1981) may show the effect of e+ heating. Experimental values of
the Ps yield,/, are shown in Figure 2.2 together with a theoretical fit performed by Brandt
(1982). These data show that following an initial decrease at low fields,/passes through
a m inim um at about 0.4MVcm'\ At higher fields/increases rapidly and finally tends
asymptotically towards 100% Ps formation. The theoretical treatment performed by
Brandt (1982) indicated that a simple Ore model describes the variation of /. With no
applied electric field, e+ which cool below the positronium threshold (»3.2eV in
polyethylene) annihilate as free e+, whereas those residing within the Ore gap form Ps and
subsequently annihilate in this bound state. At high electric fields, e+ are heated into the
Ore gap increasing the Ps fraction until it saturates at 100%.

Mogensen (1983)

subsequently disputed this interpretation and suggested that positron detrapping from
shallow defect sites and charging effects should be taken into account It is possible that
the thin foils used for the high field measurements may have introduced substantial errors
into the measured Ps yields. Mogensen (1983) concluded that e+ heating to energies
sufficient to repopulate the Ore gap was unlikely and that the measurements were not
inconsistent with the spur model for Ps formation even if heating of e+ occurred.
In an experiment described in detail in Section 2.4, MacKenzie and Ghorayshi (1985)
measured e+ mobility, [i+, and positronium fraction, /, in several insulating materials
stressed by electric fields up to *10kVcin \ For all materials studied, they found that /
either remained constant or decreased with increasing electric field. This behaviour could
not be related to the usual classification of the insulators into categories such as ionic
crystals, polar and non polar polymers. For materials with a significant positron mobility,
a decrease in /w ith increasing

was always observed. No physical interpretation of this

behaviour was offered and the authors suggested that further studies, with well
characterised samples are necessary before a complete understanding of positron
behaviour in electric field stressed polymers can be established.
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2.3 EQUILIBRIUM POSITRON M OTION - POSITRON M OBILITY
The electric field motion of conventional charge carriers (electrons and holes) has been
extensively studied in many materials, mainly through its importance in developing
semiconductor devices and understanding dielectric breakdown phenomena in insulators.
In general, transport behaviour of positrons is expected to be similar to that of holes, and
experimental results tend to support this viewpoint.
At low or intermediate electric fields, e+ implanted into solid media will attain near
thermal equilibrium with the lattice in times comparable to those for

zero-field

88

a)

b)

Figure 2.3

Effect of an applied electric field on thermal e+ motion
a) e+random thermal motion
b) electric

field induced drift velocity imposed on e+ random

thermal motion
thermalisation. Subsequently the electric field superposes a constant drift velocity, v+, on
the normal thermal motion of the e+ (see Figure 2.3). v+ is usually related to the applied
E-field, t , by the expression

v+ = H+( t ) t

2:1

where fi+( I ) is the field dependent positron mobility. An elementary treatment of free
carrier mobility at low fields can be developed by ascribing a mean free path, /, between
scattering events. In this case, their thermal velocity of motion, vT, is approximated by

Vr

i
\2
2kT
m

2:2

where m is the charge carrier effective mass, which crudely takes into account the overall
effect of band structure, and the mean free time between collisions is

T= —
vj-

2:3

The electric field accelerates the carriers at a rate

a =—m

2:4

and imparts a velocity ax in one mean free time. Collisions are assumed to be spherical,
so the effect of the E-field is lost after each scattering event. The drift velocity, vc, is thus
approximately given by,
( ei \
V,

=

y m v Tj

2:5

and comparing (2:5) with (2:1) gives

el
V c = -r~
m vT

2:6

Ps, the carrier mobility, is expected to be temperature dependent, mainly through the
variation in /. Measurements of p,. with temperature for all carrier types show that this
dependency can be expressed as a power law of the form

2:7

To a good approximation,

so from 2:6 and 2:7, n = 1.5. However, experimental

measurements for electrons, holes and positrons in Si (see Table 2.1) give different values
of n.

This is mainly due to the effects of a more complicated band structure and

contributions from other scattering processes apart from the acoustic phonon mode.
For non-degenerate cases, p* is related to the diffusion constant, Dc, via the Einstein
relation

2:8

In degenerate cases and at high fields this expression is not strictly valid, although
approximations may still hold. For positrons, measured values of both D+and p+ provide
evidence of complete thermalisation in silicon.

These experiments are described in

Section 2.4.
At intermediate fields, free carriers are unable to dissipate the energy supplied by the field
and their average temperature rises above that of the lattice. In this case it is necessary to
equate the power input from the electric field to the power loss due to scattering.
Continuation of the above approach to carrier drift leads to a

2:9

variation.

Shockley (1951) performed a more detailed treatment of the motion of

non-degenerate particles in semiconductors and derived an expression for the acoustic
phonon limited drift velocity:

2:10

TABLE 2.1
Charge C arrier Properties in Silicon and G erm anium

Charge

Electron

Hole

Positron

-1

+1

+1

Silicon
Effective mass (m j

Mobility (300K)

.98 (trans.)

.016(light)

.19 (long.)

.49(heavy)

1500

450

-

*80* ( T 15) extrap.)
104(12)b

cm W

80c
430(100)d
«50c
n (see Equation 2:7)

2.42 (300K)

2.2(300K)

1.2(.1)‘ (80-184K)
1.3(.l)c (100-300K)

G erm anium

Effective mass (nie)

Mobility (300K)

1.64 (long.)

.044 (light)

.052(trans.)

.28 (heavy)

3900

1900

218( T 1'5 extrap.)
8-20“

c m V 's ’1
n (see Equation 2:7)

1.23(.17)f

1.66 (300K)

2.33(300K)

- l . ^ (200-500K)
11(1)*
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where vc is the longitudinal sound velocity (=8.43x105cms'! in Si). The positron drift
measurements of Mills and Pfeiffer (1976,1977) discussed in Section 2.4 are well fitted
by this expression. In semiconductors, more efficient optical phonon scattering becomes
important at higher fields. In Si and Ge this process ultimately leads to the saturation of
hole and electron drift velocities at values approximately corresponding to half the
energy required to create an optical phonon. Theoretical treatments of charge transport at
high electric fields are difficult to perform exacdy, although various approaches have
been adopted which provide a good description of experimental measurements. This ha?
been the subject of a review by Jacobini and Reggiani (1979). Measurements of positron
mobility at high fields have yet to be reported, but should provide an interesting test of
this theory.

2.4 EXPERIM ENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF POSITRON M OBILITY
The earliest measurement of positron mobility, p+, reported by Lang and DeBenedetti
(1957), involved measuring a shift, 6 a , in the e+ angular correlation spectrum due to the
presence of an electric field. The e+ drift velocity, v+, is related to 5 a by

m
v+ = c S a —
m+

2:11

where c is the velocity of light and m / the positron effective mass. Because of its high
electron mobility, Lang and DeBenedetti (1957) chose diamond for their study in the hope
that e+ might prove to be similarly mobile. A thin layer of aquadag (colloidal graphite)
was applied to the flat faces of several 1mm thick diamonds and a 60Hz, 100V potential
applied between these and the metallic diamond supports. Using a ID angular correlation
apparatus, coincidence signals derived during positive and negative parts of the voltage
cycle were recorded on separate scalars A and B. Data were accumulated at angular

settings of -5, 0 and +5 milliradians during a 50minute cycle. The resulting distribution
B was found to be shifted by .073mrad with respect to A, in the correct direction for the
field. However the derived value for p* of (^QtHjCtycn^VV1 was zero within the
statistical accuracy of the experiment, so Lang and DeBenedetti (1957) concluded that
there was no evidence of positron motion due to the E-field. One explanation given for
this negative result was that e+ might be trapped in non-mobile states, so the authors
proposed repeating their measurements with better characterised samples.
Sueoka and Koide (1976) repeated these measurements in diamond and found for
m / = nie, |i+<20cm2V 'V at 291 and 90K: an order of magnitude less than their Wigner
Seitz method calculation. This discrepancy may have been due to positron trapping in
defects although it was considered unlikely, since the measured angular correlation curves
closely resembled those obtained for annealed diamond, despite the samples being
unannealed. Another possible explanation is that the calculation is in error due to the
uncertainty in m /. For example, an increase in m / from m* to 2m* reduces p+ by a factor
of 10.

In principle m+* can be determined from angular, correlation measurements

(Shulman et al 1975). However, in diamond the broad angular distribution renders this
approach practically impossible. The reason for the disagreement between theory and
experiment therefore remains unresolved although Sueoka and Koide (1976) believed
that their experimental measurements were reliable.

In an appendix to this work,

similarly obtained values for p+of <15 and <80cm2V 'V in synthetic quartz and BaTi03
respectively were reported. From these results Sueoka and Koide (1976) infer that e+
mobilities in insulators are smaller than those of electrons and holes.
An alternative method of determining p+ by y-ray spectroscopy is to measure the Doppler
shift of the 51 IkeV annihilation line due to positron drift in an applied E-field. This shift
was first observed by MacKenzie and Campbell (1972) by measuring the centroid shift of

the single escape y peak in a coaxial Ge(Li) detector. On changing the detector bias by
600V, a 50eV shift in the peak energy was observed. The Doppler shift, 5, is related to
the positron drift velocity by the expression

6=

—

E

2:12

= —

2c

where AE is the shift at energy, E. The value of AE measured by MacKenzie and
Campbell (1972) implies an improbably high positron mobility in Ge, so the origin of the
50eV shift remains unclear, although the argument that e+ motion can Doppler shift y-ray
peaks has subsequently been shown to be valid.
Mills and Pfeiffer (1976) published the

first quantitative measurement of positron

mobility by a Doppler method. A large coaxial intrinsic Ge (IG) detector was used to
monitor the 511keV peak produced by e+ annihilating in a second planar IG detector.
Event signal pulses associated with the thermalisation of e+ entering the second detector
were applied to the coaxial detector as a gating pulse. Since the expected Doppler shift
was small ( y * lxlO'5) highly stable electronics were required. To minimise the effect
of electronic drift, the bias voltage, V, applied to the planar detector was switched
between 2 values, Vj and V2, every 1000s in an eight step cycle (1,2,2,1,2,1,2,1). The data
were stored in a multichannel analyser (MCA) and read out at the end of each 1000s
interval. A reference peak was collected simultaneously by feeding pulses from a stable
pulser into the preamplifier test input.

This peak was used to correct the energy

distribution data for small gain drifts in the system. These were typically 1 part in 105.
Data were analysed in two ways: by performing a gaussian fit to the V! and V2peaks and
calculating the centroid shift or by subtracting the two area normalised curves point by
point and performing a suitable fit to the resulting distribution. Both methods were found
to be in agreement.

Data were obtained for different values of Vj and V2 at (95±5)K (LN2 in the dewar) and
(36±5)K (LH2 in the dewar). Although there was some evidence of non linearity at 36K,
the data were well fitted by straight lines, giving values of fi+(36K) = (35Q±17)cm2V'1s'1
and

ji+(93K)

= (124±10)cm2V 'V .

As a control experiment, the planar detector was

rotated through 90° so that the bias field was perpendicular to the momentum of the y rays
monitored by the second detector. As expected, no Doppler shift was observed.
Mills and Pfeiffer (1976) concluded that after accounting for the difference in effective
mass, positron motion in Ge under the influence of an E-field is similar to that of holes.
Although acoustic phonon interactions are assumed to be the dominant e+ scattering
process, the low temperature data showed some evidence of velocity saturation, which
may have been due to the effect of optical phonon generation. The low value of 1.2
obtained for n from the ratio of

at the two different temperatures could also be a result

of this process. Alternatively, the rise in p+ with decreasing temperature might be limited
by the increasing importance of impurity scattering at low temperatures.
Mills and Pfeiffer (1977) repeated these measurements in silicon and found p+(80K) =
(460±20)cm2V*1s'1 and p+(184K) = ( n S H S ^ n ^ V V 1. The low temperature data showed
strong evidence of velocity saturation so the data were fitted to Equation 2:10 to
determine the true low field positron mobility. As observed in Ge, the ratio of mobilities
at the two temperatures gave a value for n <1.5, which suggests that some non-acoustic
phonon scattering was taking place. The data obtained by Mills and Pfeiffer (1977) in Si
is reproduced in Figure 2.4.
More recently, the technique was refined by Mills et al (1986) to measure the much lower
positron mobility in polyethylene. 2x2x.092cm3 samples with painted aquadag contacts
were placed on either side of a 20|iCi source and the arrangement clamped between
stainless steel plates. The Ge detector used to monitor the 51 IkeV y peak was situated
behind a lead collimator so that solid angle corrections could be neglected. Pulses from
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Figure 2.4

Change in positron drift velocity, v+, as a function of bias,
Vr V2 applied to an Si(Li) detector sample of active thickness 0.43cm
a) Field applied parallel to momentum of y-rays monitored by the
second detector
b) Field applied perpendicular to momentum of y-rays monitored by
the second detector. As expected no Doppler shift was observed
in this orientation
(Mills and Pfeiffer 1977)

the detector were sent to two single channel analysers set on the upper and lower halves
of the 51 IkeV photopeak. The amplitude gain was adjusted automatically by a long time
constant feedback loop that sensed the difference in A and B count rates. These rates were
recorded on a dual input MCA operating in multi-channel scaling mode, which enabled
the channel number at which the counts were being added to be swept up and down with
a lms dwell time. A systematic sawtooth waveform corresponding to the channel number
was amplified to a 100V signal and, together with its inverse, applied to the two sides of
the samples.
A Doppler shift of the 51 IkeV photopeak caused equal and opposite changes in the count
rates A and B.

To calibrate the system, fixed changes in the amplifier gain were

introduced and the corresponding changes in count rate noted. Checks were performed to
ensure that the line centre shift was due to a velocity Doppler effect and not some other
systematic effect proportional to the magnitude of the applied field.
The measured variation in positron drift velocity is shown in Figure 2.5. In this case the
internal field has been used which includes the effect of the dielectric constant (=2.26 for
polyethylene). A value of (10.3±1.5)cm2V'1s'1 for 11+ was obtained from the slope of the
data. As expected, data collected with the applied electric field perpendicular to the line
joining the samples to the detector showed no Doppler shift.
MacKenzie and Ghorayshi (1985) measured p + and the electric field variation of the
positronium fraction, f, in several insulators using an experimental arrangement which
facilitated simultaneous collection of annihilation y-ray, time and energy spectra.
A signal oscillator drove a transformer, which supplied the electric field to the samples.
The period of the oscillator was long enough to ensure that the E-field was effectively
constant during one e+ lifetime, yet short enough to average the effects of electronic
instability or polarisation relaxation of the field. The oscillator also fed an analyser x-axis
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Measurement of positron drift velocity, v+, in polyethylene as a function
of the internal electric field
Electric field applied parallel to line, d, joining samples and
detector
Electric field perpendicular to d. No significant Doppler
shift was observed for this orientation
(Mills e ta l 1986)

analogue to digital convertor (ADC), so that time or energy pulses supplied to the y-axis
ADC input were stored in one of 32 parts of the analogue memory according to the
instantaneous applied field.
The positronium fraction, /, was derived from the lifetime spectra by calculation of the
intensity of the o-Ps component. These results have already been discussed in this
section. The positron mobility,

|X+,

was deduced from the centroid shifts in the

51

IkeV

annihilation peak recorded in the y spectra. The authors noted that, apart from a Doppler
shift in this peak, which is described by Equation 2:12 above, an additional shift arises
from Ps formation. These two effects can be distinguished by collecting data, both with
the field parallel and perpendicular to the line joining the samples and detector. In the
latter case only the shift caused by Ps formation is observed. Alternatively, using just the
parallel alignment, the Doppler component can be recognised because it is antisymmetric,
whereas the Ps formation related shift is symmetric with applied field.
The values of | i + measured by MacKenzie and Ghorayshi (1985) are listed in Table 2.1,
together with the other published measurements. Apart from polyethylene and paraffin
wax, low mobility values were recorded. In polyethylene, p+, was significantly greater
than that obtained by Mills et al (1986). This discrepancy may arise from the effect of
the dielectric constant on the internal field, which was neglected by MacKenzie and
Ghorayshi (1985). Another possibility is that large variations in |i + may be exhibited by
different polyethylene samples, suggesting that the measurements should be repeated for
better characterised samples. No explanation of the surprisingly high value of p. + in
paraffin wax was offered.
Ball et al (1989) made a more detailed study of positron mobility in paraffin wax over
the temperature range 274-311K. The data were corrected for the non-mobile Ps fraction,
/, using the expression

100

n+ =

2:13
1-

/

'

where jimis the measured value of |i +.
The internal field was calculated in the local field approximation to be

t

2:14

* 3

where \ is the applied electric field and £ the zero frequency dielectric constant. Over the
measured temperature range, |i + increased from 10.9 at 274K to 78.7cm2'V 'V at 31 IK,
suggesting a thermally activated transport mechanism. In this case

/

kT

2:15

where E*, is the binding energy of the trapped e+state. PLS results published by Dannefaer
et al (1989) suggest that a similar mechanism describes e+transport in GaAs. In this case,
the traps are possibly boron or nitrogen impurity sites with a positron binding energy of
23meV.
Polarisation effects in insulators may be a significant problem in studies of positron
motion, and indeed may explain differences in mobility values published for the same
material. If substantial polarisation effects do occur, the internal field may be time
dependent, with a relaxation time comparable to the run time required to measure | i +. In
this case the time dependent field is difficult to determine and will therefore lead to
uncertainties in p.+.

TABLE 2.2
M easurements of Positron Mobility
Material
Polyethylene

Silicon

Germanium

p* ( c m W )
10.3(1.5)
27.7(2.4) [low density]
31.0(2.1) [high density

Method

*10
460(20) [80K1
173(15) [184K]

Implantationc>
Doppler *

104(12)

Measurement of D+using variable energy
beam^
Variable energy beam. S parameter
measurementv
Positron lifetime study ®

*50
100(18)
400(60)
430(100)

Implantationw

320(160)

e* lifetime, e* diffusion to surfaces of
powdered samples0
Dopplerj)

350(17) [36K1
124(10) [93KJ

<20

e*beam v
Angular correlation!)
n
tn)

160(80)

Implantation w

*8-20
120(160)
Diamond

°9PP;'er
n b)

*1

80(40)
<15
<80
15(5)
*11-78 [274-31 IK]
<2
3.5(2.1)
Kapton
.38(.75)
KC1 crystal
.35(3.3)
Mylar
.38(1.0)
Glass
2.7(2.6)
Various metals and alloys 40(20)

Si02(quartz)
BaTi03
InP
Paraffin wax
PTFE (Teflon)

e* lifetime. Powdered samples10
Angular correlation
Angular correlation **
e*lifetime0)
e+lifetime/Dopplerp)
Implantation w
Doppler**
Dopplerb)
Dopplerb)
Dopplerb)
Dopplerb)
e*lifetime. Powdered samples*^
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Stone et al (1989) performed PLS studies in paraffin wax as a function of time after
application of a 25kVcm'1electric field. Data were collected using a highly efficient fast
lifetime spectrometer with a coincidence rate of 3000 counts per second, which enabled
statistically reliable spectra to be generated in 80s. Transient behaviour was observed by
collecting a series of 80s runs with no field applied, followed by a further series with the
field switched on. Data were analysed by taking the ratio of intensities of short to long
lived

lifetime components.

The latter component was associated with pick-off

annihilations of o-Ps in the samples. The recorded transient behaviour after application
of the field shows a short term polarisation with a time constant of several minutes (see
Figure 2.6a)). A second transient variation with a period of about one day was also
observed.
Values of |i + for different oscillator periods determined by the Doppler method described
above are shown in Figure 2.6b). The data are uncorrected for the immobile Ps fraction.
Since the reduction in p+was substantially greater than the 6% transient in the Ps fraction,
the variation was attributed to an increase in e+ trapping. The polarisation was found to
persist after removal of the electric field, so the authors concluded that |i + depended on
the electric field history of the sample. In extending mobility measurements to other
materials, these observations should be taken into consideration.
Using a different approach, Brandt and Paulin (1977) related electric field induced
changes in positron implantation profiles to the positron mobility in silicon and diamond.
Their apparatus, which was essentially a modified y-ray angular correlation spectrometer,
is shown schematically in Figure 2.7 The count rate due to positron annihilations at
different depths was monitored by advancing the sample platform with a micrometer
screw. The system could be operated in either mode 1 (singles counting) or mode 2
(coincidence counting), although only mode 1 was used for mobility measurements. The

Period (s)

Figure 2.6

Electric field effects in paraffin wax
a) Change in ratio of integrated areas of short to long lifetime
components after application (at t=0) of a 2.5MVcm'1electric field to
paraffin wax at 296K: Transient behaviour of positron annihilation in
the wax is clearly shown
b) Positron mobility in paraffin wax as a function of period of applied
field
(Stone eta l 1989)
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Figure 2.7

Experimental arrangement for measuring e+ implantation profiles in
solids. (Brandt and Paulin 1977)

change in count rate, AN (t) with applied field, is related to the positron drift velocity by

1 Atfft)
v =
+ a+x N

2:16

where, a + and x , are the e+ absorption coefficient for the emitter and the mean positron
lifetime in the sample, respectively. The measured shifts and corresponding e+ drift
velocity are shown in Figure 2.8 After correcting for Joule heating at high fields, the data
were fitted by Equation 2:16 and a value of fx+ = (430±100)cm2V'1s 1 obtained.

In

diamond, the increase in velocity at low fields corresponded to [L+~ 200cm2V*1s'1, whereas
at high fields the e+drift velocity saturated, possibly as a result of defect trapping. These
measurements are not inconsistent with those of Lang and DeBenedetti (1957) and
Sueoka and Koide (1976), especially if defect concentrations were limiting e+ drift.
However, a T '15 extrapolation of the Doppler measurements of Mills and Pfeiffer (1977)
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(Brandt and Paulin 1977)

gives

SOcn^V'V1: significantly less than that of Brandt and Paulin (1977) in Si. The

reason for this discrepancy is unclear. Mills and Pfeiffer (1977) suggest that experiments
which measure mobilities by e+ displacement, which includes the method employed by
Brandt and Paulin (1977), may be subject to errors caused by the prethermal drift of
positrons. They suggested use of a prethermalisation mobility,

mtc

where / is the e+ mean free path at velocities close to the speed of light, c. The mean free
time between collisions is a function of velocity during slow down and / decreases from
10"4 to 10'8m with a change in positron energy from 10 to 0. leV. Mills and Pfeiffer (1977)
quote a value of M = 900cm2V'1s'1for the MCu source used by Brandt and Paulin (1977).
If rj is the fraction of time spent in the prethermalisation state, the mobility, p / , measured
in a e+ displacement experiment may be expressed as

p'+ = (l-* n )p ++ TiM

2:18

With rj *10%, it is difficult to see how p+ would change from the ’’true" value measured
by Mills and Pfeiffer (1977) to that obtained by Brandt and Paulin (1977). In an errata
Mills and Pfeiffer (1979b) acknowledged that this effect is unlikely to explain the
observed difference in these two measured values of p+. Subsequently Mills et al (1986)
compared their value of p+, determined by Doppler shift measurement in polyethylene,
with a displacement method value previously reported by Mourino and Brandt (1979) and
concluded that the two methods are in agreement. However, the studies of Heinrich
(1978), discussed above in Section 2.2, continue to provide evidence in doubt of the
reliability of e+ displacements methods, if prethermalisation effects are not carefully
considered. In a further publication, this problem was addressed by Heinrich and Schiltz
(1982), who demonstrated that in molecular liquids, post- and pre-thermal effects can be

separated, leading to a more reliable measurement of p* by a positron implantation
method.

Unfortunately, no further measurements of p+ in solids by this improved

technique have been reported.
Using a variable energy e+ beam, Corbel et al (1989) studied positron motion in a biased
Au-Si Schottky barrier diode, by measuring the S-parameterof the 51 IkeV e+ annihilation
peak (S is defined in Section 1.4.2). The variation of S with applied field is shown in
Figure 2.9a for both forward (V>0) and reverse (V<0) bias. The e+ implantation energy is
lOkeV. At large negative biases all e+ implanted into the Si drifted to the interface and S
saturated. For forward bias potentials >0.3eV, the effect of the electric field on e+ motion
was negligible. Figure 2.9b) shows the S parameter versus e+ implantation energy, E, for
several different bias voltages. For E<3keV, e+ are implanted into the 100A Au layer and
are therefore unaffected by the junction bias. Between 5 and lOkeV the S parameter
distributions recorded under large reverse bias conditions show a broad minimum. In this
region all e+ implanted into the diode are drifted into the Au-Si interface by the large
electric field established across the depletion region. For V>0.35V, the effect of the
electric field in the depletion region is negligible and positron motion to the interface is'
dominated by diffusive transport.
Since the carrier concentration in the Si used to fabricate the diode was known,
Corbel et al (1989) could make a rough estimate of the positron mobility in Si using the
data shown in Figure 2.9b). They found iv ^ O c n ^ V V , which is in fair agreement with
a T 1J extrapolation to 300K of the data of Mills and Pfeiffer (1977) and the value obtained
from the present study at 295K.
Positron mobility can be deduced from measurements of D+ by application of the Einstein
relation (Equation 2:8). The earliest measurements of D+were derived from e+lifetime
measurements in powders. In such samples, where the grain size is significantly less than
the mean positron implantation depth for the p+ source used, e+ thermalise uniformly
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A variable energy study of e+ electric field drift in Si.
a) Variation of line shape parameter, S, with bias applied to Au-Si
Schottky barrier.
b) S parameter as a function of e+ implantation energy for various bias
voltages applied to an Au-Si Schottky barrier.

The mean

implantation depth, x, as a function of e+ incident energy is given
along the top scale.
(Corbel et al 1989)

throughout the grains. In metallic samples e+ diffuse freely until they annihilate in the
metal bulk, in bulk defects or in surface states.

In non metallic substances extra

components due to positronium formation are observed, which may also be mobile (see
Chapter 1). On changing the grain size, the intensity of the lifetime component associated
with the third annihilation mechanism is expected to change and can be related to D+. If
individual lifetime components cannot be resolved, a change in x, the mean lifetime, is
observed. Brandt and Paulin (1972) performed a theoretical study of this problem and
derived relationships for the surface related component under different conditions. In a
subsequent publication, Paulin et al (1973) reported lifetime measurements made in
several metallic powders.

From this data the authors concluded that D+ in metals

* (1.0 ± O ^ c m V 1. The data suggested that the internal reflection coefficient of e+ at the
surface, r, was non-zero, which led to an underestimate of D+ since the theory assumed
r=0. However, provided r<0.5, the error introduced in D+due to reflection is less than the
compounded errors arising from the lifetime data and was therefore neglected.
Gainotti and Ghezzi (1970, 1972) performed similar measurements in powdered Si and
Ge samples. In both cases they observed two components, the first of which corresponded
to the e+ lifetime measured in single crystal samples and was independent of grain size
and sample doping. The intensity, I2, of the second, slower component increased with
decreasing grain size and had a lifetime similar to that of the respective semiconductor
oxide ((520±20)ps for Si and (410 ± 10)ps for Ge). It was therefore attributed to the
annihilation of e+ in a surface oxide layer following migration from the interior of the
grain. In Ge, Gainotti and Ghezzi (1972) observed differences in I2 with doping level
which they described in terms of positron transport in an electric field arising from charge
trapped in the surface layer. In n-type samples, this field enhanced e+motion towards the
surface oxide potential well, increasing I2, particularly at low resistivities. In p-type
grains, the direction of the field was reversed and I2reduced. However in n-type Si grains,

I2 was smaller at low rather than high resistivities. The reason for this discrepancy was
unclear. In Ge, where the band bending AV, * kT, the variation of I2with temperature
was predicted to vary as

/ 2« exp

r

a v

,

kT

2:19

In 0.4|im radius p-type grains, I2was found to double from 10% at 78K to 20% at 403K,
although the data were not of sufficient accuracy to test the validity of Equation 2:19.
However, the data suggested a value for A V, * 0.8xl0'3eV, which was in agreement with
the band bending calculated for the surface state density recorded in the literature. As
expected, in low resistivity n-type samples this behaviour was not observed and I2 was
approximately constant with temperature.

In this case, AV, is negative and the

penetration of the field is negligible. Consequently D +could, in principle, be calculated
from the measured variation of I2 with grain size. However the expression given in the
paper is only valid when the grain radius R » L+, the positron diffusion length. Under
these conditions I2 is too small for an accurate measurement of D +, although it can be
inferred from the data that D+ is significantly greater than the values reported by Paulin
eta l (1973).
More reliable determinations of D+ became possible with the advent of intense slow
positron beams. Using a technique based around a 0-5keV variable energy positron beam,
Jorch et al (1984) monitored the fraction of incident e+ which, after thermalisation in a
Ge crystal and diffusion back to the surface, were subsequently re-emitted as positronium.
Knowledge of the energy dependency of the e+ implantation profile enabled a fitting
procedure to be carried out and D+to be deduced. It was possible to extend measurements
to high temperatures (up to 1020K), beyond the range attainable by current techniques for
holes and electrons, thus demonstrating the inadequacy of conventional phonon scattering
theories which satisfactorily explain the low temperature behaviour. An extrapolation of

this data to low temperatures gave reasonable agreement with the value of p+measured by
Mills and Pfeiffer (1976). Using the same technique, Nielsen et al (1985) found D+in
silicon to be (2 .7 ± .3 )c m V

at 300K which corresponds to a mobility of

(104±1 Ucn^V'V1, in good agreement with an extrapolation of the Doppler measurement
of Mills and Pfeiffer (1977) discussed above.
Table 2.2 summarises the available mobility measurements. From the above review it is
concluded that whilst there is reasonable agreement between values of p+ determined by
different techniques, there are some discrepancies which have yet to be adequately
explained, especially those found when comparing Doppler and displacement
measurements. Further studies are therefore necessary and it would be of interest to
extend these to new materials to obtain a better understanding of e+ motion.

2.5 MEASUREMENT OF POSITRON M OBILITY BY A LIFETIM E METHOD THEORY
Systems in which positrons can be transferred from one annihilation state to another can
be used to determine positron transport properties. Two such examples are:
1.

Diffusion of positrons from bulk to surface in small grain size powders (for
example Paulin et al 1973).

2.

Trapping of positrons at defect sites in crystals (Beling et al 1987b).

The transition rates will depend on the positron diffusion constant as well as particle size
in the first example and defect size and concentration in the second. In both instances
conditions can be achieved which ensure that the trapping rate is of the same order as the
bulk annihilation rate, and it can thus be deduced from changes in measured lifetime
spectra. If large electric fields are applied to single crystals, it is possible to drift a
significant fraction of e+ to an interface, where they annihilate in a state distinct from that

of the bulk. Measurement of this fraction as a function of field can be used to deduce the
bulk positron mobility and provides the basis for the experimental method described in
Chapter 3. The problem can be treated theoretically by assuming a two state system (see
Figure 2.10a, b)) for which the rate equations are
citify
and

2 :2 0

dn:
- ^ = - h n L+J(t)

Here, X^and X are respectively the annihilation rates in state | (r >, the bulk state and state
1 1>, the interface state. J(t), the e+flux between the states, canbe expressed askh t where
k

is the transition rate from | lr > to | i >. The exact form of k will depend on the nature

and geometrical form of the problem (Brandt and Paulin 1972). The electric field drift of
e+ to an abrupt planar interface situated at x = 0 (Figure 2.10b)) can be evaluated by
solving the one dimensional continuity equation
dnk(x,t)
~ H t~ =

3nv(x ,0

, ,

^
2 -21

This first order differential equation is variable separable, that is a solution of the form
n{x,t)=X{x)T{t)

2:22
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where q is an arbitrary constant.
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Figure 2.10

Measurement of the electric field drift of e+in a solid by a lifetime method
a) Two state system used to describe the drift and annihilation of e+
in an interface state
b) Geometrical arrangement showing e+implantation profile n^x, 0)
and subsequent profile ny(x>t) after e+ drift and annihilation
c) Change in apparent bulk e+ annihilation rate due to e+ drift into an
interface state distinct from that of the bulk.
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Hence
and

T = T0exp(-qt)

2:24

X = XQexp {(-<7 + X^x }

Imposing the boundary conditions
1. No e+exist at infinite time
ie
2.

n

—» 0

as

r —»«>

2:25

e+ are implanted with an exponential stopping profile
■x

n j j . , 0) = n0a exp(-oa) = X0T0exp

2:26
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provides

a. =

therefore

n{ = n0a +exp{-(X b+ a +v+)r} expC-a^x)

2:27

The total number of e+ present in | b > at time t is given by

2:28
n v= «0 exp{-(X(+ a +v+)r} I a +cxp(-a+x)dx = n0 e x p { -(^ + a +v+)r}
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Hence the rate equation for n^is
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and
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These are equivalent to Equation 2:20 with
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Performing algebraic manipulation on Equation 2:29 and integrating gives
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So, taking n -(0) = 0,

n(t) = n£t) + n (r)

and

= «oexp{-(Xfr+ a +v+)r} + r ~V V 7 , ~ [exp{— } - exp{-(L + a +v+r}]
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The counting rates are

* t ( 0 = K nf t )
and

R c(t) = X.nL{t)

2:33

R(t) = R k(t)+ R L(t)

The fraction (intensity) of e+ annihilating in states | (r> and | i> are given by
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and
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Also

4

+ 1 1 - 1 as expected. Under these conditions, lifetime spectra will show two

components,

and (/■,XL), where XJ = Xfr+ a +v+. v+ can be deduced either by

deconvolution of spectra into individual components or by calculating the centroid shift
between field on and field off spectra. Both methods of data reduction are considered in
the next chapter.

CHAPTER 3
MEASUREMENT OF POSITRON MOBILITY IN SILICON BY A
LIFETIME METHOD
3.1 INTRODUCTION TO POSITRON LIFETIM E M ETHOD
This method involves measuring the time interval between the emission of a positron
from the radioactive source and its subsequent annihilation in the medium under study.
By repeating this procedure for a large number of events, a e+ lifetime spectrum is
generated.

The data can be subsequently analysed to give j individual lifetime

components, each with a lifetime tj and intensity, Ij. These components relate to the
different e+-e' annihilation states in the sample under study. In some applications, the data
are analysed in a less sophisticated fashion, such as centroid shift determination. Both
methods of analysis are discussed in Section 3.3.
Although the principles of positron lifetime spectroscopy (PLS) have essentially
remained unchanged since its initiation by Shearer and Deutsch (1949), a continuous
desire to improve resolution and/or counting efficiency has stimulated a large amount of
research in this area. The importance of contributions from
1.

the scintillator/photomultiplier arrangement and

2.

the method of electronic processing of the phototube output pulses

have been realised. Much of the progress in these areas has been reviewed by Moszynski
and Bengtson (1979).
The purpose of the scintillator/photomultiplier arrangement is to detect incident y-rays
and provide fast pulses for the subsequent timing circuits,

y-rays interact with the

scintillating medium predominantly through the Compton process in which a scattered
y-ray liberates a high energy electron. This electron subsequently excites the optical states

of a large number of atoms. On decay, UV or visible photons are produced which trigger
the photomultiplier. The time response of the scintillator is governed by the decay of the
excited optical states, the scintillator dimensions and the type of coating applied to reflect
the light at the scintillator surfaces (de Vries et al 1985). Fast timing systems have
generally used plastic scintillators such as Pilot U and NE111, or in some cases liquid
scintillators, although recently the advantages both in resolution and efficiency offered by
dense crystals such as BaF2 (Laval et al 1982) and CsF (Eldrup et al 1989) have been
realised.
In the photomultiplier, photons striking the photocathode liberate electrons, which are
subsequently multiplied by acceleration and liberation of secondary electrons at a series
of dynodes. The resulting event signal is extracted either at the anode or in some cases at
an intermediate dynode (de Vries 1987), with an overall gain of typically 107-108.
Important quantities which determine the suitability of the photomultiplier for fast timing
applications are:
1.

the quantum efficiency of the photocathode;

2.

the spread in transit time of the photoelectrons from the photocathode to the first
dynode and

3.

variations in the electron multiplication process.

Several photomultiplier types have been found suitable for fast timing. These include the
Philips XP2020Q and more recently the Hamamatsu R2083Q with its superior timing
properties (de Vries et al 1989).
Most fast timing applications including PLS require energy discrimination.

In

photomultiplier arrangements this is accomplished by applying voltage discrimination to
the phototube output pulses. Leading edge discriminators (LEDs), which are the simplest
means of deriving a time pick-off signal, produce an output logic pulse when the input

Vi
v;
T im e

Figure 3.1

Tim e

Leading edge discriminator walk effects as a function of pulse amplitude
a)

amplitude walk, W!

b)

amplitude and charge walk, W2

level crosses a fixed threshold. A primary disadvantage of this technique is that the time
of occurrence of the output pulse from the LED is dependent on the amplitude and rise
time of the input signal (see Figure 3.1). The former effect is termed amplitude dependent
walk. Once the signal exceeds threshold a finite amount of charge, q, is required to trigger
the discriminator leading to an additional walk time, Atq, which also depends on the pulse
amplitude, as shown in the figure. This second effect is termed charge dependent walk.
The figure also shows that the amplitude walk can be removed, if the discriminator is set
V
to trigger at a constant fraction F = - . Additionally, the effect of statistical variations
(jitter) in the pulse can be minimised if the correct choice of F is made.
Consequently, constant fraction timing (CFT) has been developed to lessen the above
effects. In CFT the photomultiplier pulse is split and shaped as shown in Figure 3.2. If
the discriminator triggering is arranged to occur at the zero crossing point of the resulting
CF bipolar pulse, it will be independent of the original pulse amplitude. The choice of
attenuation and delay can be selected to ensure optimum timing for all input pulses.

e
=3

a.
E

<

Attenuation

D e l a y and Inversion

Summation

T im t

Figure 3.2

Constant fraction pulse shaping

Amplitude and rise time compensated (ARC) discrimination is a modified version of CFT
which compensates for rise-time dependent walk as well as amplitude dependent time
walk. It is not normally necessary to use ARC timing in PLS applications.
Improved timing resolution has been achieved using photomultiplier dynode pulses,
which have shorter risetimes than the corresponding anode pulses. In this case, the pulses
are inverted prior to reaching conventional CFT circuits, or special CFT discriminators
developed which accept positive rather than negative pulses. Dynode pulses are bipolar
and can therefore be used in conjunction with zero crossing discriminators to give an

arrangement equivalent to CFT (de Vries and Kelling 1987, 1988). This technique is
termed internal fraction shaping, since the bipolar pulses are shaped by adjusting the
potential to the photomultiplier dynodes to achieve optimum timing.
It is unlikely that design developments in the other components of a positron lifetime
spectrometer will significantly improve its overall performance. Time to amplitude
convertors (TACs) of good linearity and stability, are now commercially available. The
development of personal computer based multichannel analysers (MCAs) facilitate
improved data handling and offers the possibility of on-line correction of instabilities (for
example Teixeira Dias et al 1989).

3.2 DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
3.2.1 Design and Optimisation of the Spectrometer
The lifetime spectrometer employed for the current measurements of positron mobility in
silicon is shown schematically in Figure 3.3.

The system used 12° coned Pilot U

scintillators coupled to twelve stage Philips XP2020Q photomultipliers to monitor the
gamma rays from the source (STARTS) and subsequent annihilations in the sample
(STOPS). To improve performance, timing pulses were taken from the ninth dynode and,
after inversion, presented to Ortec 583 constant fraction discriminators. Figures 3.4a) and
b) show the measured Compton profiles for^C o and ^Na sources, respectively, produced
by gamma ray interactions in one of the scintillators. For 22Na, the Compton edges for
51 IkeV and 1.28MeV y events can clearly be seen. Knowledge of these profiles enabled
the discriminators’ voltage windows to be set. The fast negative timing outputs from the
discriminators were fed to the TAC. The stop signal was delayed by a suitable amount to
ensure that the TAC operated in its linear region. The TAC provides a bipolar pulse for
every accepted start-stop pair and these events were stored, according to amplitude, in a
1024 channel Northern ECONII series MCA. Scalars connected to the positive output of
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Figure 3 3

Schematic diagram of the lifetime spectrometer used for mobility
measurements

the stop discriminator and the TAC true start output, recorded the total number of stop and
start signal events, respectively. Gating pulses from the MCA were used to inhibit the
TAC whenever the MCA was busy.
The overall performance of the spectrometer was determined using a “ Co source which
emits 1.17 and 1.33MeV y-rays in near coincidence. “ Co spectra only show signal from
prompt events and therefore can be used to measure the resolution function of the
instrument. Another useful calibration source consists of “ Na deposited on "Kapton".
Provided sufficient Kapton was used to stop all P+particles, its e+ lifetime spectrum shows
a single lifetime component of ® 380ps, which has been measured to good accuracy
(Plotkowski et al 1988). This component is sufficiently long lived to permit its separation
from the resolution function by standard analysis methods, such as the computer code
RESOLUTION, described below. This spectrum can therefore be used to determine both
the resolution function and time calibration for the system. Typical “ Co and 22Na in
Kapton spectra are shown in Figure 3.5a) and b). Using these sources, adjustments of
photomultiplier voltage, CF discriminator levels and walk settings were made to optimise
the time resolution, whilst still maintaining a good coincidence rate.
Accurate time calibration of the system was achieved by applying pulses from a signal
generator to the stop line; the start signal still being derived from a phototube in the usual
way. In this instance only random events were built up in the MCA and the time per
channel, tcht given by
7 7 ),

3:1

,ch~ N ^ t
where Dt is the data in the i* channel, T the run time and N Jt N2the number of stops and
starts. This method also served to test the linearity of the TAC/MCA arrangement. A
typical calibration run is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Compton profiles m easured using plastic scintillator/photom ultiplier
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Positron lifetime spectra
a)

“ Co source
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22Na in "Kapton" x* «380ps (99.3%)
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Figure 3.6

Time to amplitude convertor calibration spectrum. 24.4ps per channel.
Error bar signifies statistical error.

3.2.2 Additional Electronics
Ambient temperature changes are generally considered to be the dominant source of
electronic drift effects in fast electronic systems, so the experiments described below were
carried out in an air-conditioned laboratory at a temperature of (294 ± 0.5)K. In the
current study, small changes between field on and field off spectra were related to
positron drift in the Si samples. If the spectra are collected cons«cuhu<ly this change can
be masked by the adverse effect of electronic drift. However, if pairs of field on/field off
spectra are collected concurrently, the latter effect deteriorates both spectra to a similar
extent, leaving the field dependent differences relatively unchanged. Therefore, a two
step (field on/ field off) switching cycle was incorporated into the arrangement. With an
electric field applied to the samples, data were collected in the first half of the MCA
memory. After about 800s the field was switched off and the data routed to the second
half of the memory. After a further 800s, this cycle was repeated. The "active" periods
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were separated by 90s "dead" periods to ensure that the field applied to the samples had
stabilised. This switching operation was performed by a system controller supplied by
Miller Systems Limited.

The stability of the lifetime spectrometer is discussed in

Section 3.5.

3.2.3 Source
For these experiments, a small “ Na source was used to implant P+ particles into the
samples. The source strength was determined by the requirement of achieving adequate
statistical accuracy without increasing the signal to background ratio to an unacceptable
level. Ideally these factors can be improved simultaneously by the choice of a weak
source and long run time, although this generally results in degradation of the time
resolution by electronic instabilities and puts an unreasonable timescale on the duration
of the experiment.
Green and Lee (1964) have shown that the signal to background ratio, R, is given by

where <J>is the fraction of events corresponding to real coincidences, p, the fraction of
events arising from random (background) coincidences, s is the source strength in e V 1
and t is the time interval over which the spectrum is measured (the TAC range). Killeen
(1975) showed that the fractional error, A, in <|>is given by

/
A- c
where

1

v 2s + t

c = {exe2wxw2T)

3:3

Here, eh e2, wh and w2are respectively, the detection efficiencies and solid angles for y
detection at the scintillation counters and T is the run time. Figure 3.7 shows the variation
of R and

) with s. In this case s is expressed in microCuries (jiCi), where 1Ci is 3.7xl0 10

disintegrations per second. It can be seen that R degrades rapidly with s whereas A tends
towards its asymptotic value of t1/2 at high s. Comparison of the predictions of Figure 3.7
with experimentally determined values of R suggests that the true source strength was less
than lOjiCi, so it might have been advantageous to have chosen a stronger source.
However the source employed gave adequate statistical accuracy in 1-2 days (* l-2xl0 6
counts per spectrum).
The source was fabricated by depositing an aqueous NaCl solution containing a
proportion of 22Na ions in a 3mm spot on a 8 |im Kapton (polyimide) substrate. The foil
was then folded in two, with the activity inside, and glued along the edges.
The source contribution, which is the fraction of e+ annihilating in the supporting foils and
the source itself, depends on the absorption and back-scattering coefficient of the source
material, as well as the back-scattering co-efficient of the surrounding samples. To assess
the importance of e+annihilation in the source deposit, de Vries (1987) measured the e+
lifetime components in NaCl layers deposited on Mylar foils. From a three component fit
to this data, lifetimes and intensities (in %) of 37ps(18%), 379(77%) and 1.5ns (5%) were
obtained. For most practical cases, these intensities are expected to be small compared to
the contribution from the supporting foils, which accounts for *15% of the annihilations
in a typical source/sample configuration. The latter contribution can be determined from
published results on e+ absorption (for example Linderoth et al 1984, for Ni and
Plotkowski et al 1988 for Kapton) and fixed during analysis of the experimental data.
However, in practice, uncertainties in the back-scattering and absorption coefficients of a
particular source/sample configuration makes calculation of the source contribution by
this method unreliable. Consequently, a full analysis of the measured lifetime spectra is
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Variation of signal to noise ratio, R and fractional error, A, with source
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often performed, in which the source component(s) is/are determined together with the
components arising from e+annihilations in the samples. This approach was adopted in
the current study and the source contribution was found to consist of two components of
approximately 370ps (16%) and 1.4ns (0.7%). The latter is in agreement with the findings
of de Vries (1987). The 370ps component presumably arose from a combination of
contributions from the NaCl and Kapton. Its intensity was in reasonable agreement with
Plotkowski (1988), who observed that 17% of e+ were absorbed in a source configuration

consisting of two lmgcm '2 Kapton foils sandwiched between Ni plates. However, the
measured lifetime was significantly less than the value of (387 ± 7)ps reported by
Plotkowski et al (1988), which may have been due to the effect of the NaCl.

3.3 DATA ANALYSIS
Data were analysed either by using the computer code RESOLUTION to determine the
lifetimes and intensities of individual components, or by calculation of centroid shifts
between field on (odd) and field off (even) spectra.
3.3.1 Resolution
Several published methods for the extraction of the lifetimes and intensities of the various
components which make up a measured e+ spectrum have been published. Most lifetime
spectra are thought to consist of a sum of decaying exponentials with decay rates X; and
intensities Aj = ^ where I0j is the time zero value of the j* exponential. The decays are
therefore described by

Ij = Iojcxp(-Xjt)

t>

0

3:4

r <0

Generally, there is also a contribution to the spectrum from the resolution, R(t), of the
instrument and a background, B , which in many circumstances can be assumed uniform.
The resolution function is often taken to comprise a summation of k gaussian distributions
(gaussians) with full width half maxima (FWHM), wh each centred at a time, t = Tk,
although other possibilities for R(t) have been considered (for example de Vries 1987).
For the gaussian case
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R(t)= I Gk(t) = I(cv/7c)- 1exp[
*

*

where

fC'-rjY
^
Ok )
3:5

a *_ 2 V M

After subtraction of the uniform background, the model spectrum, M(t), is described by a
convolution of the above gaussian and exponential functions so

3:6

The content of the i* channel, N(Ar,), corresponds to the time interval Af, = ti+l- th thus

M(t)dt

3:7

In a weighted least squares (WLSQ) method with n data points and / free parameters, the
function <|>, is to be minimised where,
N

2

3:8

;=i

Here, y„ is the data content of channel /, f{t) is the model value obtained from
Equation 3:7,

the statistical weight attached to channel i and b is a vector representing

the I parameters to be estimated. Several standard numerical methods have been adopted
to perform this minimisation.
Of the various WLSQ methods, the programmes RESOLUTION and POSITRONFIT are
probably most commonly in use. These comprise part of a library of programmes,
PATFIT, developed by Kirkegaard et al (1982, 1989) for the analysis of positron

annihilation data from lifetime spectrometers and angular correlation systems. These
programmes operate by fitting model parameters to the data using a semilinear Marquardt
least squares technique. Non linear parameters such as the time-zero channel, T0, and the
lifetime values, are solved iteratively using the Newton-Gauss-Marquardt method,
whereas linear parameters are determined at the end of each iteration. This approach
reduces the effective number of free parameters, thus giving more rapid convergence at
the expense of slightly longer computing time for each iteration. Iterations start from an
initial set of guessed parameters and are terminated when the weighted sum of squared
deviations becomes stationary (that is when ^ = 0). This typically takes between seven
and twenty-five iterations, depending on the complexity of the spectrum and the closeness
of guessed initial parameters to their final values. The initial choice of parameters was
found not to be critical, with the exception of T0, which could be estimated quite
accurately from the data. Alternatively, if T0 changed significantly during a run, the
analysis was repeated with a new value of T0 chosen to be closer to that at convergence.
The major difference between POSITRONFIT and RESOLUTION is in the treatment of
the source contribution. In the former code, a fixed source contribution is subtracted prior
to analysis of the full spectrum, whereas the latter code treats all components, including
those arising from the source, as model parameters during the iteration procedure.
RESOLUTION allows up to five gaussians in the resolution function and four lifetime
components to be ascribed. Both programmes permit constraints to be imposed on
individual components, gaussians and linear combinations of intensities. T0 is always left
as a free parameter and a region in the data defined from which the background is
determined.
The routines which comprised PATFIT have been used successfully by many groups to
analyse data from a large variety of experimental situations.

As pointed out by

Kirkegaard et al (1982), the major limitation of such analysis programmes is that fitting
model parameters to experimental data is a mathematical exercise and the derived

parameters are therefore, in the first instance, mathematical quantities, which only take on
physical meaning if they can be unambiguously related to positron processes. Several
models can provide a good fit to a particular data set, especially if enough fitting
parameters are chosen, so considerable care must be taken in the interpretation of
parameters as physical quantities.

One particular problem is that the number of

components is not known a priori and indeed is often considered to be a function of the
resolution of the system.

In some cases, the resolution of the instrument will be

insufficient for the fitting routine to separate the components required for a particular
model. On the other hand, a low number of counts in the spectrum, which is often a direct
consequence of improved resolution, gives poor statistical accuracy and the possibility of
local minima in parameter phase space, resulting in erroneous determination of optimum
parameter values. This problem can usually be overcome by varying the initial guessed
parameters and checking for consistency in these quantities at convergence.

The

compromise between resolution and count rate depends on details of the specific problem
being studied and also, to some extent, on the method of analysis.
Another complication arises from the difficulty in separating the resolution function from
the lifetime components since in most cases, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is
comparable to the shortest lifetime components. This problem has been discussed at some
length during recent positron conferences such as ICPA 8 (Dorikens-Vanpraet et al, eds.,
1989).
Computer generated e+ lifetime spectra are often analysed to assist in the separation of
experimental data into individual components.

Lifetime spectra can be generated

according to the number of parameters and/or constraints required for a particular model
and the analysis compared with that of the experimental data. The input parameters of the
generated programme are then varied until agreement is reached.

This laborious

procedure is not totally reliable and, ideally, experimental conditions should be chosen
which facilitate reduction of measured spectra into the number of components required by

TABLE 3.1
Generated Positron Lifetime Spectra
3 Component

4 Component

Gaussians

Gj

g2

Gs

g4

Intensity

25%

15%

25%

15%

FWHM(ps)

381

279

381

219

Displacements (ps)

-6

0

-6

0

Lifetimes

'h

Lifetime (ps)

225 . 370

Intensity (%)

83.3

16

Tj

Ti

T*

X3

I4

2123

225

370

2123

390

.7

80.3

16

.7

3.0

Time-zero (ch.)

100

100

Background (cts)

35

35

the model. Generated spectra can also be used to monitor the effects of number of
gaussians chosen to represent the resolution function, start channel, total counts,
background and resolution on fitted parameters and thus to assess the possibility of
improving the experimental procedure by, for example, increasing run times.
The effect of the above mentioned parameters was considered by generating spectra
representative of the experimental data recorded during the e+ mobility measurements
discussed below.

The generation programme input parameters for three and four

component spectra are shown in Table 3.1. Fitting routines, including RESOLUTION,
generally decompose the resolution function of experimental spectra into gaussians.
However, this does not establish conclusively that "real" resolution functions are

combinations of gaussians, only that they are approximated by this form. Generated
spectra used in the current study were constructed with two gaussian resolution functions
and hence may not provide the most stringent test of a routine which reduces the
resolution function back to a summation of gaussians. In a similar study, de Vries (1987)
constructed more realistic spectra by adding exponential lifetime components to a
measured “ Co spectrum, which was considered to be representative of the MNa resolution
function for the instrument used. The conclusions reached from this study were similar
to those discussed below, so generated spectra containing resolution functions
constructed from gaussians can be considered to be adequate representations of real e+
lifetime spectra.
1.

Num ber of gaussians
The effect of the number of gaussians included in the analysis on the fitted
parameters obtained from RESOLUTION is shown in Figure 3.8 for an
experimentally measured three component (silicon with Kapton source) spectrum
containing 2xl0 6 counts. The time-zero position is approximately at channel
113.5. The data show an inferior fit and greater variation in fitted parameters with
start channel for the single gaussian case. Two and three gaussian fits gave similar
results and only showed large variations with start channels close to time-zero.
Three gaussian fits required more iterations for convergence, particularly when the
start channel was close to time-zero. Consequently, two gaussian fits were used to
analyse all data recorded in the present work.

2.

S tart channel
Figure 3.9 shows one, two and three gaussian fits to a three component generated
spectrum (see Table 3.1) with no statistics added. The behaviour is similar to that
shown in Figure 3.8 above. The distributions show that for two and three gaussian
fits, a start channel significantly less (»

10

channels) than time-zero should be

chosen. However, in practice, experimental data were best fitted with the start
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Effect of start channel on one, two and three gaussian fits to a three
component generated spectrum (see Table 3.1).
Symbols as for Figure 3.8

channel between 5 and

8

channels less than time-zero. This is probably due to the

degrading effect of statistical fluctuations, and the possibility of non-gaussian
components in the resolution function, which were not included in the generated
spectra.

3.

Total counts in the spectrum
Figure 3.10 shows the variation in fitted parameters with total number of counts for
a three component spectrum. With all three lifetimes free, accurate fits were only
obtained for spectra containing more than * 5xl0 6 counts. However, if x 2 were
fixed, fewer counts were required for reliable fitting. Figure 3.11 shows variations
in fitted parameters with total number of counts for the four component spectrum
in Table 3.1. For the first two sets of constraints described in the figure caption,
adequate fits were obtained, even at low numbers of counts, for all parameters apart
from x4 and I4. With the third set of constraints, in which I2 was left free, poor
parameter values were generally obtained. Fits to experimental mobility data were
performed using the second set of parameters in which x4, the interfacial lifetime
was fixed (see Section 3.5.1). Consequently, good fits were expected for these
spectra, which typically contained between 1.5 and 2xl0 6 counts.

4.

Background
The variation in the fitted parameters with the background fixed by RESOLUTION
is shown in Figure 3.12 for a three component spectrum. The true background in
the generated spectra is 35 counts in all cases. The strong effect of background on
X3 can be seen. When left free, X2 was also affected by the background, although to
a lesser extent.
From the generated spectra, it could be seen that, even at high channel numbers, a
significant proportion of the counts were associated with X3 rather than the
background. Consequently the background in experimental spectra was calculated
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from the number of stops and starts recorded on the scalars, using the expression

i

N M l-o fr *
T

3 .9

where a is the timing efficiency (fraction of start events which produce a
coincidence output from the TAC). For the present arrangement a » 1%, so the
expression approximates to Equation 3:1.
Another important quantity relating to the background is its ratio to the signal in the
spectrum. This was discussed in Section 3.2.3. No study of the quality of fit with
this quantity was made. However, the greater experimental errors associated with
the low temperature mobility data were a direct consequence of a reduction in the
signal to background ratio, compared to that for room temperature measurements.
Resolution
The effect of resolution (FWHM) on fits to three and four component spectra are
shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. For the three component fit, all lifetimes were left
free and there was a significant improvement in accuracy with decreasing FWHM.
If X2 were fixed at 370ps, good accuracy was achieved at all resolutions. This
constraint was used for the analysis of experimental data assumed to contain three
components. For the four component spectra, constraints needed to be applied to
obtain reliable results. In the analysis shown in Figure 3.14,

%2

and I2 were fixed

and good accuracy obtained for the other free components. This set of constraints
was applied for the analysis of the mobility data discussed below. The statistical
error on x4 calculated by RESOLUTION was large (= 30%) and only decreased
slowly with decreasing FWHM. This suggests that in determining x4, the effect of
statistics was more significant than that of resolution. The uncertainty in x4 was
the major limitation in accuracy of the current experimental technique for the
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determination of positron mobilities. In materials other than silicon, x4 may be
substantially different from the other components present in the zero field spectra
and greater experimental accuracy would therefore be expected.
The effect on accuracy of the fits obtained by RESOLUTION for three and four
component lifetime spectra has been considered. In most cases fitted parameters agree
with their true values to within the calculated errors.

Significant improvements in

accuracy can be achieved if constraints are applied to some of the components. However,
caution must be exercised to ensure that all constraints are valid.

3.3.2 Centroid Shifts
The centroid, c, and error, Aa, of a discrete distribution of data are given by

iD ii
° = I

d"

and

3:10
J K i-a fD ,
A g=

1

-------------

XA

where the summation i runs over all channels of interest. Shifts in centroid position can
be related to changes in lifetime or intensity of the components in a spectrum. For the
current work, centroid shifts between electric field and zero field spectra were related to
the positron mobility in Si. For a positron lifetime spectrum the centroid, x, is related to
the intensity and lifetimes of the various components, j, by

T = I/;T y

where

J
llj =l

3:11

Assuming four component spectra, the centroids of the field off and field on cases are
respectively

^

Ao^2 Ao^3 "*■Ao^4

Xy

+ A /^ 2 ^”*3^3 + Av^4

3:12

where the subscripts 1-4 correspond to Si bulk, Kapton source, long-lived source and
interfacial components respectively. Subscripts 0 and V correspond to voltage off and on.
The centroid shift due to the electric field is given by

AXy —Xy Tq

3.13

In the present case x2, /2, x 3, 13and %4 are unchanged by the presence of the field. Also the
intensity of the interfacial component is negligible at zero field, so I40- 0 , and the centroid
shift is given by,

AXy=/lvr—
7i0X/1+/4yX,4

3.14

From Chapter 2,

1 + av+x,

and

3:15
av+XjX4

l

A = x4 -X■■■ ■!— • -------------------l + av+

Substituting into Equation 3:14 and noting that

Av+/4 v =A o+/4 o= Ao

gives

3:16

The centroid shift at zero field, AIq, is included in the expression to allow for any
significant shifts due to instrumental effects. The major advantage of the centroid method
over RESOLUTION is that I4 and x / are constrained to give the same value for v+ at a
particular field. This was not possible using RESOLUTION.

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
For mobility measurements, 15mm diameter, 1mm thick disks of lOkOcm n-type Si(l 11)
were etched in hydrofluoric acid and, after rinsing in distilled water, cemented into
printed circuit board mounts using epoxy resin.

2000A

layers of gold and aluminium

were evaporated onto either side of the samples and mounts, in the pattern shown in
Figure 3.15. Electrical connections were made via the mount to avoid damage to the
metal-silicon contacts. Electrical continuity between the two tracks joining each film was
monitored throughout the experiment to ensure that the supply voltage was being supplied
to the film. Typical forward (A»vpositive with respect to AL) and reverse (Au negative with
respect to AL) bias current-voltage relationships are shown in Figure 3.16. Leakage
currents through the samples increased with time. The reason for this behaviour is
uncertain, but was possibly due to contamination at the metal-Si interface, which occurred
during fabrication of the contacts.
The electric field across the Au-Si-Al samples can be calculated from Poisson’s equation,

I<+0

PCB M o u n t

G o ld

F ilm

Si S a m p l e

A ra ld ite

Figure 3.15

Sample mounts and contact pattern

where V(x) is the voltage at position, x , in the region, <7, the majority carrier charge, N, the
charge donor (n-type)/acceptor (p-type) concentration and e„ the permittivity of Si (Sze,
1981, p74). The field distributions for under-depleted, fully depleted and fully depleted
with over-voltage cases are shown in Figures 3.17a, b, c) respectively. The depletion
voltage, Vd, is given by,

Vd

2E.I4P

3:19

where w is the Si thickness, p its resistivity and |ic the electron (n-type) or hole (p-type)
mobility. For the samples used in the present study, p=104Qcm (n-type), vv=0.95mm,
£,= 11.960 and p^lSOOcn^V'Y1, so Vd=2&6 V. Since the maximum e+ drift length is
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Variation of the electric field with position for a reverse biased
Au-nSi-Al sample
a) Under-depleted (V,<Vd)
b) Fully depleted (V =Vd)
c) Fully depleted with over-voltage (Vt>Vd)
V, is the potential applied across the sample, Vd, the potential required to
deplete the sample fully and d, the Si thickness
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Variation of electric field, , at the Si-Au interface with applied bias for
the lOkflcm n-type samples used in the present study. A bias of 286V is
required to deplete the sample fully.

«10 5(ms'1).10'1°(s)=10|J.m, e+ drifting into the Au-Si interface experience a uniform
field,

approximately equal to that at the interface, £f. The variation of £f with applied

bias, Vt, is shown in Figure 3.18.
For mobility measurements, the samples were arranged with gold contacts adjacent to the
source, as shown in Figure 3.19, so that, with reverse bias applied, e+ drifted towards the
source. However some data were collected with the samples reversed. In this case e+
drifted towards the source and the observed effect of the field on the spectrum was
expected to be reduced, if the (x4,14) component arose from annihilations at the Si-Au
interface.
For low temperature measurements, a cryostat was constructed using an Edwards cold
trap as the liquid nitrogen reservoir (see Figure 3.20). The samples were mounted in a
copper holder which was maintained in good thermal contact with the reservoir via a
copper cold fmger. The cryostat was evacuated to 10‘2 torr using a rotary pump.
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Sample/source arrangement used for e+ measurements.
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Cryostat used for low temperature measurements

For these measurements, a negative bias was applied to the gold contacts adjacent to the
source; the A1 contacts being held at earth potential by the copper mount.

The

temperature of the mount was monitored by a thermocouple which indicated a steady
temperature of (104±4)K with LN2 in the cryostat reservoir. On cooling, an increase in
leakage current through the samples was observed, which may have been due to cracking
of the epoxy mount or stresses introduced into the samples by contraction. This made it
impossible to extend measurements above 250V applied bias without significant Joule
heating.
For low temperature measurements, the reduced solid angle subtended by the detectors
resulted in a significantly lower count rate than that at room temperature (295K). This
was partially overcome by increasing the source activity to about 20pCi. Consequently,
the signal to background ratio was reduced, increasing the error in measured parameters.
Pairs of spectra were collected by switching the active half of the MCA memory as
described in Section 3.2.2. Usually a field on/field off pair was collected, followed by a
field off/field off pair, which permitted the electronic stability to be monitored. During a
two day run, between

1

and 2 x l 0 6 counts were collected in each spectrum.

3.5 RESULTS
3.5.1 RESOLUTION
Zero field spectra were well fitted by three lifetime components o f224,370 and « 1500ps,
with intensities of about 83%, 16% and 1% respectively. The first component was
associated with annihilations in bulk Si whereas the second and third components arose
from annihilations in the source. Electric field spectra showed a fourth component with
a lifetime, z 4, close to that of the source-supporting Kapton foils (370ps) and an intensity
which increased with applied bias. A value for this lifetime could not be determined

directly from RESOLUTION, as mentioned in Section 3.3.

However, i 4 could be

deduced from the expression derived in Chapter 2 for I4 and the effective e+annihilation
rate in bulk Si, V , namely

K = (Xj —X4) j
and

X ^Xj + K

3:20

where
K = av +

X'j and I4 are constrained via Equations 3:17. Using a three component fit to all the zero
field data, an average value for / 2, the Kapton lifetime, was determined. Electric field
spectra were subsequently analysed for a range of fixed values of x4 using a four
component fit with I2 and X2 fixed- For each value of x4, values of k and hence 1 / = (X1/)“1
were determined from the measured value of I4, using Equation 3:17.
Finally this value of x, 1 was plotted with the value determined from RESOLUTION
against x4. The crossing point of the two lines gave the best value of x 4 (see Figure 3.21).
This procedure was repeated for several pairs of spectra and an average value of x4
calculated. At 295K and 104K the average values for x 4 were (397 ± 24) and (416 ± 23)ps
respectively. Consequently x 4 was assumed to be constant at (400 ±30)ps for both
temperatures studied. With x 4 fixed at this value, I4 was determined from RESOLUTION
as a function of electric field. Figure 3.22a) shows the variation in I4 with applied voltage
for e+ motion towards the source. For the data in Figure 3.22b) the direction of the field
is reversed, so e+ drift away from the source and have a negligible chance of reaching the
Si-Au interface. For biases <286V, the samples are under-depleted and the electric
field does not extend to the Al-Si contact, which is adjacent to the source in this
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configuration. Consequently the average field experienced by e+ implanted into the Si
bulk is substantially less than £f. For higher biases, the field extends across the whole
sample and the average field becomes significant. In this geometry, no significant change
in I4 with electric field was recorded, which suggests that x 4 is associated with
annihilations in an interfacial state and not with field dependent annihilation in bulk
defects, for example. The exact nature of the interfacial annihilation state is uncertain,
although it is expected that a significant concentration of large open volume voids
(vacancy agglomerates) exist in this region, due to the non epitaxial structure of the gold
contact. The measured value of x 4 is typical of those observed for bulk voids in many
metals and semiconductors. At disordered interfaces, defect concentrations approaching
one per lattice site can be envisaged due to the mismatch of the crystal structure of the
substrate and overlayer. It is therefore reasonable to assume that e+ trapping into these
states is governed only by the drift of e+to the interface and not by the trapping rate into

the defects. In a variable energy e+beam study discussed in Chapter 2, Corbel et al (1989)
observed the electric field drift of e+ from Si into an Au-Si interface using an S parameter
method to monitor e+ annihilation. Although no discussion of the nature of the interface
region was given, the S parameter for e+ annihilating at the interface was less than that
measured in bulk Si or Au. This suggests that the e+ annihilation characteristics of the
interface are distinct from either bulk material.
Using the data in Figure 3.22a) values of p.+(295K) = ( S l i n j c i r f v V

1

and

fi+(104K) = (303±65)cm2V 'V 1 were obtained from Equation 3:17. The quoted error
reflects the statistical error (= 8 %) in I4 and an error arising from the uncertainty in i 4
(=24% ). Mills and Pfeiffer (1977) found that their low temperature mobility data were
better fitted by the Shockley expression (Equation 2:10) rather than a linear expression.
Although there appears to be some non-linearity in the present data at high fields, similar
values of reduced chi squared,

i2

were found for both fits. However, the similarity

between positron, electron and hole motion in semiconductors suggests that the Shockley
expression provides the correct variation of v+ with L, as concluded by Mills and Pfeiffer
(1977). Fitting this expression to the 104K data gives p.+(104K)=(410±80)cm2V'1s'1,
which is significantly greater than that obtained by linear regression.

At room

temperature both fits gave similar values of 11+.
The time-zero channel is treated as a free parameter by RESOLUTION, so the main effect
of electronic instability arising from temperature changes is a degradation in the
resolution function (an increase in FWHM) of the spectrum. It was shown above that the
effect of resolution on the parameters fitted by RESOLUTION was relatively
unimportant

Consequently, analysis carried out by this method showed smaller

variations due to instrument instability than those recorded in centroid shift calculations.
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3.5.2 Centroid Shifts
Centroid shifts, Ax, and their associated statistical errors were calculated from
Equation 3:10. Figure 3.23 shows the mean centroid and centroid shift for pairs of zero
field spectra, which were successively collected between each pair of field off/field on
spectra. The average shift was zero to within the statistical accuracy of the data, showing
that there was no systematic variation between odd and even spectra. The variation in Ax
is larger than the statistical errors calculated, which suggests that these measurements
were influenced by electronic instabilities in the spectrometer. However, this variation
was substantially less than the corresponding change in mean centroid, which
demonstrates the advantage of simultaneous collection of pairs of spectra in terms of
reducing the effect of temperature induced electronic instabilities.
Figure 3.24 shows the electric field variation of v+, calculated from the centroid data using
Equation 3:17.
(6 8

A linear fit to the room temperature data gave |i +(295K) =

± 1lJcn ^ V V 1. The assigned error included a statistical contribution as well as those

arising from uncertainties in xls I10andx4. As observed with the RESOLUTION data, the
104K measurements show a slight non-linear variation.

Shockley and linear fits

respectively gave p +(104K) = (370±80) and (SlO ltiO Jcn^V V 1. In both cases

7

* 7 ^,

which indicates a good fit for the accuracy of the data (see Figure 3.25). A Shockley fit
to the room temperature data gave a value of |i +in close agreement with linear regression.
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Stability of centroid measurements
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Variation of mean centroid position for pairs of spectra
collected with no applied field
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Positron drift velocity versus applied electric field, t , calculated from
centroid data
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Variation of %2

|X+ for linear and Shockley expression

(Equation 2:10) fits to the low temperature data ,
Linear fit
Shockley expression fit

3.6 DISCUSSION
Values of |1+ derived from centroid data were *10% less than the corresponding result
obtained from RESOLUTION. Although smaller than the overall assigned error, the
possibility of a systematic difference between the two methods of analysis cannot be
discounted. The reason for this discrepancy is not obvious, although it may arise from the
difficulty of allowing for the electric variation of both I4 and Tj in the analysis using
RESOLUTION. An examination of simulated e+ electric field data obtained from a
spectrum generating programme may resolve this discrepancy.
The centroid shift data were affected by instabilities arising from small changes in
ambient temperature and the statistical error was not a good representation of the
experimental error on each data point. Whenever a significant change in temperature

(>1K) was recorded over the course of a two day run, the centroid shift for that run was
not used in the final analysis. RESOLUTION data were insensitive to temperature
fluctuations, provided that the start channel used in the analysis was adjusted to allow for
the change in time-zero. In all cases the final error assigned to

obtained from fits to

the centroid data were less than the corresponding RESOLUTION value and were
therefore used to make comparison with the other experimental mobility data discussed
in Chapter 2.
The accuracy of the centroid data in particular could be improved by reducing the period
of the switching cycle or by introducing some form of "on line" data correction.
Conventional digital stabilisation would not be suitable for the centroid method, as it
operates by fixing the distribution of the collected data.
The room temperature value of |i +(295K)=(68±ll)cm2V'1s'1 is in good agreement both
with a T~1S extrapolation of the result

SOcit^V'V1) obtained by Mills and Pfeiffer

(1977) at 184K and the more recent value reported by Corbel et al (1989). These results
are all in reasonable accord with the value of |X+=(104±12)cm2V'1s*1 deduced from the
diffusion constant measurement reported by Nielsen et al (1985). However the value of
(460±120)cm2V 'V

measured by Brandt and Paulin (1977) at 300K using an

implantation method is evidently in disagreement. Prethermalisation drift, discussed in
Chapter 2, would affect the current measurements and those of Brandt and Paulin (1977)
to a similar extent, and so cannot be the explanation for the observed discrepancy. Linear
and Shockley fits to the 104K data fall on either side of a T~12 extrapolation of the 80K
measurement of Mills and Pfeiffer (1977), so agreement between these studies is good at
low temperatures.
Figure 3.26 shows a logarithmic plot of \i+versus T for the published mobility values in
Si. A logarithmic fit to the data from the current study together with that of Mills and
Pfeiffer (1977) at 80 and 184K gives a value for the temperature coefficient of mobility
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Experimental measurements of positron mobility, }i+, in Si at a
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of /i=1.3±.l. This is slightly less than the value of 1.5 predicted by a simple charge
carrier-acoustic phonon scattering model. The value of n suggests that although e+motion
in Si is predominantly governed by phonon interactions, some mpurity scattering may
also occur.

3.7 CONCLUSION
Positron mobility, \i+has been determined in silicon using a technique based upon the
drift of e+ to an interface and the measurement of e+ lifetime spectra. Values reported
using lifetime, Doppler and e+beam techniques are in good agreement at all temperatures.
However, there is still considerable scope for further measurements of fi + in Si and other
materials, if a detailed understanding of e+ motion in electric fields is to be achieved.
More accurate measurements of |i + as a function of temperature would enable a more
precise determination of n, and comparison of experimental and theoretical values of n,
should the latter become available, would enable the relative importance of the various e+
scattering processes to be established. An extension of measurements to low (liquid He)
and high (>300K) temperatures might prove important in understanding e+ behaviour in
solid materials. At low temperatures impurity scattering will tend to dominate e+ motion,
particularly in highly doped samples. Jorch et al (1984) concluded that e+ diffusion in Ge
at high temperatures, could not be described by a simple acoustic phonon scattering
model. Instead they suggested that more complicated interactions such as e+-polaron
processes might be important An extension of mobility measurement in Si, or Ge to high
temperatures would therefore be of interest in verifying this conclusion. In this respect,
recent advances with fast timing circuits using efficient crystals as y-ray detectors (for
example de Vries et al 1987) suggest that important gains both in timing resolution and
counting rate are feasible. These will facilitate more precise determination of |x+using the
lifetime technique. Consequently, the possible influence of systematic errors can be
investigated more fully. Finally, it is noted that this experiment provides the first direct

evidence that a significant fraction ( = 7%) of e+from a 22Na source can be drifted to an
interface at 104K. This result is of considerable consequence in demonstrating the
practicability of field assisted moderators for slow positron beam production: the subject
of the next chapter.

CHAPTER 4
FIELD ASSISTED MODERATORS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
4.1.1 Conventional Positron Moderators
The first suggestion of producing near-thermal energy positrons from a surface by
moderating energetic e+ from a radioactive source is attributed to Madansky and Rasetti
(1950).

Assuming reasonable values for the positron diffusion length and mean

implantation depth in a metal, they estimated that the efficiency of the process,
approximately given by the ratio of these two quantities, was of the order of 5xl0'3.
To confirm this prediction, the authors attempted to detect thermal energy e+ by
supporting copper foils containing 10-30mCi of MCu activity in a vacuum chamber and
monitoring the coincidence rate originating from e+ annihilations at a collector plate
situated about 80cm from the source. The slow to fast e+ ratio was increased by placing
the tube in a uniform axial magnetic field which preferentially guided low-energy e+ to
the collector. The transport efficiency of the arrangement was determined by replacing
the source with an electron emitting filament and measuring the current arriving at the
collector.
Data were collected with the source biased alternatively 150V positive and negative with
respect to the collector. Although the slow positron flux, given by the change in count
rate between positively and negatively biased runs, was expected to be substantially
greater than the fast e+ background given by the count rate with negative bias, no
statistically significantly difference was observed for the Cu foils. Negative results were
also obtained for a Pt filament, heated to desorb impurities, an evaporated layer of K and
a liquid Ga sample.

Madansky and Rasetti (1950) suggested that the absence of a thermal flux of e+ from (3+
bombarded surfaces may be due to
1.

e+ localisation at potential minima in the crystal lattice.

2.

e+ becoming trapped at the surface.

3.

Positronium formation at the surface which would not be detected in the experiment.

The authors had therefore isolated some of the problems which were to hinder future
development of e+ beams, and twenty years of research were required to achieve
moderation efficiencies approaching their estimated value.
Although Cherry (1958) succeeded in producing slow e+ from a chromium plated mica
surface bombarded with p+ particles from a 22Na source, the overall efficiency was low
(=3x1 O'8). Being unpublished, his work went largely unnoticed; the earlier work of
Madansky and Rasetti (1950) often being quoted as evidence for the absence of e+
re-emission from surfaces, until a paper by Madey (1968) renewed interest in the field.
At the same time, Groce et al (1968) succeeded in forming a low intensity e+ beam, which
was used to make the first total e+ scattering cross section measurements in He. In this
arrangement, the source of fast e+ was derived from a linear accelerator (linac) rather than
a p+emitting isotope.
Costello et al (1972a,b) suggested that observations of low-energy positrons re-emitted
from Au surfaces were a consequence of a negative positron work function, <J>+ for gold
(see Figure 4.1). Tong (1972) simultaneously published a theoretical study of this
mechanism and concluded that <|>+ was negative for high electron density metals such as
Al, Mg, Cu and Au. However, a proper experimental verification of this mechanism as
the dominant e+ re-emission process for metallic surfaces was impossible until the
initiation of detailed ultra high vacuum (UHV) studies of samples prepared and
characterised in situ by Mills et al (1978). Details of this work are given in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.1

Re-emitted positron energy spectra for a tantalum-mica-gold moderator.
(Costello et al 1972V

An important stage in e+moderator development was the discovery of the MgO moderator
by Canter et al (1972), prepared by coating a gold vane 'Venetian blind" arrangement with
oxide from a burning Mg ribbon. A relatively high efficiency of 3x1 O'5 opened up many
possibilities for low energy e+ beam studies including total cross-section measurements
and the observation of Ps formation at surfaces (Canter et al 1974).
Stein et al (1975) bombarded a boron target with 4.75MeV protons from a Van de Graaf
generator to produce n C by the reaction
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J1# + p —>\lC + n
I
U " j? + p ++v.

4:1

The p+ produced by the decay of “ C (see Table 1.3) were moderated in the B target to
give re-emitted e+with a near-thermal energy spread

leV). This spread is considerably

narrower than that measured for MgO, although the moderation efficiency is significantly
less («10*7). The B moderator permitted e+ studies to be extended to lower energies,
enabling observation of a Ramsauer-Townsend minimum in the e+-Ar total cross section
at a positron impact energy of about 2eV (Stein et al 1978).
At this time metallic moderators were also being used by Pendyala et al (1976) with an
efficiency of «lxlO '6.

Detailed UHV studies (see Chapter 5) resulted in a better

understanding of the moderation process and realisation of the importance of high
vacuum conditions and careful surface preparation.

This knowledge permitted the

development of new e+ beams with improved efficiency (e ~

1 0 '3)

and reduced energy

spread (=.25eV) (Mills 1979). Based on the original ideas of Madansky and Rasetti
(1950), Mills (1983) gave the following empirical relation for moderation efficiency,
namely,

e = yoVDvr

4:2

a*, is the e+ absorption parameter, p the moderator material density, ^ D +xt the positron
diffusion length, and y0, the positron surface branching ratio.

Research therefore

concentrated on dense (high p), metallic single crystals (high ^D+x), resulting in the
development of the W(110) moderator by Vehanen et al (1983) with an efficiency of
3x1 O'3.
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More recently, experimental results have shown that the energy spread of e+ re-emitted
from Ni(100) surfaces (Gullikson et al 1985) is «35meV. Although the moderation
efficiency of this material is about half that observed for single crystal W targets, it may
well become more widely used in arrangements which require low energy spreads (for
example e+ remoderators).
High efficiency single crystal moderators are normally operated in back-scattering
geometry. However, there has been considerable interest in developing thin, single
crystal foils for use in transmission mode. The principal advantages of this geometry are
the elimination of source shadowing effects, which reduce the slow e+ yield in
back-scattering mode and the separation of incident and out-going optics in secondary
moderator arrangements, which permits a greater brightness gain per remoderation stage.
Several studies of positron moderation using single crystal foils have been reported,
although, in all cases, efficiencies are significantly less than those predicted by theoretical
calculations (for example Vehanen and Makinen 1985 and Appendix 1).
Lynn et al (1985b) and Gramsch et al (1987) annealed several polycrystalline and single
crystal foils in high vacuum before introduction to an e+ beamline. Efficiencies of up to
9xl0 '4 were obtained. The single crystal foils produced slow e+ yields typically twice
those measured for polycrystalline foils of the same material and thickness.
Zafar et al (1988) annealed single crystal W(100) foils with thicknesses between 1000 and
18 000A in low vacuum by repeated heating between 2070 and 2670K and obtained a
maximum efficiency of (8.8±1.2)xl0-4. Subsequently, Zafar et al (1989) extended this
study to Ni(100) foils and using similar vacuum conditions obtained a maximum
moderation efficiency of 6.5x1 O'4. Although this efficiency is only 70% of that reported
for W foils, the FWHM of the energy distribution is five times narrower and only a factor
of two greater than that reported by Schultz et al (1986) for a similar moderator prepared
by electron beam annealing in UHV. The authors thus established that good quality single
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Re-emitted positron energy spectra for 1000A W(100) foils
Annealed by resistive heating in ultra high vacuum (3
cycles) (Chen et al 1985)
Laser annealed in UHV (Jacobsen et al 1990)

crystal transmission moderators can be prepared using a simple annealing and handling
technique. In all these studies, slow positron yields were found to be relatively unaffected
by short exposures of the foils to air.
Jacobsen et al (1990) studied thin W(100) remoderators in high vacuum conditions. The
foils were prepared by first cleaning with a laser pulse, followed by laser annealing at
1470K in a 10'6torr 0 2 atmosphere and finally heating for lmin at 2270K in a 10'9torr
vacuum. Using a variable energy (0-20keV) positron beam, the yield of remoderated e+
from

1000, 2000

and 3100A thick foils was measured and efficiencies obtained which

were a factor of two greater than those previously reported by resistive heating.
Furthermore, the laser annealed foils showed a substantially reduced energy-loss tail (see
Figure 4.2). The inferior performance of the remoderators prepared by Chen et al (1985)
can be attributed either to the introduction of thermal stresses in the foils during annealing

or contamination of the foil surfaces as a result of outgassing from the supporting
electrodes. The efficiencies reported by Jacobsen et al (1990) are in agreement with
theoretical predictions based on data measured for thick single crystal samples operated
in back-scattering geometry. It would therefore be interesting to extend these studies to
thicker foils for use as primary moderators. An improvement in performance similar to
that recorded for thin remoderators would result in transmission moderators with
efficiencies close to those obtained for semi-infinite crystals in back-scattering geometry.
Studies of solid rare gas films discussed in Chapter 1 (Gullikson and Mills 1986) led to
the development of a highly efficient solid neon moderator (Mills and Gullikson 1986).
The P+ moderation efficiency of a flat layer of Ne condensed over a 22Na deposit was
0.3%.

When the flat source

was surrounded by an open ended cylinder and the

configuration covered with a solid Ne layer, the efficiency increased to 0.7%. The energy
spread of re-emitted e+ was =0.6eV.
interface, the possibility

Since e+ are reflected at the vacuum-rare gas

of developing large area moderators has been considered

(Charlton, M., 1989, private communication).

Such an arrangement may give an

efficiency in excess of 1 %.
As indicated by Equation 4:2 the overall efficiency of a conventional moderator is limited
by the ratio of positron diffusion length to mean implantation depth, which is of the order
of 1% for well annealed metal and solid rare gas film targets. The mean implantation
depth is governed by the endpoint energy of the fast positron source and the target density.
The discovery of new p+ emitting isotopes or pair production processes which create less
energetic e+ is unlikely, so considerable effort has been directed towards increasing the
positron diffusion length in suitable (dense) moderating materials. However, current
preparation techniques have substantially reduced defect concentrations in metals to the
extent that the diffusion length is predominantly determined by other scattering
mechanisms inherent in the crystal lattice (phonon and electronic excitations). Significant
increases in L+ are therefore unlikely for the metallic targets already studied. However

other possible moderating materials need to be considered. Suitable moderating materials
require either a wide band-gap (for example solid rare gas films) or a negative e+ work
function (for example metallic moderators) as well as a high bulk e+ diffusion constant,
D+.
Positron diffusion lengths in Si and Ge are similar to those measured in metals, although
their low density suggests that the overall moderation efficiency would be lower. Other
semiconductors are less pure and D+is expected to be lower as a result of defect trapping
and/or impurity scattering. Thermalisation times in semiconductors are considerably
shorter than those in rare gas solids. To be suitable as moderators they would therefore
require a negative e+ work function. Surface studies of Si are described in Chapter 5.
Positron re-emission from insulators occurs predominantly via the "hot positron"
mechanism described in Chapter 1. Rare gas solids have wide band-gaps and a simple
structure, so thermalisation times are expected to be longer than for other insulators. It is
therefore unlikely that insulators other than the rare gas moderators will make efficient
moderators.
Several improvements to existing moderator technology have been suggested.

An

increase in moderation efficiency and a reduction in energy spread can be achieved by
cooling to low temperatures. The use of composite moderators has also been considered.
Vehanen et al (1983) suggested that fabrication of a Cu-W(l 10) hybrid moderator could
combine the good emission characteristics of the former metal with the superior (3+
stopping power of the latter. They evaporated a few monolayers of Cu onto a W substrate
and observed e+ emission characteristic of a C u (lll) surface, although the overall
efficiency was low due to e+ trapping at the metal-metal interface. On annealing above
1200K, the efficiency increased to »1.0xl0 ‘3 which is close to that expected for Cu(l 11)
and the re-emitted e+ spectra measured indicated that Cu islands had formed on the

W(110) surface (Schultz et al 1983).

Several different evaporation and annealing

methods were attempted, but in all cases the same features were observed and the overall
efficiency was less than that predicted by theory.
Debowska et al (1985) suggested that a metal-metal hybrid moderator of the type
developed by Vehanen et al (1983) acts as a positron rectifier. The potential drop at the
interface allows e+ transfer only in one direction. They presented calculations which
indicated 40% enhancement in e+reaching the moderator surface. However experimental
difficulties such as those encountered by Schultz et al (1983) suggested that practical
demonstration of this effect will be difficult.
From the above discussion, it can be seen that the processes governing the efficiency of
conventional positron moderators are well understood and there exists little scope for
further significant improvement. Increases in intensity of e+ beams based on current
technology will therefore be achieved through the development of higher activity P+
sources or use of expensive facilities such as linacs and nuclear reactors.

Isotope

separation may be more commonly utilised to develop sources with increased specific
activity, thereby reducing the detrimental effect of self absorption in the source. A list of
moderation efficiencies is given in Table 4.1.

4.1.2 Field Assisted Moderators
The transport of e+ to a semiconductor or insulator surface can be enhanced by the
application of an electric field to the material. The data presented in Chapter 3 show
directly that in Si at 104K, 7% of implanted e+ can be returned to an Au-Si interface.
Using this data, or results from other studies reviewed in Chapter 2, the flux of e+reaching
a surface after implantation can be estimated as a function of applied electric field, from
the solution of the diffusion equation derived in Section 4.2. If a substantial proportion
of this flux can subsequently be re-emitted into vacuum, it would provide the basis
for a new type of moderator with significantly improved efficiency. Figure 4.3 shows
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TABLE 4.1
Positron Moderator Efficiencies
Moderator

Cr°

Experimental Details

Vacuum
Conditions
(torr)

* i o -7

Efficiency
€

Energy
Spread
AE(eV)

3x10'*

-

if

I ff7

2

Coated Au vanes

it

3xlff 5

2.3

Bd)

Target bombarded
with protons to
produce n C

ii

10‘7

0.15

Al(100)e>

Sputtered and
annealed in situ

3xlff 5

0.1

9x10"*

0.3

1.5xl0 '3

0 .6

Metal coated mica
II

Aub>
MgOc)

« 10*10

C u (lll)+ S °

tr

it

CuClllJ+HjS**

ft

it

Wh) (polycrys
talline)

Resistively heated
in situ

« 10-7

I ff3

2.3

W(110)°

Heated in 0 2 and
vacuum

= 1 0’10

3xlff 3

0.7

4x1 O'4

*1

W(100)»
(transmission
geometry)

it

11

Nek)

Ne gas condensed
onto cooled Cu
cylinder (6 K)

= lff 9

7xl0 '3

.58

W(100)1)

Annealed in low
vacuum

= 10‘2
(annealing)
= 10'7
(beamline)

=9x10^

»3eV

6.5x1 O'4

0.3

ti

Ni(100)m)

ti

References
*)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
1)
m)

Cherry (1958)
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Stein et al (1975)
Mills etal (1978)
Mills (1979b)
Mills (1980)
Dale et al (1980)
Vehanen et al (1983)
Lynn et al (1985b)
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Zafar etal (1988)
Zafar et al (1988)
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Contact

Schematic diagram of a field assisted positron moderator

schematically the operation of a ’’field assisted’’ (FA) moderator. The possibility of losses
in efficiency due to e+ trapping at the interface and in the conducting over layer are also
shown.
The concept of field assisted moderation was originally proposed by Lynn and McKee
(1979), who drifted e+ in a conventional Si surface barrier detector with a 200A gold
contact at the emitting face. Only a marginal increase in slow e+ yield with applied field
was observed and the low overall efficiency was consistent with the hypothesis that the
slow positrons came from the Au layer and not the Si substrate. The apparent lack of
success of this experiment can be attributed to
1.

the presence of defects in the non epitaxially grown contact
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Energy levels for an Si-NiSi2 field assisted moderator. The effect of
near-surface band bending has been ignored
a)

<|)+(Si) < <J>+(NiSi2) < 0.

Re-emission

of

thermal

e+ is

energetically favourable
b)

<l>+(Si) > <(>+(NiSi2). Thermal Positrons are trapped at the NiSi2
interface, although epithermal e+ re-emission may still occur

2.

surface contamination due to the relatively poor vacuum used (5xl0'7torr)

3.

an unfavourable energy barrier for e+ transport from Si to Au.

In a recent publication, Beling et al (1987a) proposed that these problems could be
overcome by using thin epitaxially grown metal-silicide layers in ultra high vacuum. In
this system, the concentrations of defects at the interface and in the silicide overlayer can
be negligible because of the near perfect lattice matching with the Si substrate. Despite
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this advantage over non epitaxial systems, it may prove impossible to construct an
efficient moderator using an Si-silicide structure since e+ transport across the Si-silicide
and/or silicide vacuum interface may be energetically unfavourable (See Figure 4.4).
Re-emission of e+ from surfaces is discussed in Chapter 5 and new data presented for
S i( lll) and Si(100).

4.2 SOLUTION OF THE DIFFUSION EQUATION
For most practical cases, positron drift and diffusion in defect free solid media can be
described by solving the diffusion equation which, for one dimensional problems, takes
the form

dn(xyt) ^ tfn (x ,t)
- 9r - = ^ - ^ —

dn(x,t)

^

^
4:3

where n(x,t), D +, v+, and X are respectively the positron probability density, diffusion
constant, drift velocity and annihilation rate.
Several authors (Mills and Murray 1980a, Sferlazzo 1985, Vehanen and Makinen 1985
and Jorch et al 1984) have obtained solutions to Equation 4:3 subject to various boundary
conditions. Here, an exact solution of the equation is derived for a delta function e+
implantation profile. The solution can be integrated over the relevant implantation profile
to give expressions applicable to (3+ or mono-energetic e+ impact.
Assuming perfectly absorbing boundaries at x=0 and x=d and a Dirac delta function e+
implantation profile atx=x0 (see Figure 4.5), the appropriate boundary conditions are

(a)

n(0,t) = n(x,t) = 0

(b)

n(x,0) = 8 (jc -jc0)

4:4

a)

n$c,o)

1

=

^
t=0

x=x,

x=0

X=d

b)

t= T

X = x 0+ v+T

X=0

Figure 4.5

X=d

Variation of e+ probability density, n(x,t) with time following
implantation of a 8 function profile at t- 0
function profile at t=0

a)

initial

b)

profile at t=T

8

The differential equation can be solved by making the substitution

4:5

n(x,t)=X(x)nt)

Separation of the variables gives

1d r
Tdt~

2 D +d 2X
~ X d x 2

dX
V* d x

where -it2 is the separation constant. The first part can be solved immediately to give

4:6

and the second part written in the form

[D V2 - v+V - (A, - k 2)] = 0
where

4:8

d
V=
dx

Solving for V gives

ET

= j l +a /*
2D+ V £>+

V2P+,

4:9

= a + ip
where

v+
a = ^2D

k 2- X
P =

that is

~d T

v 2 DtJ

k 2 = D+(a2+ $2) + \

The solution is of the form

X(x) = A„ exp(ax) sin(px + <J>)

4:10

where <|) and An are arbitrary constants to be determined from the above boundary
conditions. From (a)

♦ = 0,

So the general solution is

n - 0,1,2,3,

4:11

1

From (b)

8 (x

- x Q) = exp ' j l ' X A /sin
v 2 D+y
v <* /

4:13

Using

Ch
A

5 (y -y O /0 0 < fy = /(/)

4:14

Yl < y < Y 2

and, from Fourier methods,

v-^o
sin
2 D+

4:15

gives

n(x,t)= -exip

v 2 Dt ,

x Xexp

vr Ttrt \2
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This series solution can be reduced to an analytical expression by use of the identity
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Applying Fourier methods to Equation 4:22 gives
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so from Equation 4:21
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sinh a

The fraction of e+ reaching the x=0 boundary, q0, can be similarly determined or deduced
from Equation 4:25 by making the substitution x=d-x0 which gives
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Equations 4:25 and 4:26 can be integrated over x0 to give a solution for a general
implantation profile P(x). The solution takes the form.
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When v+=0, this expression reduces to the solution derived by Vehanen and Makinen
(1985) using a Green’s function method and slightly different boundary conditions. For
an exponential implantation profile of the form

The fractions of e+ reaching the x=0 and x=d boundaries respectively are
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4.3 REQUIREMENTS OF A FIELD ASSISTED MODERATOR
A schematic diagram of a FA transmission moderator is shown in Figure 4.3. The
moderation process is similar to that of a conventional moderator, although the method of
transport of e+from their trajectory endpoints (see Section 1.3.3) to the surface is electric
field drift rather than diffusion. In order to establish the electric field, a thin conducting
layer is required on the emitting surface through which e+ must pass.
An approximate expression for the efficiency of a FA moderator, given by a modified
form of Equation 4:2 is

e=yo(v+t)<A+
where

4:30
v .= n .a > £

|i+ is the positron mobility in the moderator and y0 the positron branching ratio, which can
be suitably modified to allow for reflection at the solid-solid interface and losses in the
conducting overlayer. The essential properties of a field assisted moderator can be
summarised as follows.

1.

The bulk material must posses a high positron mobility, p+, and be capable of
sustaining high electric fields. Experimental measurements of |i+ were discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3.

2.

The application of an electric field to the moderator requires either a contact or
conducting layer through which e+ must pass. Positrons trapped in defects in this
region will reduce the overall moderator efficiency. The layer should therefore be
thin and most probably epitaxial.

3.

Positron energy levels in the bulk and contact must be favourable for transmission
through the solid-solid and solid-vacuum interfaces (see Figure 4.4).

4.

As for conventional moderators, efficiency increases with density and mean e+
lifetime in the moderator.

In Sections 4.4 and 4.5 possible FA moderating systems are considered on the basis of
previously published data.

4.4 SILICON FIELD ASSISTED MODERATORS
The e+ transport and surface properties of Si are the most extensively studied of any
non-metallic material. Si was also chosen by Lynn and McKee (1979) for the first
experimental study of a FA moderator.
The non-polar nature of the Si lattice gives weak phonon coupling and thus a high free
carrier mobility. Previous measurements of |i+ in Si were reviewed in Chapter 2 and a
new method of measuring this quantity described in Chapters 2 and 3. These studies show
that fx+ is significant at room temperature (-SOcn^VV1), which is the largest value
measured in any material apart from paraffin wax. As observed for other charge carriers,
positron mobility increases rapidly with decreasing temperature (s400cm2V V at

1 0 0 K).
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These values appear to be concordant with acoustic phonon scattering, although at low
temperatures there is some evidence of impurity scattering.

If the latter process is

significant, Si has the advantage over many materials in that high purity samples are
commercially available at relatively low cost.
Using equation 4:29 and experimental values of 11+, the fraction of e+ transported to an
interface in a Si FA moderator can be calculated. Figure 4.6 shows the transmitted e+
yield as a function of wafer thickness for two values of v+. The distribution shows a rapid
rise in efficiency at low thicknesses due to an increase in the fraction of incident (3+
stopping within the Si film. For drift velocities of 5xl06and lx l0 7cms‘\ the maximum

efficiencies are 6.5 and 12% respectively. At greater thicknesses, the fraction of e+
transmitted decreases as an increasing proportion of P+ particles annihilate in the Si bulk
before reaching the contact.
Figure 4.7 shows the variation of efficiency with electric field for a 50pm thick sample at
80K. p+ is taken from the work of Mills and Pfeiffer (1977). At low fields, the transmitted
efficiency increases rapidly, reaching «11% at a field of lx l0 5V m '\ At higher fields, the
increase in efficiency is less due to the predicted saturation of v+ (see Section 2.3).
Practical difficulties in maintaining these fields may be encountered. The FA moderator
structure is essentially that of a surface barrier detector for which Awcock and Young
(1964) report typical breakdown fields of 25kVcm1 due to minority carrier injection.
This is an order of magnitude below the intrinsic breakdown field strength of Si. Careful
preparation of Si surfaces prior to contact formation will increase the breakdown strength
of the structure. A further possibility is to form a "Mesa" or "guard-ring" structure of the
type used in avalanche photodiodes (Figure 4.8).
The feasibility of drifting a significant fraction of e+ to a Si surface or interface is well
established both theoretically and experimentally. However, the ability to transport a
significant fraction of this flux through the conducting surface layer is less clear. A full
understanding of e+ interactions at Si surfaces has yet to be attained, although the results
of several experimental studies have been reported. The earliest measurement of positron
re-emission from an Si surface was published by Mills et al (1978). These data were
similar to retarding field spectra recorded for metallic surfaces (see Figure 5.2) and the
authors concluded that Si had a work function of ~-leV. Since the initiation of the current
investigation of FA moderators, several further studies of the principal Si surface
orientations have been reported.

Although several authors concluded that some Si

surfaces have negative positron work functions, there is no direct evidence of substantial
re-emission of e+ implanted from (3+ sources.

Research in this area is reviewed in

Chapter 5 and the results of the current work on Si(l 11) and Si(100) surfaces presented.
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Transmitted slow positron yield with applied electric field for a 50pm Si
film. Arrows indicate the positron drift velocity derived from Equation
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Particularly in the case of degenerately doped samples, the behaviour of e+ near to Si
surfaces is strongly influenced by "band bending" arising from the high concentration of
electronic surface states. The presence of a conducting overlayer will disrupt these states
and create a Schottky barrier at the interface. In this case, the behaviour of e+ near to the
interface may be significantly different from that observed near to Si surfaces. Although
some investigation of e+ processes at solid-solid interfaces have been reported (see
Chapters 1 and 5), further work is still required before an adequate understanding of e+
behaviour at such interfaces can be established.
Positron trapping at the Si-Au interface in the sample studied by Lynn and McKee (1979)
has been suggested as an explanation of the null result recorded by this experiment.
Beling et al (1987a) proposed that the NiSi2-Si(l 11) system might provide the basis for a
FA moderator and they presented calculations in support of this hypothesis. Justification
for this choice is that, given the current experimental knowledge of e+ behaviour in
semiconducting and insulating materials, this system appears to offer the best chance of
satisfying the criteria outlined in Section 4.3.
The physical and chemical properties of NiSi2 and CoSi2 layers have been extensively
studied and are well understood (for example Murarka 1983). Sub-IOOA silicide layers
with good uniformity and near perfect epitaxy can be grown by evaporation of the
appropriate metal onto a Si(l 11) substrate under UHV conditions (Tung et al 1982). For
NiSi2, the epitaxial layer is subsequently formed by annealing at about 800K (Van Loenen
et al 1985). Figure 4.9 shows a transmission electron micrograph of an 18A NiSi2 layer
recorded by Van Loenen et al (1985). The abrupt interface and highly uniform overlayer
are clearly shown.
Silicide-silicon structures are thermally and chemically stable at room temperature, so it
might be possible to transfer samples from one vacuum system to another, with only a
small amount of sputtering and annealing necessary to clean the surface. It has also been
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Figure 4.9

Transmission electron micrograph o f an 18A N iSi2 layer on Si( 111)
(Van Loenen et al 1985)

suggested (Lynn, K.G., 1987, private communication) that, after silicide formation, a
sample could be given a protective coating of a volatile material such as As. The sample
could then be transferred to a new chamber or beamline and this layer evaporated by
gentle heating to give a clean silicide surface.
No experimental investigation of e+ behaviour in Si-NiSi2 structures has been reported
following the publication of Beling et al (1987a). However, results of a UHV study of
positron re-emission from CoSi2have been published (Gullikson et al 1988b; see Figure
5.5). This work, discussed in detail in Chapter 5, showed a negative positron work
function for a 250A CoSi2 layer grown on an S i(lll) substrate. Similarity between the
properties of CoSi2 and NiSi2 would therefore suggest a negative work function for
surfaces of the latter material. If this is the case, positrons implanted into the Si substrate
of a Si-NiSi2 structure can be expected to be re-emitted through the silicide layer provided
that the Si work function is more negative than that of the silicide, although the yield may
be reduced by residual defects in the NiSi2 overlayer. The positron yield from CoSi2
measured by Gullikson et al (1988b) diminished rapidly with increasing implantation
energy, suggesting that e+ trapping occurred in the silicide or silicon-silicide interface. If
this reduction in yield was a result of e+trapping in defects in the overlayer, a thinner layer
(<30A) in which dislocations are naturally absent could still be used in a FA moderator.
However there remains the strong possibility that e+ become trapped at an unfavourable
interfacial energy barrier. In this case a Si-silicide structure would be unsuitable as a FA
moderator and other structures need to be considered.

4.5 OTHER POSSIBILITIES
4.5.1 Polar Insulators
The behaviour of e+ in insulators with applied electric fields is at present little understood.
The polar nature of alkali halides and other materials is expected to result in low positron

mobilities due to polaron state formation (Nieminen 1975). This process may provide the
explanation of the negative results obtained in studies of e+ mobility in insulators (see
Chapter 2). However, in many insulators, breakdown fields in excess of lM V cm 1 are
common, which may impart a significant drift velocity despite a low e+ mobility. At the
largest attainable fields, positron motion might become ballistic as observed for electrons
in S i0 2 by Brorson et al (1985). In this study, vacuum emission of e‘ from lOO-lOOOA
thick oxide layers stressed by fields in excess of 2MVcm '1 was observed.
Experimental results reported by Mills and Crane (1984) showed appreciable slow e+
emission for several insulators bombarded by keV energy e+ (see Figure 1.10a)). It
remains to be seen whether the application of electric fields enhances the yield of slow e+
reaching an insulator interface or surface. It is planned to develop the experimental
method described in Chapter 3 to investigate e+motion in a variety of insulating materials.
Due to the cubic structure of the alkali halides and some other insulators, epitaxial growth
is possible in many cases. Examples are, Ni, Pt and Pd on a NaCl substrate. MgO and
LiF in addition may have negative work functions (Mills and Crane 1984 and Van House
and Zitzewitz 1984) so epitaxial (for example MgO-Al (Green et al 1969)) systems with
favourable energy levels exist It should be noted that if ballistic motion does occur in
these materials, epitaxy may not be a requirement, although Brorson et al (1985) indicate
that there is a strong interaction between vacuum emitted e and the thin metal exit contact.

4.5.2 Rare Gas Solids
The high efficiency and large energy spread of re-emitted positrons from rare gas solids
has been explained by Gullikson and Mills (1986) in terms of a "hot positron model" (see
Chapter 1). They argue that long e+ thermalisation times in these materials ensure a high
escape probability despite a positive positron work function. The application of large
electric fields may enhance this re-emitted e+ fraction by

1.

increasing the thermalisation time further and/or

2.

imposing a drift velocity on the random motion during thermalisation.

In order to establish the effect of an electric field on e+ motion in these materials, Monte
Carlo calculations were carried out for which the following assumptions were made:
1.

positrons begin a random walk at a random depth weighted according to an
exponential implantation profile;

2.

initial positron energy lies between 0 and £*, the Ps formation threshold. The
energy for each event is weighted according to a chosen profile P(E,0)\

3.

scattering is isotropic and the energy loss per collision, 5£, constant. The mean free
path for the Ith step is independent of energy

4.

The effect of the electric field is to
i) add a small drift distance

1 €£ 2
* = } — tl
L 171

AO 1
4:31

and
ii) increase the e+ energy by

e tx ,

where (si> is the time between collisions for the i* step;

4:32

5.

positrons reaching the surface are assumed to escape provided their perpendicular
component of energy is greater than the positron work function, <J>+. The escape
probability is given by the quantum mechanical transmission of a plane wave past a
step potential of height <|>+;

6.

positrons with energies in excess of E& are assumed to form stable Ps and the
calculations for that particular event are terminated. The total Ps yield is given by
adding the zero field yield of 10% taken from (Schrader et al 1984) to the field
dependent part obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations.

Typically, between lxlO 3 and lxlO 6 events were required to give reasonable statistical
accuracy (-3% ) for the re-emitted energy distribution, R(E).

Computing time was

reduced by assuming that e+ implanted greater than a critical depth had a negligible return
probability and their paths were not calculated.
Although Mills and Gullikson (1986) showed that solid neon is the most efficient rare gas
moderator, results are presented here only for argon, for which there is a complete
published set of relevant electronic and positronic properties.
Figure 4.10 shows the variation of R(E) with initial energy profile P(E,0). Apart from the
delta function, which is clearly a poor representation of P(E,0)> the exact choice is not
critical. Figure 4.11 shows R(E) as a function of implantation energy. The distributions
are area normalised and the percentage of e+ re-emitted is given in the figure caption.
Although the total yield decreases rapidly with increasing implantation energy, the
normalised re-emitted e+ energy spectrum is practically unchanged. Agreement between
the Monte Carlo calculations and the experimental data of Gullikson and Mills (1986),
which is also shown in the figure, is excellent considering the simplicity of the model
used.
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Re-emitted energy distribution, R(E), for e+ from Ar for several different
initial energy distributions, P(E,0). Data obtained from Monte Carlo
simulations
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Re-emitted energy distribution, R(E), for e+implanted into Ar with .5,2,
5keV and (3* energies. Data obtained from Monte Carlo simulations
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The variation of R(E) with applied electric field is shown in Figure 4.12. The data show
a gradual shift to high energies with increasing field. Between lxlO 6 and lx l0 7Vm '1 the
overall efficiency increases by about 35% (see Figure 4.13). Above lx l0 7V m 1 the
efficiency rapidly falls as e+ are heated into the Ore gap by the electric field. The
corresponding rapid increase in Ps fraction from the zero field value of 10% to *80% at
lxlO V m '1 is shown in Figure 4.14. The figure includes the variation of /w ith applied
electric field measured by Maider et al (1956) in 1.2 atmospheres of gaseous Ar. In the
latter case, the zero field Ps fraction is *30%, which is approximately a factor of three
greater than that measured in solid Ar. The similar variation of / with

in solid and

gaseous Ar is remarkable and demonstrates the validity of the simple model used for the
present calculations.
From the calculations it can be concluded that only a marginal advantage in efficiency is
gained by the application of an electric field to a rare gas moderator. Any improvement
is probably less than that attainable using a large area moderator (Charlton, M., 1989,
private communication). In contrast to the previous FA moderators, the front contact
would be replaced by a grid or foil and a potential difference established between this and
the rare gas film substrate. The low dielectric constant (£,. < 2) suggests that for a 1 mm
grid-substrate separation and a rare gas film with a thickness of several thousand A , a
potential difference of * l - 10 kV would be required to cause an observable change in slow
e+ yield. These fields are probably experimentally attainable without causing electrical
breakdown. Although the advantage of a field assisted rare gas moderator is minimal, a
study of electric field induced e+ re-emission from such films would be of interest in
understanding positron motion and Ps formation in solids.
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Figure 4.12

Re-emitted energy distribution, R(E) for e+ from Ar stressed by electric
fields of 0, lxlO6, 5xl0 6 and lxK /V m '1.
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Re-emitted slow positron yield versus applied electric field.
Data obtained from Monte Carlo simulations

4.6 CONCLUSION
The feasibility of producing field assisted e+ moderators by the application of large
electric fields to semiconductors or insulators has been considered and the possibility of
substantial gains in efficiency demonstrated theoretically.

Based on the current

knowledge of e+ behaviour in non-metallic materials, a Si-NiSi2 structure was considered
to provide the best possibility of producing a FA moderator. It now appears that the
predicted efficiency will not be observed experimentally due to an unfavourable energy
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barrier at the Si-silicide interface. Other systems have also been considered, but, at
present, there is insufficient experimental data to be able to predict moderation
efficiencies.

CHAPTER 5
A STUDY OF SLOW POSITRON RE-EMISSION FROM
SURFACES IN ULTRA HIGH VACUUM
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Although early experiments on positron re-emission from surfaces established that a
useful flux of slow positrons could be generated by bombarding a solid with p+ panicles,
measurements were not of sufficient accuracy to determine conclusively the mechanisms
involved. A complicating factor was that many of the materials studied were insulators
such as MgO (Canter et al 1972), polyethylene (Madey 1969) and chromium plated mica
(Cherry 1958), so surface charging effects can be important. It was suggested by Madey
(1968) that this process enhanced the re-emission of e+from polyethylene. Observations
of a high Ps yield in vacuo for an MgO coated foil irradiated by a p+ source (Curry and
Schawlow 1971) prompted Canter et al (1972) to suggest that e+ re-emission from this
surface was a result of the diffusion and break-up of bulk Ps at the vacuum interface.
Although Griffith et al (1978) and Mills and Crane (1984) provided further evidence for
this mechanism, it is now believed that the hot positron model used by Gullikson and
Mills (1986) to explain re-emission of e+ from rare gas solids provides the most probable
explanation of this process.

5.1.1 Metallic Surfaces
Following the experiments of Costello et al (1972a,b), which showed substantial
re-emitted positron yields from several surfaces, Tong (1972) made a theoretical study of
thermal positrons in metals and concluded that a fraction could be emitted with energies
up to several eV by a direct surface mechanism. This he attributed to the existence of a
negative e+ work function, <J>+, analogous to the familiar concept of the electron work
function, <{>_, associated with the photoelectric threshold, for example. Leakage of the free
electron gas into the vacuum region and the excess positive background due to the ion

cores in the solid give rise to a surface dipole layer, A >which is attractive to electrons in
vacuo near the surface (see Figure 5.1a).

The bulk chemical potential, |i_, which

comprises effects due to the attractive electron ion potential and exchange between the
electrons also contributes to the work function giving

<t>_= A -

5:1

For positrons the dipole layer is repulsive and thus tends to remove positrons from the
solid. The corresponding expression for <J>+ is

4>+= - A - \ i +

5:2

where |i+, the positron chemical potential, is determined by e+-correlation effects and the
repulsive e+-ion potential (see Figure 5.1b)). Thetwo terms nearly cancel to produce, in
some

cases, a slightly negative workfunction

which gives rise tospontaneous e+

re-emission.
Conclusive experimental evidence of the e+ work function mechanism was published by
Mills et al (1978) and Mills (1978). In contrast to previous experiments, these studies
involved atomically clean surfaces, carefully prepared under high vacuum conditions.
Retarding potential spectra for e+ from Al(100), evaporated Cr and Si(100) surfaces are
reproduced in Figure 5.2. Mills and Murray (1980) subsequently measured the angular
distribution of e+ from C u(ll 1) + S and Al(100) targets bombarded with keV e+ in ultra
high vacuum (UHV). These data show that the majority of slow e+ emitted from negative
surfaces of metals emerge in a narrow cone consistent with an effective temperature,
T*« 4T, where T is the lattice temperature (see Section 1.3.7a)). The authors suggested
that the high effective temperature was due to incomplete thermalisation of the implanted
e+ prior to re-emission.
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Electron and positron energy levels near to a metallic surface
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The importance of the surface dipole moment, A, was demonstrated in experiments
reported by Murray et al (1980). By heating a copper crystal in vacuo, controlled amounts
of sulphur were adsorbed on the sample surface and the coverage determined by Auger
spectroscopy. Changes in <|>+ and <|>_with S coverage were found to be equal and opposite
which, from equations 5:1 and 5:2, corresponds to a change in A. This work therefore
verified that the peak observed in the e+ energy distribution from negative affinity
surfaces is indeed a measure of the bulk positron work function. More recently Schultz
et al (1983) measured changes in <|>+ and <}>_of (-290±140) and (25Q±140)mV following
CO coverage of an initially clean Pt(100) surface. These values are consistent with a
changing surface dipole due to the presence of adsorbates.
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Retarding potential curves of e+re-emission from clean Al(100), Cr and
Si(lOO) surfaces (Mills et al 1978)

Early studies of e+re-emission from clean metallic surfaces (for example Murray and
Mills 1980) indicated that there was a small inelastic fraction of e+ leaving the surface,
giving rise to a low-energy tail in the measured energy distribution. Several possible
energy-loss processes have been suggested
1.

electron-hole excitations (Nieminen and Oliva 1980)

2.

phonon excitations (Nieminen and Oliva 1980)

3.

surface roughness

4.

vibrational excitation of residual surface contamination (Fischer et al 1983, 1986)

5.

the effect of thermal or static displacements of surface ion cores (Murray and Mills
1980)

6.

e+ escape following surface trapping (Pendry 1980).

However, experiments performed in uniform axial magnetic fields only record the energy
fraction Ew corresponding to the e+ velocity component perpendicular to the surface.
Consequently, the studies discussed above could not distinguish between inelastic
scattering and the apparent energy loss in E ^ due to large angle elastic scattering.
Fischer et al (1983,1986) overcame this problem by employing a hemispherical analyser
and an electrostatic e+ beam to measure total-energy spectra from well characterised
Ni(100), Cu(l 11) and W(110) surfaces. These measurements were completely consistent
with the energy and angular widths resulting from thermal broadening alone. On cooling
the samples, the elastic re-emission peak narrowed, although the finite resolution of the
analyser made it impossible to determine T accurately (see Figure 5.3a).
On exposure of an Ni(100) surface to CO at a partial pressure of 2xl0'8 torr, a small energy
loss peak was recorded at (248 ± 10)meV (see Figure 5.3.b)). This peak, consistent with
measurements of electron energy loss (EELS), was attributed to vibrational excitation of
C -0 bonds. Similar peaks were also obtained for a H20 covered NiO( 111) surface. These
observations of energy loss to discrete vibrational modes of adsorbed molecules has
opened up the possibility of re-emitted positron energy loss spectroscopy (REPELS) as a
novel surface probe.

This technique may offer some advantages over its more

conventional electron analogue, EELS (Fischer et al 1986). These authors also recorded
continuous energy-loss, which may result from electron-hole excitations or, in the case of
N iO (lll), surface disorder. These observations suggest that REPELS may also be
applicable as a surface structure probe.
Gullikson et al (1985) demonstrated that measurements of the total energy distribution of
re-emitted e+ can be obtained in a guiding magnetic field if a permanent magnet is placed
behind the sample to ensure that the field in this region is significantly stronger than that
at the analyser. In this case, the low-energy tails recorded in e+retarding potential spectra
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obtained without the magnet in place were practically eliminated. From measured total
energy spectra, the authors concluded that inelastic e+-surface scattering at clean Ni(100)
and W (110) surfaces was negligible, in agreement with Fischer et al (1986).
Although the existence of negative e+ work functions for many metal surfaces is well
established, the precise nature of the e+-surface interaction is not fully understood, despite
being the subject of much experimental and theoretical work. Since <j>+ determines the
positron interaction time with the surface electron density, y0 and / 0, the positron and
positronium surface branching ratios, are expected to be work function dependent. Mills
and Murray (1980b) measured the variation of y0 with changes in <J>+, induced by the
adsorption of S onto Cu surfaces, as discussed above, and by changes in temperature for
Al surfaces. However, Gullikson et al (1988a) suggested that these measurements may
be in error due to changes in bulk trapping and diffusion rates caused by changes in
experimental conditions required to vary <}>+. Consequently, these authors changed <J)+ by
adsorbing K onto initially clean Ni(100) and Cu(l 11) surfaces. A value of <J>+for the clean
surface was determined by a retarding field method and the absolute yield measured using
a Nal detector to monitor e+annihilations in the sample. K, from a getter source, was then
deposited onto the sample at a constant rate and a continuous sequence of 32 channel
retarding field spectra recorded using a channel-electron-multiplier (CEM)/multiscalar
arrangement. The y0 values were corrected for the fraction of e+ which annihilated in the
bulk before diffusing to the sample surface. The zero of <J)+ was taken to be the point at
which the yield, y0, extrapolated to zero.
Fits to the data were performed using the resonance trapping model of Yu and Lang,
(1983) originally developed to describe ion neutralisation, and a density of final states
model, in which positron and positronium formation are assumed to be determined by the
density of available final states. Agreement between the data and both models was good
(see Figure 5.4), apart from at low energies where effects due to the thermal distribution
of e+ in the solid and non-thermal re-emission became significant. By including an
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The variation of slow e+ yield with work function, <J>+, for K exposed
C u (lll) and Ni(100) surfaces.
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A final density of states model
(Gullikson et al 1988^.
effective positron temperature of » 380K and a non thermal fraction of 0.4, the fit to the
model of Yu and Lang was substantially improved. Gullikson et al (1988a) concluded
that the data was of insufficient accuracy to distinguish between different re-emission
models, although it clearly demonstrated a Vl <W variation in y0, suggesting that e+
velocity is the important quantity in determining the probability of e' pick-up.
Gullikson et al (1988b) studied the re-emission of e+ implanted into a 250A epitaxial film
of metallic CoSi2 on Si. The sample was prepared by evaporation of Co onto a clean
Si(l 11) substrate followed by annealing at 920K in situ to form the silicide. The sample

was then transferred to a magnetically guided slow positron beam and cleaned by
bombarding it with lOpAcm '2 current density of 500eV Ar+ions for 2minutes followed
by a 3minute anneal at 1050K. After cleaning, contamination monitored by Auger
electron spectroscopy was less than 10% of a monolayer of C and O. The positron yield
against incident beam energy is shown in Figure 5.5a). Extrapolation to zero energy gave
a positron branching ratio of (23 ± 1)%. The rapid decrease in yield with e+implantation
energy suggested a low e+ diffusion length of several hundred angstroms, which was
attributed to one or more of the following effects:
1.

e+ may have been trapped in defects in the CoSi2 layer or at the Si-silicide interface;

2.

e+ may have been attracted into the potential well caused by the Schottky barrier at
the interface;

3.

e+ initially implanted through the silicide layer into the Si bulk may have been
inhibited from returning into the silicide layer by an electric field at the interface;

4.

The positron work function of the silicon may be higher than that of the silicide, so
that e+ become trapped at the interface.

By varying the potential on a retarding electrode situated in front of the sample, Gullikson
et al (1988b) obtained the spectrum shown in Figure 5.5b). Assuming that the positron
energy distribution extends to zero, the zero energy point of the spectrum is given by the
point at which the count rate just starts to decrease as the bias is increased. Generally, this
does not occur at zero bias because of the contact potential difference between the sample
and the retarding grid due to the difference in electron work functions. This effect is
apparent in the figure.

Using this data, Gullikson et al (1988b) estimated that <|>+=

(-.046±.07)eV. In order to observe the energy loss of re-emitted e+ from CoSi2, a strong
permanent magnet was placed behind the sample. This ensured that most of the velocity
of the re-emitted e+ was directed parallel to the magnetic guiding field. The differentiated
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(Gullikson et al 1988b)

energy spectrum obtained by this method (see Figure 5.5c)) was well fitted by a
Maxwellian distribution, giving a low e+ effective temperature of 48meV. The energy
loss tail was found to be small as observed for single component metals with clean
surfaces.

5.1.2 Insulating and Semiconducting Surfaces
Apart from that for silicon, there is little experimental information concerning e+-surface
processes of insulating and semiconducting materials.

Experimental e+ re-emission

studies for ionic insulators by Mills and Crane (1984) and rare gas solids by Gullikson and
Mills (1986) have been discussed previously in Chapters 1 and 4. Re-emitted energy
spectra from these materials show little resemblance to those obtained for metallic
surfaces with negative positron affinities and the broad distributions are believed to be
characteristic of epithermal e+ processes (Lynn and Nielsen (1987), Gullikson and Mills
(1986)). However some samples, particularly LiF, showed a sharp peak at low energy,
which may be a result of a negative work function. Mills and Crane (1984) observed a
series of e+ Bragg peaks for most of the samples they studied and, from considerations of
the inner potential, they determined e+ work functions of -0.7 and +0.5eV for LiF and
CaF2 respectively. However in a subsequent, more detailed, low energy diffraction study
of vacuum cleaved NaF and LiF crystals, Mills and Crane (1985) found §+positive for
both materials. The origin of the low energy e+ distribution for LiF is therefore still
uncertain and merits further investigation.
Several studies of e+re-emission from silicon surfaces have been reported and in some
cases, the authors conclude that a negative work function exists for at least some of its
common crystal orientations. However, caution must be exercised in interpreting the
data, particularly in the case of low energy e+ beam studies, for which significant
re-emission of non thermal e+ may occur. The energy distribution of epithermal e+ in Si
is small because of its narrow band gap (l.leV ) compared to those of the insulators

studied by Mills and Crane (1984) and Gullikson and Mills (1986). This will give rise to
a significantly narrower distribution of re-emitted e+ than those shown in Figure^and
could therefore be mistaken for a negative work function process. As discussed in Section
5.2, surface states and near surface impurity concentration gradients lead to electric fields
at the surface which can either enhance or inhibit e+ motion towards the surface. In
considering experimental data these points must be taken into account.
Mills et al (1978) cleaned a highly doped Si(100) surface by heating at a temperature close
to its melting point in UHV and obtained the retarding field spectrum reproduced in
Figure 5.2. This distribution appears similar to those for metallic surfaces with negative
work functions suggesting, that similar re-emission mechanisms are involved.
Gol’danski et al (1988) employed a long slit angular correlation instrument with a
resolution of 0.7mrad to measure the distribution of annihilation y-rays, / 2(0 ) from
Si(100) surfaces. Using a 4.5 £2cm p-type sample as a reference,/i(0), they determined
the difference A/(0) = / 2(0)-/i(0)for both n- and p-type samples over a range of dopant
concentrations. For all dopant levels apart from p « lxlO 16 holes cm '3 (lfic m p-type)
A/(0) = 0 to within statistical accuracy. For this sample, A/(0) showed a narrow peak near
0 = Omrad (see Figure 5.6). This effect was attributed to the annihilation of e+ or Ps in
stationary states associated with the one dimensional potential well at the Si surface. For
the other samples, the absence of any peak was explained by the escape into vacuum of
all e+ reaching the surface. Gol’danski et al (1988) attributed this behaviour to a change
in sign of <()+ at a hole concentration p * lx l0 16cm'3. For n-type, intrinsic and p-type Si
with p > l x l 0 16cm‘3, <|>+ is negative, whereas for p < lx l 0 16cm'3, <|>+ is positive and e+ are
trapped in surface states.
In this work no mention of the sample preparation was made so, presumably, the surfaces
were not atomically clean. If a native oxide layer were present, emission of e+ into
vacuum was improbable and other mechanisms which might account for the observed
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(Gol’danski eta l 1988)
behaviour should be considered. If it is assumed that <|>+ > 0 for all Si surfaces, the
disappearance of the sharp peak at

0

=

0

can still be explained by the creation of

near-surface electric fields which inhibit the transport of e+ to the surface. The magnitude
of these fields depends on the sample resistivity and is therefore carrier concentration
dependent.

Experimental evidence for the effect of electric fields on positron motion at surfaces has
been presented by Mills (1978) and Nielsen et al (1985).

In the former study, an

anomalously low value of the positron diffusion length for a Si sample prepared by heat
treatment was reported. Mills and Murray (1980) explained this result by the presence of
an internal electric field residing near the surface. They concluded that this field would
be established by a p-type carrier concentration of p=5xl0 19cm '3 and that it would act to
oppose the motion of e+ towards the surface, as required. The formation of a highly
conductive p-type inversion layer following high temperature heat treatment of Si was
first reported by Allen et al (1959) and has been well documented since. Nielsen et al
(1985) reported an anomalously low diffusion parameter, E0, for both Si(l 11) and Si(100)
surfaces following sputtering and annealing at 1300K (E0 is defined in Equation 1:24).
Samples annealed at a lower temperature (1100K) showed substantially higher values for
Eq. Furthermore, following annealing at the higher temperature, a sharp increase in E0
from room temperature to about 500K was observed, which was thought to be caused by
a breakdown of the surface electric field as the sample conductivity increased. This effect
was reversible with no observable hysteresis on cooling.
Chen et al (1987) used mono-energetic positrons with incident energies up to 25eV to
monitor the surface oxidation of Si.

Measurements of positron reflectivity and

positronium formation were reported for oxygen coverages from sub-monolayer to
3500A of Si0 2 on the Si. Although no details are given, these authors concluded from
considerations of positron Bragg scattering that their results for the clean Si(l 11) surface
were consistent with a value of <|>+ < 0.2eV reported by Chen (1987) for the same crystal
orientation.
Electron work functions for clean (100), (110) and (111) Si faces are 4.82, 4.70 and
4.67eV respectively, indicating a significant dependency on crystal orientation. However
it is difficult to reconcile the large (1 to 1.2eV) difference between <j>+(100) (Mills et al
1978) and <|>+(111) (Chen 1987 and Chen et al 1987) as being simply a surface orientation

phenomenon. On the other hand, Gol’danski et al (1988) report a change of sign in (j>+ at
a critical dopant level, suggesting that for both p- and n-type (100) samples, <J)+ * 0. The
differences between this measurement and those for the ( 1 1 1 ) orientation are therefore
consistent with the measured difference in <j>+ for these two faces.
Boev et al (1987) have performed calculations of electron and positron energy levels in
solids using a local density approximation (LDA) method. Knowledge of these levels
enables determination of positron and positronium work functions as well as the positron
diffusion constant, D+.

Values are generally in good accord with those measured

experimentally. However, for Si(100) and Si(l 11) the calculations give 2.04 and 2.21eV
respectively, in poor agreement with all the experimental values discussed above. Boev
et al (1987) suggest that this discrepancy may be due to the effect of surface charging
which would hinder accurate measurement of <|>+ for non metallic surfaces. Further
experimental studies and more detailed calculations are necessary to resolve this problem.

5.2 SILICON SURFACE STRUCTURE
The silicon surface is complicated by the presence of surface states which result in
near-surface band bending and related electric fields. Further difficulties arise due to the
interaction of the surface with adsorbed species and the possibility of migration of
impurities into or from the underlying bulk. Consequently, surface properties are more
closely related to bulk properties of the semiconductor than in the case of metals and the
simple surface dipole model introduced in Section 5.1.1 to explain e+ re-emission is
inadequate. For Si, studies of surface electronic properties are well documented because
of their importance in developing structures for the semiconductor device industry. These
studies can be used with the data published for e+ (see Section 5.1.2) to make predictions
of the likely e+ behaviour at elemental semiconductor surfaces.

In an ideal Si lattice structure, the outermost s and p levels are mixed, producing
hybridised sp3 bonds. Overlapping hybridised orbitals from neighbouring tetrahedrally
co-ordinated sites give rise to bonding and antibonding levels which ultimately broaden
into valence and conduction bands respectively. Between these lies a forbidden band gap
in which no delocalised electron states are permitted. Since Si has co-ordination number
four, the valence band is filled and the conduction band empty, which explains the high
intrinsic conductivity of the pure crystal. The Fermi level, Ef, resides near the band gap
centre as shown in Figure 5.9a). On doping the crystal with donor (n-type) impurities,
electrons are released into the conduction band and the Fermi level rises until in
degenerate cases it resides close to the conduction band minimum. Conversely, on p-type
doping the Fermi level falls.
For an ideal surface defined by an infinite two-dimensional plane cutting through the
lattice, surface atoms are unable to form four bonds without re-ordering of the surface
structure. In the absence of surface states the bands extend to the surface without bending.
In the (111) orientation each surface atom has one free "dangling" bond. This structure is
unstable both to the chemisorption of impurities and to surface reconstruction, thus giving
rise to the well documented 2x1 and 7x7 structures (Kahn 1983). These processes reduce
the number of dangling bonds and thus stabilise the surface. Information concerning
surface structure is usually derived from studies such as low energy electron diffraction
(LEED), electron microscopy and ion scattering (Zangwill 1988). In absorption studies,
these techniques are augmented by contaminent sensitive probes which include electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and Auger neutralisation.
In contrast, electronic properties of the surface are mainly deduced from measurements of
contact potential and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). The former technique
measures the work function of the surface whereas the latter method provides information
on the occupancy of the various electronic levels near the surface. The two techniques are
complementary as shown in Figure 5.7a) for an "ideal" surface. The work function, <j)_, is
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Surface energy levels, work function, (j>_, and photoelectric
threshold, tyPE for an "ideal" Si surface without surface states

b) Variation of <J>_and §PE predicted by the "ideal" model

a measure of the Fermi level with respect to the vacuum level and the photoelectric
threshold, OpE, gives the position of the highest significantly occupied e‘ energy level. In
degenerate n and p cases <|>. * d>PEsince the highest filled state (the conduction and valence
bands respectively) will be at the Fermi level. This is similar to metals where Ef always
resides within an allowed energy band. In non-degenerate cases, where Ef resides within
the band gap, d>PE and <|>. will differ as shown in Figure 5.7b). <J>. follows the position of
Ef in the gap unlike d>PEwhich is dominated by photoemission from the valence band and
is therefore a constant:

®pe = X+E,

5:3

where % and Eg, the electron affinity and band gap respectively, are considered to be
independent of doping.
Simultaneous measurements of <J>PE and <|>_ as a function of doping were published by
Allen and Gobeli (1962) and are reproduced in Figure 5.8. These measurements, which
extended from degenerate p (p++) to degenerate n (n^), failed to show the variations
predicted by the ideal model (see Figure 5.7), so these authors concluded that the presence
of a high density of surface states was required to provide an adequate explanation. In
their model, the undoped Si surface is characterised by a band of surface states which, to
satisfy conditions of charge neutrality, must lie near mid gap and be half filled to a level
coincident with Ef (Figure 5.9a)). Upon n-type doping, Ef rises towards the conduction
band (see Fig 5.9b)) so electrons vacate the high lying dopant levels and populate the
lower lying unfilled surface states. This process continues until the Fermi level falls to
restore equilibrium. Conversely, on p-type doping Ef is lowered towards the valence band
and electrons flow out from previously occupied surface states until equilibrium is
re-established (Figure 5.9c)). The surface state density is high enough (»
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surface atom) to "pin" Ef within a narrow energy range. In both n and p cases, the
migration of surface charge causes a space charge layer in the underlying bulk, which
consequently produces band bending, as predicted by Poisson’s equation.
From the measurements of Allen and Gobeli (1962) it can be seen that while the Fermi
level in the bulk moves 1.2eV from degenerate n to degenerate p, <|>. changes at the
extremes only from 4.7 to 4.9 eV. This is strong evidence for pinning of Ef by the surface
states. The expected variation of ty. without pinning is also shown in Figure 5.8. The
apparent drop in <}>_at extreme p doping could not have been caused by the surface states
and was instead attributed to a change in x • This viewpoint is in agreement with the
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Electron energy levels in Si
a)

Energy bands for a clean undoped Si surface

b) Disequilibrium between n-type bulk and surface
c)

Band bending and pinning of the Fermi level, Ef

d) Energy bands for an Si surface after oxygen exposure

findings of Wagner and Spicer described below.

The photoelectric threshold, <J>PE,

remained constant over a large range of resistivities. In this region the 0.3eV difference
between <J>PEand 4). showed that Efwas held 0.3eV above the valence band maximum. At
high n and p concentrations, <t>PE tends towards <|>_ as expected from the ideal model
described above. In the p lease, this was explained by the valence band crossing Efwithin
one electron escape depth ( *

20A) of the surface. Subsurface electrons lying just below

Efcan therefore escape from the valence band. For

doping the more gradual decrease

in d>pEcould not be explained by this process. Instead it was suggested that surface states
close to Ef became progressively filled as the bulk energy bands bend downwards relative
to Ef, with increasing doping, giving rise to sufficient emission from this level to cause the
fall in d>PE. Allen and Gobeli (1962) reported a gradual rise in both <])_and d>PEwith oxygen
exposure, reaching saturation after an increase o f » 0.5eV with several hundred
Langmuirs, L, of coverage (1L = 10'6torr s'1). This change was believed to be due to an
increase in % due to the orientation of oxygen dipole moments with their negative end
pointing outwards from the surface.
Wagner and Spicer (1972, 1974) performed a detailed ultra-violet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS) study of n**, n' and p** Si ( l l l ) surfaces as functions of oxygen
coverage. The electron distribution curves (EDCs) for clean and oxygen saturated n^
surfaces are shown in Figure 5.10. The high energy (right hand) part of the clean surface
EDC corresponds to electrons emitted from surface states. By measuring the relative area
of this region Wagner and Spicer (1972, 1974) calculated that the surface state density
corresponded to one electron per surface atom. This was in agreement with a Poisson
equation calculation of the amount of charge required to give the correct amount of band
bending. The disappearance of this part of the distribution can immediately be related to
the removal of the surface states as the dangling bonds combine with the chemisorbed
oxygen. The sharp peaks in the centre of the distribution are associated with bulk
transitions. Following 0 2 exposure, these were shifted by an amount Vs due to the
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Position of the Fermi level relative to the valence band maximum
for p^, n and n++ doped samples as a function of oxygen exposure

b)

Electron affinity, %, versus oxygen exposure

(Wagner and Spicer 1974)

unbending of the bands. The large low energy peak, which was well formed after 103L
exposure, continued to grow with further exposure. This part of the EDC was observed
to be quantitatively similar to UPS measurements of thermally grown S i0 2 and was
therefore attributed to the formation of an oxide layer.
By monitoring changes in the peak positions of the EDCs with increasing 0 2 exposure,
Wagner and Spicer (1974) determined % and the position of Efrelative to the valence band
maximum for n**, n' and p++ doped surfaces. These are shown in Figure 5.11.

5.3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Most of the understanding of positron-surface interactions has been obtained by
bombarding the target material with low to medium energy positrons (lOOeV-lOkeV).
The present work was concerned with the development of primary moderators, so the
positron source used was a P+emitter rather than a variable energy beam. Although in this
case e+ were implanted deeper into the samples, thus reducing the flux returning to the
surface, the major advantage was that the measured yields truly represent the primary
moderation efficiency for the material under study. The relatively simple set up also
benefited from being contained in a single vacuum chamber, enabling clean UHV
conditions to be easily maintained using relatively small pumps. A schematic illustration
of the experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 5.12.
The stainless steel chamber was pumped by a 6 " Edwards diffusion pump charged with
high grade oil (Santavac 5).

Backstreaming of pump vapour was inhibited by

incorporating a Vacuum Generators UHV cold trap between the pump and main chamber.
Following bakeout, this was constantly kept filled with liquid nitrogen using an automatic
feed system. The chamber was also equipped with an auxiliary 5001s'1 AEI titanium
sublimation pump. This was operated during sample annealing to maintain a good
vacuum (typically < 5xlO'10torr) and also occasionally to reduce the system base pressure.
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Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement used to study e+
re-emission from Ni, Si(l 11) and Si(100) surfaces

The system pressure was monitored using a Bayard-Alpert ionisation gauge with variable
emission current ranges and a degas facility. Residual gas analysis was performed with a
Spectramass Selectorr quadrupole mass spectrometer with a minimum partial pressure
detection limit of 2xl0'n torr. The latter instrument could also be used as a helium leak
detector in a special "mass four" mode.
Care was taken to use only UHV compatible materials, mainly stainless steel and high
purity copper (OFHC) inside the chamber. Prior to assembly, components were scrubbed
in detergent followed by successive washes in inhibisol, acetone and propanol. Cleaning
of small parts was carried out in an ultrasonic bath. Ceramic components occasionally
became carbonised as a result of system bakeout and sample annealing, so they were
cleaned ultrasonically in concentrated KOH solution, followed by a rinse in deionised
water. The system was bolted together using high purity copper gaskets, indium or gold
seals.
Prior to bakeout the system reached a pressure of about 2-5x1 O'8 torr after about 12 hours
of pumping. Residual gas analysis showed that the major partial pressure was that of
water vapour. Further reduction of the base pressure into the UHV region was achieved
by baking the chamber. A double walled oven was constructed from aluminium sheet and
the insulating region between the wall filled with glass fibre wool. Following bakeout,
the front portion of the oven was swung back onto the rear part to allow access to the
experimental chamber. Heat was provided by twelve lkW electric elements mounted in
front of aluminium radiation shields on the inner oven walls. The bakeout temperature
was monitored by two thermocouples which regulated the heat input to the front and rear
portions of the oven. The power output of each heater was individually regulated by a
’Simmerstat’. Additional thermocouples connected to various parts of the chamber
monitored the temperature during bakeout and the Simmerstats were adjusted to achieve
a uniform temperature throughout the oven. A protective thermocouple shut off all the
power if the oven temperature rose too high. Feedthroughs, viewports and manipulators

were covered with aluminium foil to reduce thermal stresses due to direct heating. The
maximum bakeout temperature was limited to 500K to avoid risk of damage to the
manipulator.
After switching on the oven, it took between eight and twelve hours to reach this
temperature, at which time the pressure had increased to between 5 and 10x1 O'5 torr.
Subsequently the pressure began to drop until after two to three days, it reached 6xl0'8torr
and the oven was turned off. After cooling for 6-10 hours, the pressure fell to between 1
and 3x1 O'10 torr.
Residual gas analysis showed strong peaks at mass numbers 2, 28 and 44, corresponding
to H2, CO and C 0 2 which were evolved from gauge filaments and the stainless steel
chamber. These peaks are characteristic of most UHV arrangements. Hydrocarbon
contamination from the diffusion pump was negligible provided the cold trap was kept
fiUed.
Samples were clamped onto commercial mounts (VG EBH2) supported on a precision
manipulator capable of motion in x, y and z directions, and rotation about the z axis. This
arrangement was later modified to enable several samples to be supported in the system
at one time. The mounts incorporated thoria coated iridium filaments to permit electron
beam annealing up to 1470K. Below 1270K the sample temperature was measured with
a type K thermocouple and for higher temperatures an optical pyrometer was employed.
In the region 1170-1270K both methods were in good agreement. Since annealing was
always carried out below 1470K, no correction for the sample emissitivity was necessary.
The system was equipped with a 0-10keV ion gun for argon sputtering. Research grade
gas was supplied to the gun via a stainless steel gas line and precision leak valve. Before
operating the gun, the line was pumped and flushed with gas several times. In earlier runs,
low levels of impurities in the Ar were recorded on the mass spectrometer. To reduce
these contaminants, a SAES 171 non evaporable getter was subsequently incorporated

into the system. Prior to admitting gas into the UHV chamber, the getter was activated by
passing a current through it whilst under vacuum. After activation, gas was admitted into
the getter chamber through a liquid nitrogen/acetone cold trap and allowed to "see" the
getter for several minutes before opening the leak valve to the main chamber. With an Ar
pressure of

10‘5

torr partial pressures due to impurities were no greater than those

measured with the system at its UHV base pressure. The same gas line was used to admit
high purity 0 2 into the system for studies of oxidised Si surfaces. The getter could not be
used to purify this gas, although the cold trap reduced water vapour and volatile
hydrocarbon contaminants.
A small («50|iCi) 22Na source deposited on one side of a small gold pin was used to
implant the e+ into the samples. The gold pin was supported on a linear motion drive,
which could be retracted during sample annealing. Following some of the earlier runs
slight radioactive contamination of the samples and mount was observed. To avoid this
recurring, the source was sealed using a l|im Ni foil. It was estimated that this foil
stopped < 1 0 % of p+particles emitted by the source.
Positrons re-emitted from the samples were accelerated by a potential difference applied
between the sample and a moveable earth grid positioned immediately behind the source,
which was maintained at the sample potential. For detection, e+ were guided by a
100 gauss magnetic field to a channel electron multiplier (CEM) situated about 10cm
from the sample. A biasing grid in front of the CEM enabled measurements of positron
energy to be made.

With the source-sample-grid configuration used, the transport

efficiency and energy resolution of the re-emitted e+ were relatively poor, especially at
energies <10eV. The optimum accelerating potential of about 10V was used for most
runs. Much of the data were collected using a simple bias on/ bias off method. CEM
pulses were recorded on a scalar with a sufficiently high bias applied to the retarding grid

to ensure that no re-emitted slow e+ reached the CEM. The run was then repeated with
the bias removed and the difference in counts between the two runs was thus a measure
of the slow e+ yield.
For Ni the slow event signal rate was generally similar to that of the background arising
from fast e+/e' and y-ray events, so relatively short run times were required (typically
100s). For Si the re-emitted yields were always low and run times >1000s were required
to observe any signal above background statistics. For some runs a voltage ramp was
employed in conjunction with an MCA in multichannel scaling mode. The ramp dwelt
on each voltage step in the set range for a preset length of time and CEM pulses were
stored in one channel of the MCA. The ramp then stepped to the next voltage and
advanced the MCA input to the next channel. This process was repeated to cover the
whole 512 channels of the MCA memory and a complete retarding field spectrum could
be accumulated in S xlO ^xlO V
The energy distribution of the re-emitted e+ was obtained by differentiation of the
retarding field spectra.

An attempt to perform this operation by computer was

unsatisfactory and the most reliable method proved to be by calculating the gradients of
tangents drawn on the plotted spectra.

5.4 SAMPLE PREPARATION
Several techniques have been developed for the preparation of clean surfaces in a UHV
environment. The most important ones are summarised below.
1.

For some materials, such as the alkali halides, attainment of good vacuum is
sufficient to clean the surface under study. Contaminating species are desorbed
from the surface and the sticking probability of the residual gas is low enough for
recontamination not to occur.

2.

Some single crystals can be easily cleaved (such as LiF) thus providing a simple
and direct method of preparing a clean surface. Cleaved surfaces may not undergo
the reconstructions brought about by high temperature annealing and can therefore
show different surface properties (for example Si(l 11)).

3.

High temperature annealing is sufficient to remove contaminants such as O, C and
S from many surfaces. Generally these contaminants are desorbed as volatile
species such as oxides, sulphides or carbides, although in some cases they may
diffuse into the sample bulk leaving sub-monlayer levels of contamination behind.

4.

In cases where the surface layer is stable at high temperatures, contamination may
be removed in a more volatile form by heating in a surrounding reactive
atmosphere. This technique has been exploited by Vehanen et al (1983) in the
preparation of W(110) crystals as positron moderators. The high temperature
annealing of bulk defects caused the segregation of carbon to the crystal surface.
This was subsequently removed by heating to 500°C in 1O'8 torr of oxygen. Further
heating to 1000°C was sufficient to desorb the resulting oxygen coverage, leaving
a clean surface.

5.

Strong bonding contaminants can be removed by the bombardment of noble gas
ions, particularly Ar+. Low energy ions are commonly produced by fast electron
bombardment or field ionisation of a 10'3 to lO^torr Ar atmosphere. Higher energy
ions are normally produced in a gun which consists of an ionisation region and
simple electrostatic ion optics to accelerate and focus the beam. In many cases, a
magnetic field is also applied to focus the beam. Ion guns have the advantage of
being directional and thus lessen the risk of sample contamination due to sputter
products from other parts of the system. Near-surface damage caused by the
energetic ions is removed either by simultaneous or subsequent annealing. This
can lead to surface migration of bulk impurities, so a suitable choice of

bombardment and annealing conditions must be made which allows re-ordering
without unacceptable levels of contamination.
cycles of between

10

and

100

In many cases, sputter-anneal

repetitions are required to attain atomically clean

surfaces.
6.

Some studies of clean surfaces have used samples prepared in situ by evaporation
or chemical reaction. When the surface becomes contaminated, a fresh layer of
material can be re-deposited.

The choice of technique depends on the nature of the contaminant as well as the chemical
and physical properties of the substrate. It is normally determined empirically by the use
of standard methods of surface analysis such as LEED/Auger, X-ray or UV photoelectron
spectroscopy. In the present study of Ni and Si surfaces, no surface analysis techniques
were available so samples were prepared by following previously published methods.

5.4.1 Nickel
Nickel was the first element to be subjected to precise surface analysis (Davisson and
Germer 1927) and remains one of the most intensively studied. Musket et al (1982) give
a thorough review of the preparation of many clean elemental surfaces in UHV including
the three principal Ni orientations. They note that the most common contaminants are
carbon, sulphur and oxygen. Although Klimesch and Henzler (1979) succeeded in
preparing a clean N i( lll) by annealing at 1450K for 400s in UHV, most workers have
adopted a series of sputter-anneal cycles.

The exact choice of conditions varies

considerably but usually involves between 15 and

100

cycles with annealing temperatures

between 1000 and 1300K for polycrystalline and 620 and 1170K for single crystal
surfaces. In many cases it was reported that residual carbon proved persistent and
frequently had to be desorbed as C 0 2 by subsequent annealing in an 0 2 atmosphere. This
in turn tended to cause oxygen migration into the bulk which was removed by high
temperature treatment in hydrogen.

5.4.2 Silicon
Atomically clean silicon surfaces of all common orientations have been prepared both by
ion bombardment and high temperature annealing.

In the case of the (111) phase,

cleavage has also been utilised.
Using a combination of surface sensitive techniques Allen et al (1959) studied the effect
of high temperature annealing of silicon and concluded that reproducible results
characteristic of clean surfaces were obtained following annealing at 1550K or above for
several minutes. However, the permanent p-type layer, several microns thick, formed at
the surface was suspected to be an effect of the high temperature heat treatment rather than
an intrinsic property of the surface itself. Subsequent experiments performed by Allen et
al (1960) indicated strongly that this p-layer was formed by the transfer of boron from the
walls of the borosilicate glass vacuum vessel and not the segregation of impurities from
the Si bulk. However, as discussed in Section 5.1.2, the anomalously low value of E0in
Si obtained following high temperature heating reported by Nielsen et al (1985) was
attributed to the formation of a similar p-layer. These studies were presumably carried
out in a modem stainless steel system, so a different source of boron must be involved.
One possibility is that of the steel itself or the tantalum mount. Alternatively some other
impurity may be responsible for this effect.
Cleaning of Si surfaces by low energy Ar ion bombardment was first reported by Dillon
and Farnsworth (1958). After thoroughly outgassing the sample and mount at elevated
temperatures, Ar was introduced to a pressure of 10‘3 to 10 A torr. With a few hundred
volts accelerating potential, ion currents of 10-100}±Acm2 were measured at the sample.
The optimum conditions for clean Si surface preparation were found to be series of
several such bombardments followed by annealing at 970K for one to two minutes.
Chung et al (1976) demonstrated that higher energy Ar+ ions can also be used to produce
clean Si surfaces. In this study, sputtering with a 4pA 2keV ion beam followed by an
anneal at 1070K for 30 minutes produced clean surfaces as characterised by LEED and

electron energy-loss spectroscopy. Nielsen et al (1985) used a IkeV ion energy and an
1100K anneal to produce clean (111) and (100) surfaces as observed by LEED and Auger
spectroscopy. Higher annealing temperatures produced effects attributed to the p-type
inversion layer discussed above.

5.5 RESULTS
5.5.1 Nickel
Slow positrons re-emitted from Ni and W surfaces were primarily used to optimise
experimentally variable parameters such as sample bias, source bias, magnetic guiding
field, CEM cone potential and source-sample position. Since the

to slow e+conversion

efficiency and re-emitted e+ energy spectra have been measured previously, these
materials also served as a "calibration source" of positrons, with which the energy
resolution and transport efficiency of the system could be determined. Although some
data were taken initially using W foils, polycrystalline and single crystal Ni samples were
mainly used. The W foils were annealed by flashing the foils several times to intense
white heat in a separate low vacuum chamber before placement in the UHV system. Ni
foils were prepared in situ either by annealing or by Ar+ ion sputtering and annealing.
Figure 5.13 shows the variation of slow positron count rate, /?, from a W foil as a function
of sample potential for several different magnetic fields. In all cases the source was held
at the sample potential and the magnetic field produced by two coils in a Helmholtz
configuration. The data show that the highest count rates were obtained between 10 and
20V. At these potentials there is also a strong variation in R with magnetic field. Below
10V, R rapidly decreased and was negligible below =5V. For a single coil similar yields
were obtained at high currents (~2A), although retarding field spectra showed that the
energy resolution of the system was badly degraded. Most data were subsequently taken
with a sample potential of 10V.
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Figure 5.14 shows the variation of slow positron yield with source potential for a 15 0 0 0 A
Ni(100) layer grown epitaxially on an NaCl substrate.

The sample potential was

maintained at 10V. The data show that the maximum count rate is attained with source
and sample potentials equal. For higher source potentials there is a rapid decrease in slow
e+ yield.
Since the linear drives supporting the source and earth grid were not graduated and the
grid obscured the source in the viewport, exact positioning of these components was
impossible. The optimum configuration was found before each run by systematically
varying the position of the source or grid and measuring the slow e+ count rate. The
source was typically ~3 to 5mm from the sample and the earth grid *2 to 3mm behind the
source. These positions were found to be noncritical to within ±lmm.
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Variation of slow positron yield with source potential for a 15000A
Ni(100) layer grown epitaxially on an NaCl substrate. Sample bias held
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Figure 5.15 shows the variation of slow positron yield and slow to fast e+ ratio versus
CEM cone potential. The potential applied to the CEM collector was also varied to
maintain a constant potential of 3350V across the detector. Both quantities increased
significantly with cone potential over the range 200-700V. Data were normally collected
with 500V applied to the cone, since at higher potentials there was a risk of electrical
breakdown inside the vacuum chamber.
Figure 5.16a) shows a typical annealing cycle for a polycrystalline Ni sample heated to
720K for 6 minutes. The rate of temperature rise was limited to avoid a rapid increase in
system pressure to above about 10'7torr. This pressure rise was due to outgassing of
heated components in the vacuum system. The rate of cooling was determined by the loss
of heat from the sample and mount after the electron beam was switched off.
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Figure 5.16b) shows the variation of slow positron yield with annealing time for a
polycrystalline foil heated to 720K. The non-zero value of R recorded before the first
anneal suggests that the foil was partially annealed during manufacture. After a total
annealing time of 12mins, R saturated and could not be improved further by heating to
higher temperatures. Subsequent Ni samples were generally heated to between 870 and
920K for several mins to saturate R. Although the possibility of a systematic error in
measuring the annealing temperature of this first sample cannot be discounted, due to
poor thermal contact, for example, it was noted that the sample failed to reach dull red
heat which occurs at -900K.

Furthermore, it was necessary to anneal at higher

temperatures (»920K) following sputtering, to achieve a good slow positron yield. This
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Annealing cycle used for a polycrystalline Ni sample heated to
720K
Slow positron yield from a polycrystalline Ni sample versus
annealing time at 720K

is in agreement with subsequent measurements on other foils. The precise annealing
procedure required to form an efficient e+ moderator is determined by both the removal
of
1.

bulk defects, which typically requires heating to *70% of the sample melting point
(melting point for Ni *1700K) (J. Chevallier, private communication 1987) and

2.

surface adsorbed contaminants, which may not be achieved by heating alone.

Consequently, annealing conditions will depend on the initial state of the sample as well
as the level of contamination in the vacuum system. Large variations in the preparation
process of different samples of the same material in different experimental conditions can
therefore be expected. This may be the explanation for the low annealing temperature
required to prepare the first Ni sample studied.
Z a fa m al (1989) and Schultz et al (1986) reported high yields of slow positrons from thin
single crystal Ni(100) foils following annealing for several minutes at or above 920K.
Gramsch et al (1987) used a higher temperature of 1670K, which is extremely close to the
melting point of Ni. Zafar et al (1989) annealed the Ni foils in poor vacuum (*10'2torr)
which may require different conditions from those needed to produce Ni moderators in
situ in UHV. Furthermore, direct comparison between polycrystalline and single crystal
foils of different thickness may not be judicious. Likewise, comparison of the present
annealing procedure used for Ni with others assessed using standard techniques of surface
analysis (for example Musket et al 1982 and references therein) is difficult to make since
the latter studies invariably used sputter-anneal cycles and/or heating in an 0 2 atmosphere
to remove the last traces of S, C and O surface species. The laborious techniques
described to produce atomically clean surfaces suggest that annealing in UHV may not
alone remove these chemisorbed species. However, experimental results reported by
Smith (1970) and Park and Farnsworth (1964) suggest that CO and O are removed from
Ni surfaces by heating to *600 and 730K respectively. It is not certain whether the

presence of such impurities in sub-monolayer quantities significantly changes the slow
positron yield, although the presence of CO on single crystal Ni(100) surfaces has been
shown to produce an energy-loss peak on the normal elastic peak measured for the clean
surface (Fischer et al 1986). The resolution of the present arrangement was insufficient
to be able to register any change in re-emitted e+ energy spectra due to this effect.
Figure 5.17a) shows a retarding field spectra for e+ re-emitted from a polycrystalline Ni
surface after annealing at 720K for 15minutes. The re-emitted e+ energy, obtained by
differentiation of this data, is shown in Figure 5.17b). From this distribution, a value of
<|>+=-1.5eV is estimated for polycrystalline Ni, which is in reasonable agreement with
previous measurements for single crystal samples (see Table 5.1). The energy spread of
e+ re-emitted from polycrystalline Ni is expected to be greater than the near-thermal
spreads measured for single crystal samples (Gullikson et al 1985).

However, the

majority of the l.leV spread obtained from Figure 5.17b) arises from the poor resolution
of the experimental arrangement rather than energy-loss intrinsic to the metal surface.
The poor resolution is probably a result of distortion of electric field lines between the
sample and earth grid by the source. This results in e+moving non-axially in the magnetic
guide field and the transverse component of momentum is not measured by the retarder.
Fischer et al (1984) reported a work function of -1.6eV for a CO exposed Ni surface,
which is significantly more negative than the value recorded for a clean surface of the
same crystal orientation. In the present study, an attempt was made to expose a clean Ni
surface to CO produced by degassing the ionisation gauge filament.

However, no

significant shift in <|>+ was recorded.
After observing that R had saturated following successive high temperature anneals, the
sample was sputtered with 8-10keV Ar+ ions for several minutes at normal incidence.
With a lx l0 '7torr Ar atmosphere in the system, a current of 20-100pA was measured at
the sample. After sputtering, no appreciable slow positron yield was measured from the
sample, indicating that the Ar+ ions had generated a large concentration of defects close

TABLE 5.1
Positron Surface Properties

Material

Face

Al

(100)

Au

(110)
(HI)
(111)

Cu

4»+(th)
(eV)

<J>+(exp)
(eV)

-.32
-.5
-.19
-.15

*•16(3)
-.19(5)
+.065

20
21
9
6

+1.1

>0

0

(100)
+S

+.22

(110)
+S
(111)

+.33

(100)

-.13

-.13(8)
-.4
-.4(1)
-.33
-.87

-.77
-.4

-1.0
-1.3
-.95
-1.6
-1.6

-.59
-.90
-.4

-1.4(1)

+0
CO
s
(110)
(111)

(%)

-1.2

+S
Ni

yo

39(5)
28(3)
55(5)
39(2)
45(5)

polycr.

<0

(100)
(HO)
+C
+o
(111)

-3.0
-3.0
-2.9(1)
-4.1(2)
-2.6(1)
-4.0(1)
-3(1)
*0
=0

40(5)
53(5)

CoSi2

-.46(5)

23(1)

Ne

70(3)

Ar

+.6(1)
+1.55(5)

67(3)

Kr

+2.0(5)

63(3)

Xe

+2.3(5)

50(3)

W

-2.1

polycr.
Si

(100)
(111)

+2.04
+2.21

Si02

10

15

LiF

-.7

NaF

+.5

Data taken from Table VIII in Schultz and Lynn (1988).
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a)

Retarding potential spectrum for a polycrystalline Ni sample
annealed at 720K for 15min

b)

Re-emitted e+ energy spectrum obtained by differentiation of the
data in Figure 5.17a)

to the metal surface. The variation of R with annealing time is shown in Figure 5.18. The
annealing temperature was 870K unless stated otherwise. A significant slow positron
yield was only obtained after annealing at 870K for several minutes. R saturated at
«70e+s'1 after a cumulative annealing time of 1.5hours and was unchanged by a
subsequent anneal at 1020K for 5minutes. The saturation value of R is significantly
greater than the value obtained without sputtering. Further sputter-anneal cycles at
energies between 400eV and lOkeV gave lower yields, typically between 35 and 45 e+s '\
which are similar to the values obtained without sputtering. The reason for the high value
of R after the first sputter-anneal cycle is therefore unclear. Re-emitted energy spectra for
Ni samples prepared by this method are similar to that shown in Figure 5.17.
Slow e+ re-emission from a 15 0 0 0 A Ni( 1 0 0 ) film grown epitaxially on a NaCl substrate
was also studied. The foil was left supported on the substrate to lessen the risk of damage
whilst being mounted in the system. Prior to annealing a significant slow positron yield
of »17e+s'1was measured and the energy spread of *0.8eV was about 30% less than that
observed for polycrystalline samples. After annealing the sample at 870K for 30minutes,
R increased to *60e+s'1. The re-emitted e+ energy spread was >leV, which was probably
a result of creases forming in the Ni film, which lifted away from the substrate. Further
annealing at temperatures of =970K in vacuum and a 10'8torr 0 2 atmosphere increased R
to »70eV 1. The energy spread was unchanged to within the accuracy of the experiment.
Assuming the source contained 50fiCi of 22Na activity, it produced 1.9xl0 6 fast positrons
per second. The fast to slow conversion efficiencies of single crystal and polycrystalline
Ni samples were therefore typically 4x10‘5 and 2x1 O'5 respectively, which is an order of
magnitude less than that reported by Zafar et al (1989) and Gramsch et al (1987) for thin
foils of the same material used in transmission mode, and nearly two orders of magnitude
less than the efficiency of thick Ni single crystals operated in back scattering geometry.
The low efficiency can be explained by
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Slow positron yield versus annealing time for a sputtered polycrystalline
Ni sample

1.

a low transport efficiency of slow e+ from sample to CEM, particularly as a result of
shadowing and field line distortion by the source

2.

a low solid angle subtended by the sample at the source

3.

losses in the four 90% transmission grids situated between the sample and CEM

4.

self adsorption in the source.

The last point may be particularly important because of the small size of the source
(«3x2mm2) required to reduce the adverse effect of shadowing.
In order to estimate the efficiency of Si as a positron moderator, it is therefore necessary
to correct for the above losses, which could be substantially reduced in a system different
design

During experiments on Si samples, the system was calibrated using a Ni

moderator, supported on a second sample mount, before each run. The slow positron
yield from Ni of «25e+s'1 was substantially less than that measured in the earlier studies
of Ni discussed previously. This is a result of the exponential decay in source strength
over the duration of the studies and a reduction of fast e+ flux from the source due to the
thin Ni foil used to seal the source. The efficiency of clean and oxygen exposed samples
was estimated by assuming that a flux of 25 slow e V 1 corresponded to an efficiency of
2.5xlCT\ which is the value reported by Gramsch et al (1987) for a polycrystalline sample.

5.5.2 Silicon
a) Results
Re-emission of e+ from lOkQcm n-type S i(lll), lOkQcm p-type S i(lll), and 4-6Qcm
Si(100), dopant type unknown was studied. In all cases, the yield of e+ was small
(<le+s*1), so long run times were required to produce statistically significant data.
Although some data were collected using a voltage ramp, no information on the energy
distribution of re-emitted e+ could be deduced. Consequently, most of the data were
collected using a simple bias on/ bias off method. For each data point, an alternate series
of

100s

runs were collected at each bias, so that the stability in count rate could be

monitored.
The lOkDcm n-type Si(l 11) sample was progressively annealed at increasing temperature
over the range 1120-1390K, the temperature at which the sample melted. In all cases, the
slow positron yield, R, was <0.5e+s'!.

During these measurements, the sample

presumably remained contaminated, since clean Si surfaces are only generated by heating
above 1550K (see Section 5.4.2). The low melting point of the sample at 1390K was
attributed to a reaction between Si and the Mo mount. For this reason, samples were
subsequently prepared by Ar* sputtering and annealing at lower temperatures (=1070K).

The latter procedure also overcame problems associated with formation of a p-type
inversion layer at the Si surface following prolonged heating at high temperature. This
phenomenon was discussed in Section 5.1.2.
A second lOkQcm n-type S i(lll) sample was sputtered with a 6 |iA, 2keV ion beam for
lhour and then annealed at 1070K for 15min. This procedure is similar to that chosen by
Chung et al (1976) and Nielsen et al (1985) to produce atomically clean Si surfaces,
characterised by LEED and Auger spectroscopy. After cleaning, a yield of =0.5e+s 1 was
measured from the sample. Similar yields were obtained after repeated cleaning of the
sample using similar sputter/anneal conditions.
A 10k£2cm p-type S i(lll) sample was studied in more detail. Several cleaning cycles
comprising sputtering at 45-60° incidence for 30-60minutes followed by annealing at
1070K for 30minutes produced a consistent yield of 0.2e+s'1. After measuring R for each
freshly cleaned surface, the sample was exposed to an atmosphere o f =1 O'7torr of CO and
C 0 2, generated by degassing the ionisation gauge filament for several minutes. Although
there was some evidence to suggest that this process increased the slow positron yield,
measurements were not of sufficient accuracy to establish a systematic variation in R
arising from contamination of the surface. These measurements were hindered by a
reduction in CEM gain following degassing.
After several sputter/anneal cycles, high purity 0 2 was admitted into the UHV chamber.
The exposure of the Si surface to 0 2 was calculated from the pressure recorded by the
ionisation gauge as a function of time. The variation of positron yield with total 0 2
exposure is shown in Figure 5.19. The data are an average of two complete runs taken in
succession. Between these runs, the sample was cleaned by sputtering with 2keV Ar+ions
for 20minutes followed by annealing at 1070K for a further 20minutes. The two sets of
data were statistically in agreement.
Figure 5.20 shows the variation of R with oxygen exposure for an Si(100) sample
prepared under similar sputter/anneal conditions. As with the Si(l 11) study, the data are
an average of two successive runs which were statistically in agreement.
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b) Discussion
For sputter/annealed (111) and (100) surfaces, the slow positron yields, R, were
approximately 0.2 and 0.3e+s'1 respectively. In comparison, the yields from annealed
polycrystalline Ni foils varied between 30 and 50e+s '\ Allowing for losses due to the
design of the present system, it was assumed that a yield of le+s_1 corresponded to a fast
to slow conversion efficiency of lxlO *5 (see Section 5.5.1). The moderation efficiency of
the two Si orientations studied is therefore «10*6. The low efficiency may be a result of
1.

positron trapping at the surface due to defects or impurities

2.

the existence of strong electric fields which oppose e+ motion towards the surface

3.

a positive positron work function for Si.

Referring to the first of these points, the trapping of e+ in surface defects or in the surface
potential well minimum, as a result of inelastic scattering with surface adsorbed
impurities cannot be discounted, especially considering that no surface analysis was
available in the current study. However, the sputter/anneal procedure used to clean the
sample was similar to that used by Chung et al (1976) and Nielsen et al (1985) to produce
atomically clean surfaces, characterised by LEED and Auger spectroscopy. Furthermore,
as discussed later in the current section, the variation of positron yield with oxygen
exposure can be explained by a change in surface dipole moment arising from the
contamination of an initially clean surface. It is therefore concluded that the Si surfaces
were clean immediately after the sputter/anneal procedure and that e+ trapping at the
surface did not occur.
In all cases, the width of the near-surface depletion region produced by the trapping of
electrons into surface states is > 10 3A and is therefore significantly greater than the e+
mean free path in the Si acoustic phonon field (* 10 A). Consequently, e+ moving along a
curved energy band will relax before reaching the surface. In degenerately doped samples

(p=.0 0 lQcm), the width of the depletion region is considerably less (= 1 2 A) and e+ and e'
experience the effect of the strong near-surface electric fields without undergoing
relaxation. This behaviour was observed by Allen and Gobeli (1962) and Wagner and
Spicer (1974) using photoemission techniques (see Section 5.2). The possibility of a
p-type inversion layer at the surface of the samples studied can also be discounted because
of the low annealing temperature used in the present study.
The low moderation efficiency for the Si samples studied is thus unlikely to be a result of
a negative e+ work function mechanism, especially in view of the high e+ diffusion
constant (see Chapter 2). Instead, it is proposed that <|>+ is positive and that re-emission of
epithermal e+occurs as observed by Gullikson and Mills (1986) for the rare gas solids (see
Section 1.3.72?)). According to their model, epithermal e+ in bulk Si will be distributed
between 0 and l.leV (the band gap energy). Provided that <|>+< l.leV , re-emission of e+
occurs with energies between 0 and (l.l-<J>+)eV. The narrow Si band gap and the high
implantation energy used in the present study result in yields of epithermal e+ several
orders of magnitude less than those measured for the rare gas solids. Yields from the
( 1 1 1 ) orientation are expected to be less than those from the ( 1 0 0 ) surface because of the
difference in <|>+ for the two surfaces (see Section 5.1.2). This is observed to be the case.
The validity of the hot e+ model for e+ re-emission from Si could be established
unequivocally if precise measurements of the re-emitted e+ energy spectra could be
obtained. This was not possible with the current system because of the low e+ count rate.
In addition, the energy resolution of the system was insufficient to be able to distinguish
between thermal and epithermal e+. The only other published measurement of e+
re-emission from a Si surface was reported by Mills et al (1978), who studied a highly
doped Si(100) sample, cleaned by heating close to its melting point. Using a positron
implantation energy of IkeV, the energy distribution obtained in Figure 5.2 was obtained.
The relatively narrow distribution of re-emitted e+ energies was attributed to a negative e+
work function of -1.0±0.2eV. However, a more recent experimental study reported by

Nielsen et al (see Section 1.3.72?)) showed that a significant proportion of e+ implanted
with keV energies into metallic samples are re-emitted as epithermal e+. Considering that
the rate of e+energy-loss in Si is expected to be less than that in a metal at sub-eV energies,
it can be concluded that Mills et al (1978) observed epithermal rather than thermal e+. If
this is the case, the measured energy spread suggests that <I>+«0. Further studies of e+
emission from Si surfaces following low-energy implantation would therefore be of
considerable interest.
The variation of R with oxygen exposure for S i(lll) and Si(100) surfaces is shown in
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 respectively. As discussed above, the effect of band bending is
negligible since the samples were weakly doped. For the (111) orientation, R follows the
variation in %recorded by Wagner and Spicer (1974) (see Figure 5.11) for coverages up
to 0.5 monolayers. This is a result of equal and opposite changes in <)>+and % due to the
increasing dipole moment contribution from the adsorbed oxygen atoms. At higher
coverages, the rapid decrease in R may be due to surface scattering of e+ by the oxygen
over layer. Although the change in R for the (100) surface was less, the overall variation
was similar to the ( 1 1 1 ) case.
Monte Carlo calculations presented in Chapter 4 used a simple model describing
implantation, energy-loss and diffusion of epithermal e+ in rare gas solids to predict
re-emitted energy spectra. If measurements of e+ mean free path and energy-loss per
collision were available for Si, similar calculations could be used to predict e+ yields and
work function, <j>+. Without this data an estimate of <|>+ can still be made. Following
implantation of an e+ ensemble, it is assumed that there is a uniform distribution of e+
energies in the Si bulk between 0 and l.leV (see Figure 5.21a). With increasing time, the
mean energy of the distribution decreases and a proportion of e+ diffuse back to the
surface. Assuming the energy distribution of epithermal e+ reaching the surface is of the
form shown in Figure 5.21b), the fraction, R, of the e+ re-emitted is given by

b)

a)

R e-em itted
e+ Energy

P(E)

1.1 -?)+

K

0

1.1

e+ Bulk Energy (eV)

Figure 5.21

e 4. Bulk Energy (eV)

Energy distribution of e+ in Si
a)

Immediately after implantation

b)

After diffusion back to the surface. Positrons with energies
> (1.1- <j>+)eV can escape

K and K* are arbitrary constants
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In this simple argument, the effect of internal reflection is ignored. The work function
difference between Si(l 11) and (100) is 0.15eV and the e+ yields from clean surfaces 0.2
and 0.3e+s'1 respectively. Therefore

5:5

Taking the root of the quadratic equation which lies between 0 and l.leV gives
<|>+(1 ll)=0.34eV and hence <|>+(100)=0.19eV. <J>+ can also be deduced from the change in
e+ yield with oxygen exposure. Assuming the change in <|)+ between 0 and 103L exposure
is equal to the corresponding change in % (*0.2eV), then <|>+(11l)=0.9eV. However for
Si(100) no solution is obtained for <|>+(100) in the range 0 to l.leV . Values of <J>+obtained
by the two methods are clearly not in agreement and, given the accuracy of the data, the
validity of the simple argument presented above cannot be established. However, the
current data suggests that precise measurements of the epithermal energy distribution for
different orientations of Si under clean and oxygen exposed conditions could be used in
conjunction with the Monte Carlo model developed in Chapter 4 to provide information
on epithermal energy-loss in Si and to estimate a value for <J>+.

5.6 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, the first measurements of slow e+ re-emission from Si subjected to p+
irradiation have been described. The data suggest that the two orientations of Si studied
have positive positron work functions and would therefore be unsuitable as positron
moderators. Although an intense electric field may heat positrons thermalising in the Si
bulk, it is unlikely that this process would substantially increase the positron yield
re-emitted from the sample surface.
Measurements of positron yield versus oxygen exposure for Si(l 11) and Si(100) surfaces
are consistent with a changing surface dipole moment due to the oxygen adsorption.
Useful data would be obtained by repeating the experiments with a variable energy
positron beam. It would be particularly interesting to extend the study to degenerately
doped n and p-type material for which the effects of near-surface band bending become
significant. In the n ^ case, e+ bands bend sharply downwards within

20A

of the surface

and e+ may escape from the crystal without relaxation. For extreme doping this would

effectively decrease <j>+ by *0.5eV and re-emission of thermal e+ may become
energetically favourable. This may provide an explanation for the relatively high e+ yield
measured by Mills et al (1978) for a highly doped Si(100) sample implanted with keV
energy e+.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

The primary objective of the present work was to assess the possibility of developing a
new type of positron moderator, based upon the electric field drift of e+ in a insulator or
semiconductor. Although some progress towards this aim was made, it remains unclear
whether a practical field assisted (FA) moderator can be produced.
Studies of e+ behaviour in solid media originated in the 1950s and 1960s using angular
correlation of annihilation radiation (ACAR), e+ lifetime spectroscopy and Doppler
broadening measurements. These experiments showed that the majority of energetic e+
implanted into bulk materials rapidly slow down to near thermal energies and
subsequently diffuse freely in the solid before annihilating with an electron. Since the
annihilation y-rays convey information relating to the final e+-e state, they provide a
useful means of studying the electronic structure of solids. The discovery by MacKenzie
et al (1967) that e+ are trapped in crystal defects brought about an upsurge in e+ solid state
research and the field has continued to expand rapidly.
Before the development of the first intense e+ beams in the early 1970s, research was
mainly restricted to studies of homogeneous bulk structures, although e+ lifetime studies
in powdered and neutron irradiated materials provided some information on e+-surface
interactions. The discovery of the MgO e+moderator by Canter et al (1972) enabled more
detailed studies of e+interactions at surfaces to be initiated and also created the possibility
of investigating near-surface defect profiles with e+. There has been considerable interest
in developing e+ beams as probes of near-surface structure using techniques such as
REPELS and e+ microscopy.

Conventional e+ moderators rely on diffusion to transport a small fraction of e+ implanted
into a solid to a surface where, under favourable conditions, they can be re-emitted into
vacuum with eV energies. Since the pioneering work of Madansky and Rasetti (1950), it
has been realised that the efficiency of a moderator, e , is governed by the ratio of e+
diffusion constant to mean implantation depth for the p+ source used. Assuming realistic
values for these two quantities, Madansky and Rasetti (1950), estimated that € *5x1 O'3. A
considerable amount of research has since been devoted to developing efficient e+
moderators and this theoretical estimate has only been recently attained with the
discovery of the solid rare gas moderator by Mills and Gullikson (1986). As discussed in
Chapter 4, there appears to be little scope for further improvement in conventional
moderator efficiencies. Based on current technology, e+ beam intensities are limited to
*106e+s 1 in the laboratory and *109e+s'1 using linear accelerators or wCu sources produced
in a high flux reactor. The latter value is still several orders of magnitude less than
intensity of commercially available e' beams, so potential advantages offered by e+
surface analysis techniques (see Table 1.1) have to be offset against the increased cost and
reduced intensity of e+ beam facilities.
In general, the motion of e+ in semiconductors and insulators is less well understood than
in metals. Measurements of positron mobility, p+, provide a good method of determining
the dominant e+scattering mechanisms in solid media. Early attempts to measure positron
drift velocities in insulating materials were unsuccessful, until Mills and Pfeiffer (1976,
1977) reported large positron mobilities in Si and Ge. Subsequent studies have shown
appreciable drift velocities in several other insulators and semiconductors. Published data
suggest that reliable measurements of fi+ are difficult to make and substantial
discrepancies in values of |i+determined by different techniques have been reported. It is
not yet clear whether the disagreement arises from systematic errors in particular
experimental methods, or from variations in material properties of often uncharacterised
samples of the same material. In an attempt to address this problem, a new method of

measuring p+, based on positron lifetime spectroscopy was developed and used to make
measurements of positron drift in high purity Si samples. The results obtained at the two
temperatures studied are in good accord with results reported by Mills and Pfeiffer (1977),
Nielsen et al (1985) and Corbel et al (1989). However, the cause of the significant
discrepancy between values of |i+ obtained from these studies and that measured by
Brandt and Paulin (1977) using a shift in implantation profile method remains
unexplained.
It is envisaged that the lifetime method will be used to observe e+ motion in a variety of
other materials. Measurements in GaAs are currently in progress. However, there is still
considerable scope for further work on Si, especially if the accuracy of the data can be
improved.

Detailed measurements of }i+ as functions of temperature and dopant

concentration should be made. Comparison of experimental and theoretical values of n,
the temperature coefficient of positron mobility, would establish the relative importance
of the various e+ scattering processes. In particular, an extension of the measurements to
liquid He temperatures, where impurity scattering becomes increasingly important, and to
high temperatures (>300K) would be interesting. In Ge, measurements of the positron
diffusion constant, £>+, in the range 300<T<1020K suggest that e+-polaron formation
could be an important process in elemental semiconductors.
The count rate and/or time-resolution of the spectrometer used in the current study could
be improved by replacing the plastic scintillators with BaF2 crystals. The analysis of
generated e+ lifetime spectra, described in Chapter 3, suggests that this would reduce the
error in |i+, which is predominantly determined by the uncertainty in the interfacial
lifetime t 4.
It is important to note that the method developed in the present work to determine 11+
provides a direct measure of the fraction of e+which, after implantation, drift in an applied

electric field to an insulator-metal interface. The measurements are therefore directly
applicable to the development of field assisted moderators. For Si at 104K, this fraction
was *7% at the highest fields studied.
The development and present state of e+ moderator technology was reviewed in
Chapter 4. The possibility of developing FA moderators was discussed and the failure of
Lynn and McKee (1979) to observe field enhanced e+ re-emission from an Si surface
barrier detector attributed to e+ trapping in defects in the non-epitaxially grown contact.
Based on current knowledge, it was argued that Si offers the best prospect of developing
a FA moderator. For this material, the concentration of defects in the thin contact on the
exit surface of the moderator could be reduced by using a thin epitaxially grown NiSi2
layer on a Si(l 11) substrate.
Studies of e+ re-emission from CoSi2 (Gullikson et al 1988b) suggest that NiSi2 probably
has a negative positron work function, <|>+. If this is the case, the success of a Si(l 1l)-NiSi2
moderator depends on the behaviour of e+ at the solid -solid interface.
Measurements of positron work function, <J>+, were reviewed in Chapter 5. Although
several authors conclude that <j)+ is negative for S i(lll) and (100) surfaces, the data are
inconsistent. In the only direct study of positron re-emission from Si, Mills et al (1978)
concluded that the substantial yield of e+ observed from a highly doped Si(100) sample
was a result of a negative positron work function for the surface. However, the data need
to be re-evaluated following the more recent measurements of epithermal e+ re-emission
from insulating surfaces with positive e+ work functions (Gullikson and Mills (1986),
Mills and Crane 1984).
The ultra high vacuum system described in Chapter 5 was constructed to study the
re-emission of e+ from Si surfaces bombarded with P+ particles. Although a small yield
of slow e+ was observed from clean S i(lll) and Si(100) surfaces, the moderation

efficiency was extremely low (* 10 '6) and the measurements are considered to be the result
of epithermal e+ re-emission rather than a negative work function for Si. Measurements
of slow positron yield versus- oxygen exposure for both Si surfaces studied were
consistent with a changing surface dipole due to oxygen adsorption. The low e+ yields
suggest that <|>+> 0 for all exposures studied.
The signal to noise ratio, energy resolution and count rate of the experimental
arrangement could be improved by replacing the gold pin source with an annular
arrangement and by arranging for a more uniform magnetic guide field. With a more
efficient transport system, the CEM could be located further from the source, thereby
reducing the fast e+ and y-ray backgrounds. These could be further reduced by installing
an ExB filter or bent solenoid arrangement in conjunction with lead or tungsten alloy
shielding.
It would be interesting to extend measurements to degenerately doped Si samples, for
which band bending becomes significant.

In the n++ case, e+ bands bend sharply

downwards near the surface and e+ may escape without relaxation. This effect would
effectively decrease <J>+ by 0.5eV and may provide an explanation for the large yield of
re-emitted e+ measured by Mills et al (1978). Further studies of adsorption should be
performed using other gases. More precise data could be generated by repeating these
studies using a variable energy e+ beam. In this case, measurements of re-emitted e+
energy spectra could be used to estimate <|>+ and to study e+ thermalisation in
semiconductors. In order to develop a comprehensive understanding of e+ processes in
non-metallic solids, the work should be extended to other semiconductors and insulators
such as LiF and MgO, which may have negative e+ work functions.

It now appears than an Si field assisted moderator will not provide an efficient source of
slow e+ , due to an unfavourable e+ work function at all Si surfaces. For other materials,
at present, there is insufficient data relating to the bulk and surface behaviour of e+ to be
able to predict whether a practical field assisted moderator can be developed.

APPENDIX 1
APPLICATION OF THE DIFFUSION EQUATION TO
MONO-ENERGETIC POSITRON IMPLANTATION INTO SINGLE
CRYSTAL FOILS

Estimates of remoderation efficiency of thin single crystal metal foils can be obtained
from the diffusion equation solutions derived in Chapter 4. These predictions are of
considerable importance in developing efficient brightness enhanced positron beams (see
Section 1.1.4).
Monte Carlo simulations preformed by Valkealahti and Nieminen (1983, 1984) suggest
that, in the range 0-10keV, mono-energetic positron implantation is well described by a
profile originally proposed by Makhov (1960a,b,c) for electron impact (see Section
1.3.3). This has the form

P(x) =
=

m i*'1
M
„ exP — —
X0

kX°

mT

A l:l
;

where m~ 1 .9 for most materials and Xo is related to the mean implantation depth, x , by the
gamma function, T(z) expression

jc= t

A l:2

x can be expressed in terms of the incident e+ energy, E, by the formula

x =AEH

Al:3

where A and n are constants characteristic of a particular material. Values of m, A and n
derived from Monte Carlo calculations are in reasonable accord with thin foil
transmission experiments (for example Mills and Wilson 1982), although the
experimental data tend to exaggerate the initial part of the profile due to backscattering
effects.
Remoderator efficiencies were calculated by substituting Equations A l. 1-3 into Equation
4.27. In general the integration cannot be solved exactly, so numerical methods had to be
employed. A Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) library subroutine DOl AJF, accessed
from a FORTRAN coded main programme, returned the value of the integral and an
estimate of the absolute error. Computational accuracy was checked by comparing results
with the exact analytical expressions obtained for m=l and 2. Between these limits
numerical results showed no discontinuities which might have indicated poor
performance.
Slow positron yields for Cu and W are presented in Figures A 1.1 and A 1.2 together with
the transmitted fast e+ fraction, F^, given by

Fj, = j~ P (x )d x

A l:4

The parameters used are shown in Table A 1.1 and are the same as those adopted for
previous calculations reported by Vehanen and Makinen (1985). Agreement between
both these sets of data and the values published by Sferlazzo (1985) for Cu is good.
In Figure A 1.3 values calculated for a 1500A Ni foil are compared with experimental
results of Schultz et al (1986). In this case values of A, m and n are based on those given
the Monte Carlo simulations, discussed above and in Section 1.3.3.

The diffusion

constant is the experimental value obtained by Vehanen et al (1984) and yQtaken from
Gullikson et al (1988). Considering the uncertainty in the parameter values chosen and
their likely variation from sample to sample, the agreement between theory and
experiment is good.
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TABLE A1.1

Param eters Used in Transmission Remoderator Efficiency Calculations
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The brightness per volt, R, of an e+ beam with intensity I, energy, E diameter, D and
angular divergence, 0, is given by (see Section 1.4.4)

R=

D 2 sin20 E

Al:5

The important parameter in determining the quality of the remoderated beam is the
brightness gain, G. Making the assumption of constancy of angular spread, 0, at the
moderator and remoderator surfaces, Vehanen and Makinen (1985) give the expression

G =e

'D m *
- £Dr
<t>+

A l :6

where e is the remoderation efficiency, Dmand Dr the primary and remoderator diameters
respectively, E the primary beam energy, and <1>+, the e+ work function of the moderators.
Figure A1.4 shows the maximum brightness gain, G, for Ni(100) as a function of foil
thickness, d. G is seen to be fairly insensitive to changes in d, despite a substantial
decrease in e over the range calculated. This is a result of an increase in optimum primary
beam energy with increasing, d. The brightness per volt could be further improved by
employing additional remoderator stages.
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